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A Russian song about the reincarnation describes those poor 

souls that have not behaved themselves honorably this lifetime 

and will be reborn as baobabs to spend next lifetime of 1000 

years as a pitiful tree. Your deeds today shape your tomorrow. 
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AABBOOUUTT  PPIIEERRRREE  

 

Pierre Ethier was trained in the Church of Scientology up to Class XII Auditor, and audited at FSO for 

17 years. Between 1981 and 1992, Pierre Ethier was Flag top auditor every single year. 

 

Pierre Ethier spent over 20 years as a staff member of the Church of Scientology studying the religious 

technology and helping people through religious counselling. Staff members of the Church are volunteer 

Ministers, who work full time on a charitable volunteer basis without a pay. After his departure from the 

Church in 1992, Pierre builds a very successful IT career dating back from the beginning of the internet 

era with the start up of the second largest ISP in the province of Quebec. Pierre Ethier holds a number of 

current prestigious professional certifications in the IT field. 

Pierre Ethier is now an applied scientology auditor who, among other rundowns, mastered the famous “Ls 

“Rundowns in their powerful original. He speaks fluently English, French, Italian, Portuguese and 

Spanish. 
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Pierre Ethier has been providing advanced Spiritual Counselling to people seeking to become more able 

by strictly applying what has been demonstrated to work and helps people attain self-fulfilment to lead 

more successful and happier lives. As people go closer to the Advanced Spiritual levels and find 

increased joy in life, their lives are affected for the better. 

Pierre Ethier writes: “Being a Class XII does not merely mean trained to audit the Ls as some misguided 

people who got hold of part the Ls and started auditing them might think. Being an authentic Class XII is 

many light years beyond that.” 

 

The partial list of PCs Pierre Ethier has audited and published by the Church of Scientology consists of 

roughly 3500 people. It is by no means the complete list of the over 5000 people Pierre has audited at 

Flag. With virtually no exception he enjoyed auditing each of those people. Pierre is going over the list 

and recalls the gains and life changing improvements. His ultimate desire is for each of these people to 

reach happiness and spiritual Freedom, whether they achieve it in the Church of Scientology or in 

another. 

A lot of those names have not been on Flag completion list for a very long time. Each and everyone 

should be told that 
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“NO CHURCH HOLDS A MONOPOLY ON SPIRITUAL FREEDOM OR THE STATES OF 

BEINGNESS PROMISED BY L. RON HUBBARD“. 

 

Anyone can move forward from whatever point they have been stopped, betrayed or given arbitrary 

actions that were not designed to help them. 

 

About Pierre Ethier from the people who have known him 

the best, up close and personally: 

 “Pierre is charismatic, articulate, fun, and energetic. He 

exudes confidence and has great integrity, believes in honesty 

over little white lies, and compassion over cynicism. He brings 

passion to everything he does and to the people around him. He 

is naturally gifted and intelligent individual with an engaging 

personality.” 

 

“Pierre Ethier is professional, very busy, very successful, 

unique, unfinished, fabulously flawed, perfectly imperfect, 

outgoing and very loyal. He has genuine taste for the finer 

things in life. He is passionate about passion in life”. 

 

“Pierre is a versatile individual who can conform to just about any situation. He loves learning, 

traveling, theatre and music. Pierre is competent in many areas and able to turn with ease from one thing 

to another. He is open-minded and non-judgmental. He cares about people.” 

 

“Pierre has a fondness for all the natural beauty of the great outdoors and loves to explore what Mother 

Nature has to offer. He is an individual with a passion about his favourite museums, art galleries and 

traveling abroad. Pierre loves spending a tranquil afternoon at a picturesque chateau / winery and also 

he appreciates the art of true fine dining with the whole culinary experience in a luxurious setting in 

addition to some stimulating conversation. Pierre is giving back to his community as often as possible 

and brings social value with the results of his professional work.” 

 

 “Pierre climbed his way up the technical bridge whilst at Flag, despite enormous counter intention, to 

become one of the most highly trained and productive auditors at Flag. When Flag became untenable 

under the new regime Pierre left and continued his work in the field as a FreeZone Auditor and Case 

Supervisor. Pierre has audited a record number of hours and cases and has cracked more cases than 

anyone else In the FreeZone and possibly at Flag when he was there also. Pierre continues to audit, c/s 
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and crack cases that have been stalled for years. Pierre is totally unreasonable when it comes to standard 

tech. He is uncompromising and applies the tenets of the Policy Letter, “Keeping Scientology Working” 

to the letter. If anyone is entitled to the status, Kha Khan, then it is Pierre Ethier. Pierre should rightly 

have been awarded this status at Flag many years ago.” 

 

 “Hey, it was great-great-great meeting Pierre last night. Thank you again for bringing him out to see 

me. I’m glad the planets aligned, so to speak, that we were all in the same place at the same time. It was 

definitely a time to remember” 

”I’ve heard many people say how great their auditing from Pierre was, I’ve never heard anyone 

complain about it.” 

 

“Pierre is a very highly trained auditor, he gets excellent results, his PCs rave and want more. “ 

 

 “ To become a Cl Xll trained auditor (in the Church) I consider a super human feat. (with all that 

pressure and suppression going on) and his PCs are not suppressed as they are in the church. I recon 

they get 10 times the gains in the field by him now.” 

 

“SINCE you audited me 1 year ago my wife said that the last year of our marriage has been a pleasure 

for her“ 

 

 “Hi Pierre, nice to meet you, you are a legend in Scientology world. I’m following you in your travels.” 

 

“It was awesome meeting you, Pierre. I walked away enlightened by a true Elder Statesman” 

 

“I am grateful to Pierre for standing up along with the Knowledge of the Truth even though among the 

few and making it possible again for, as always, to Play the Game Of Scientology Where Everyone Wins! 

I know LRH is grateful to Him and Us for being constant and consistent in our purposes and goals along 

this path that He set out for us. And He is there and aware and communicating and operating ! Thank 

You!” 

 

” I love a man that walks his talk. You always say hat not hit. You are a trusted holder of the tech, not 

many are. As LRH states don’t acknowledge the barking dog, he will soon find something else to bark at. 

You are entrusted to bring the tech into a new day and new enlightenment and what you have stated 

above is doing that. We, the good are with you and uphold you. You may not hear us everyday but we are. 

Much strength to you my friend…we have a job to do. Your wife has much affinity to and with her also.” 

 

“Pierre I remember making your Class12 auditor and C/S Certs in 1976 at Flag and getting LRH to sign 

them.” 

 

“This is one of the proudest days of my Life to have Pierre Ethier be my friend on Facebook. Thanks to 

all on this level that are friends. Here’s to The Triumph Of Life !” 
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“Hello Pierre, I want to thank you for all the info on your blog. It really has gotten me closer to 

confronting my own dynamics and wanting to go OT.  I am going to continue reading your blog and 

frankly feel safe doing so knowing you have done so much and have lot’s of experience with the tech.” 

 

“I think at this point I should make a comment about the “Mecca of Technical Perfection”. About four or 

five of the auditors in the case cracking unit were very good, with probably Peirre Ethier the best. Then 

there were five or six who were competent but not in the same class. Then there were on average about 

ten or so, interns. Some of them were experienced outer org auditors at Flag to do their Flag internships 

to improve their skills. But then there were those who were Flag public who had been required to do Flag 

auditor training to improve their solo auditing ability, so they too were required to do Flag internships, 

and did their auditing in the case cracking unit, with limited skills. So even though the DofP did his best 

to assign PCs requiring expert skills, too frequently the assignments were a disaster and the PCs 

who were promised the best, just plain didn’t get it. So it was a Mecca in the sense that you might find 

technical perfection, if you were damned lucky. And many weren’t!”Flag Senior C/S 
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PPIIEERRRREE  EETTHHIIEERR  --  IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  

 

This is a brief introduction about myself and my search and struggle for Spiritual Freedom and 

enlightenment. 

My long term goal for this life time and for many others has been the seeking of the truth and the spiritual 

improvement and accomplishment that come with it. 

I consider anyone who honestly and truthfully seeks the truth to be my friend. 

Thanks to the correct application of a working Spiritual Technology, I have not only handled all the 

character and Spiritual traits that bothered me years or decades ago, but have continued to increase my 

awareness and understanding of both life and myself. 

Through personal experiences, I have found the philosophy and Technology developed by L.Ron 

Hubbard (LRH) to be highly workable in thousands of people. 

I am again continuing on the Spiritual journey that was laid in the “Bridge” as formulated by LRH. It is 

my strict intention not to deviate from the Standards set in Scientology Technology by strictly applying 

its Axioms and Logics and the wealth of information I have accumulated training and applying his 

Technology for several decades. 

Hence, I have corrected the errors made by RTC who have perverted the Upper OT Levels and I have 

found the answer as to why so many people died, became sick or sour after completing RTC’s rendition 

of OT VIII. (It is not the one they believe) Better yet, I have found the answers of OT IX (a level that was 

never designed to be done years apart from OT VIII and is kept dangling like a carrot to cadge the loyalty 

of those who completed OT VIII toward RTC. 

Thanks to a decade of progress and improvements, I have reached a point where I feel that my recall for 

this lifetime events and those I was personally involved in, for the past 2000 years to be excellent. 

A few years ago, I ran, based on my recall, an experiment based on the Project “Where are You buried?” 

and I was quite satisfied with the results. 

(The Project Where are you buried was conceived by LRH after the publication of “Have You lived 

before this life? and consists of locating one’s past burial’s locations and tombstones) 
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EEAARRLLYY  YYEEAARRSS  TTHHIISS  LLIIFFEETTIIMMEE  

 

I was born and raised in Canada, majored in 

Pure Sciences (Physics and Mathematics) and 

always have had the highest Academic grades 

in the application of logic and deductive 

reasoning, which to this day I still consider to 

be my strongest intellectual skill. 

While I did not particularly fare well at School 

in subjects such as History or Geography, 

which I regarded at the time in great part as the 

by-products of irrational human activities, and a 

number of facts and dates to merely memorize, 

I absolutely excelled at Analytical Geometry. In 

fact, I never had less than a perfect score in all exams I ever had on the subject, and never found a new 

Geometry problem or theorem that I was unable to resolve and prove completely on my own. I even 

recall, being called more than once to the blackboard at the request of the teacher, when he had forgotten 

the solution or embarrassingly discovered that his book did not contain the solution after he had started to 

explain it. I took great pride in those accomplishments. 

 

Later on, I was very favourably impressed, by 

the discovery of the Scientology Axioms and 

Logics, where all subsequent rules, processes 

and applications are merely extensions, albeit 

convoluted and complex of those same 

fundamental axioms and Logics. 

During my school years, I was always much 

more concerned about my intellectual 

development and achievements, contrary to 

most of my peers who judged others through 

their athletic (and later on, romantic) 

performance. On that point, LRH and I are 

clearly very different as I recall reading in one of his Biographies that he scored Lowest in Geometry and 

Highest in Physical Education. I scored the exact opposite: Highest in Geometry and Lowest in Physical 

Education. 
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I skipped Grade 5, due to exceptionally high Academic Grades. I went to one of the best Schools in 

Canada (I like to think it is so, since two of the six prime Ministers of Canada born in my province 

frequented it).Unfortunately I then became the target of older bullies who were content with “repeating 

grades”. Many were 3 or 4 years older than I. My Academic performance never recovered, a fact I 

understood only later when I became acquainted with the Mechanics of Suppression and PTSness. 

I pursued my undergraduate studies in Pure Sciences, keeping my options open as I had not quite decided 

whether I wanted to become a Mathematician or a Physicist. 

EEAARRLLYY  IINNVVOOLLVVEEMMEENNTT  IINN  SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY  

 

Having discovered Scientology in Montreal in early 1973, and experienced life altering changes in my 

introductory services, I decided to join staff full time, and put my studies indefinitely on hold. The 

organization became prosperous and expanded by leaps and bounds, thanks to an FEBC trained Executive 

Director and to my effective activities running Division 6 (New Public into the org). 

The organization eventually moved to the main street, a mere one block away from what was the busiest 

intersection in the country. I was made in charge of Davison 1 (HCO) supervising Communication and 

“Ethics” and doing recruitment myself. In just over 6 months, the organization more than doubled in size 

and personnel. The best staff were hired during that period. In 1992, I felt a great sense of pride when I 

discovered than the entire Senior Executive structure and the 6 oldest staff members in Montreal org were 

all people that I had either personally hired or introduced to Scientology in the 1970s. 

I eventually fell out of favour with the Executives running Montreal org in 1975, and it was agreed that I 

would complete my 2 1/2 year contract working under the Executive Director in Quebec City (a 4 hour 

drive from Montreal), in exchange for one of their staff who wanted to be transferred. 

The Executive Director made me his assistant, and essentially allowed me the full run of the Org, merely 

filling in reports and acting as the contact person with the Flag Liaison office, so that he could pursue 

other activities and training. 

I had a “different understanding” of Ethics than my Superiors at Montreal and those at the Flag Liaison 

office wanted. To them, Ethics was “Harsh”, absolutely punitive and degrading in its application, and you 

had to go through Hell to get through it. Ethics to them was something meant to be as unpleasant as an 

amputation performed without anesthetics. 
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I differed in that viewpoint (and still do); in that Ethics was merely a tool to get the job done and the 

application of Ethics should be an activity where “Everybody Wins”. 

Degradation, torments and humiliation seem in my eyes to be merely relics belonging to Medieval 

History and are largely Whole-Track Dramatizations, not a component of a Science of Life that boasts to 

be on par with the man’s Highest Technological Achievements. In my Technical view someone who 

thinks and act like Ethics is something savage, harsh, unreasonable and even cruel, not only demonstrate a 

clear need to have his Evil Purposes (and Rockslams) on the subject of Help addressed, but is a serious 

candidate for receiving a GF40 (earlier practices assessment), as he is clearly confused between some 

earlier humanoid practices and that of Scientology. 

Looking back at it, Quebec City of the 1970s is one of the few places in Scientology where Ethics was 

applied in a Benign and Benevolent Manner. 

The result: High Stats and Morale. No blows, no cries, no grief. Staff so happy being there that each and 

everyone instinctively disseminates and recruits whenever he steps out of the org for an errand, a meal or 

taking the bus. Staff not fighting with each other to “get their own stat up”, but sincerely cooperating one 

with the other with their foremost interest being expanding the Org and the broad Dissemination of 

Scientology. Almost no more PTS Type A situations to handle as entire families are on lines getting 

Services and drilling each others. Body routers were frequently being recalled from passing hand outs on 

the street, because unexpected high inflows of interested public would just walk in. The Number of Well 

Done Auditing Hours in the Staff HGC was competing with those from the Public HGC. 

MMYY  MMEEEETTIINNGG  WWIITTHH  LLRRHH  

 

It was in the Fall of 1973. Unknown to anyone at the time, even to the entire Scientology world, but only 

to a selected few, LRH had resided in Queens, New York for the previous 10 Months. Some say, he was 

hiding, from attempts at indicting him for fiscal reasons. Whatever the case, he deemed it best to return to 

the Ship (which was in Lisbon) at that point in time. Accompanied by his two body guards (Jim Dincalci 

and Paul Preston), he decided, to avoid possible FBI scrutiny on American based International flights, to 

take the train to Canada, and to fly to Lisbon directly from there. 

Upon arrival in Montreal and after booking a room as “Mr Harris” at the Queen Elizabeth Hotel in 

Downtown Montreal, LRH was pleased to discover that Montreal Org was within a mere 10 minute walk 

from the hotel. Montreal had some significance for LRH, since a personal friend and one of the first 

people to train as an auditor in Elizabeth, New Jersey in the Summer of 1950 had opened one of the very 

first Dianetics Foundation, in Montreal later that year. In spite of the obvious, if unvoiced, misgivings his 
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companions had on the fear that he may end up being publicly recognized, LRH decided to pay a visit to 

the new fledging Org… 

Upon emerging from my office that was adjacent to the reception area, I was introduced by a young man 

calling himself “Jim” who looked just like a “Sea Org Missionary” to “Mr Harris” who was described as 

an “Old personal friend of LRH”. Mr Harris appearance was anything but ordinary. A stout Man in his 

late 50s or maybe early 60s, he had bright red hair, penetrating blue eyes, muscular arms, and he literally 

exuded the Beingness of a “Seaman”. Upon gazing at him, the instant thought that raced to my mind was: 

“By Gosh, this is LRH”, but being an introverted type person at the time, I felt uneasy at the fact that 

nobody else’s seemed to have recognized that obvious fact. I kept glancing back and forth between the 

Man standing in the Lobby and the large picture of LRH on the wall and the more I looked, the more I 

saw similarities and the less I saw differences. Finally, I almost blurted out: “This is LRH!!!”, but some 

invisible force seemed to have gotten hold of my throat and I received a form of telepathic 

communication from the man who was friendlily staring at me straight into the eyes across the room. 

I am not certain how much I understood at the time from that communication cycle. It must have lasted a 

mere few seconds, but it had enough bandwidth to have kept someone occupied for a whole hour. There 

was no denial about his true identity. there was nothing that could be construed as a lie, even in retrospect, 

but there was a definite and deliberate suggestion that I had “better things to do”. 

A few years later, after I joined the Sea Org at Flag, three times, when I wrote to LRH about my taking 

constructive steps and making concrete progress toward my goal of becoming a Class XII Auditor, I had 

both the incredible thrill and experience of receiving my reply, not on the standard SO-1 stationery, but in 

LRH own handwriting on my own letter. Those letters will continue to remain amongst my most precious 

possessions and clearly indicate how special becoming a Class XII has always been to LRH. 

I am not aware of anyone else, having received handwritten replies on the SO-1 line (letters to Ron), and 

certainly not from any other Class XII that I ever worked with. I have also verified with SO-1 staff during 

the 1980s, that my encounter with LRH was historically possible and it was their opinion that in most 

probability my description of the events was entirely accurate. 

BBRRIIEEFF  SSUUMMMMAARRYY  OOFF  MMYY  CCAARREEEERR  AASS  AA  CCLLAASSSS  XXIIII  

 

After a shaky start, I eventually rose through the ranks and became Flag Top producing auditor and held 

that title undisputed for many years. I spent 4 years in the Class IV HGC, auditing the world’s most 

difficult cases, including people who come to Flag having received over 20 intensives of “No results” in 

the field and looking forward to getting their first win and their first cognition in Auditing. 
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I became an expert at the Case Cracker Rundown and acquired the 

utter unshakeable conviction that “There are No Failed Cases” and 

that a properly trained C/S and auditor will resolve 100% of the 

cases when applying the Tech correctly. I delivered Clear Checks 

and in spite of the confusion and numerous revisions about Clear 

Checks, Dianetics Clear Intensive, Clear Certainty Rundowns 

through the years, I am satisfied that to this day, that I have neither 

allowed someone to attest Clear who wasn’t or failed to 

acknowledge someone who had made it. 

I eventually went through the OT levels. Sheer determination, not 

luck was the reason that I made it. Unless an auditor is flubless, 

has continually good results and can routinely pass the continual 

checks made with his auditing and submit passing Videotaped 

sessions, he will simply not be allowed to progress up the Bridge. 

Not only that, but one must take arrangements to get the required 

auditing as absolutely nobody is going to offer you to get up the 

bridge and do it for you. 

After completing OT III and IV, I went onto NOTS training, I was eventually transferred to the NOTs 

HGC and audited thousands of cases at that level. I then went onto Solo NOTS and with the formation an 

HGC for Solo NOTS only, was transferred there. 

In the mean time, I was made to do a plethora of specialist courses along with their Internships. The only 

way, someone could move on up the bridge was by doing all the Tech Course and all the Internships. 

Among the more Interesting courses I did: the very lengthy and extensive AO review Auditor Course, 

seldom done by anyone, which deals with the entirety of the Clearing Materials (a great deal more than 

any Clearing Course student would be required to go through), OT III, the Upper OT levels and contains 

data by LRH that are not part of any other course even the Class VIII materials. It is a sad fact that a few 

untrained individuals, who have not even read the materials in that course, have elected themselves as 

“Supreme Authorities” on the Subject of Clear and OT III in the FZ. When I tried to inform them they did 

not have all the data, I was invariably told that they preferred to deny the existence of any LRH materials 

that had not been leaked to the FZ, calling what I knew, even if written or spoken by LRH, to be a 

“Hidden Data Line” 

Another fascinating course I did was the “New Vitality Rundown”. Contrarily to statements made by 

uninformed people in Ron’s org, the last set of Public Technical Lectures made by LRH was made in 

November 1975 in Daytona Beach, Florida to all Flag Auditors on what was called at the Time “The 

Special Rundown”. 
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The course, which I did directly under the Supervision of the Senior Case Supervisors at the Flag Land 

base, has the 22 LRH lectures Series from late 1975 for its core. I was pleasantly surprised when I 

listened in their Introduction that I was listening to a Master, not a Copy and therefore no editing of any 

kind had been made, including a number of passages, where LRH suddenly paused, after having made a 

statement with political or other unsavoury ramifications, would say loudly to a messenger :”You will 

have to cut that off, boy!”. I spent several years in the Solo NOTS review HGC. Once there, I started 

doing the Solo NOTS EP Checks, as I could do them in all required languages but one and they wanted to 

strictly limit the exposure to the confidential EP of Solo NOTs (which is not shown to Solo NOTS pre-

OTs). I did 95% of the Solo NOTS EP checks for the following 3 years. 

Since Solo NOTs completions count for a huge amount of the FSO Statistics and that traditionally in 

Scientology there is an incredible push to get the stats as high as possible before 2p.m. on Thursday, I 

would have seldom something else to do but Solo NOTS EP checks on Thursdays between 11AM and 

2PM. I had the entire FSO and Flag Land Base Senior Executive structure flocking around me like a 

bunch of groupies for the last hour, as my actions would frequently dictate whether they were “upstat” or 

“downstat” for that week. 

This further cemented my repute as Flag Top auditor as in 3 years, contrarily to all others who had done 

them, I never flubbed one of those checks (flubbing would have been a virtual guarantee to fail to attest 

the person before 2 p.m.) and that I became utterly impervious to the Huge amount of expectation and 

demands that were put on my shoulders. 

I even managed to do high hours on my own Solo NOTS, being the only full time Sea Org Auditor to 

earn a special pin for doing 25 hours Solo in a week (This was on top of doing 45-50 hours on public and 

other Staff member duties). 

I managed to complete Solo NOTS to its true EP and became Solo NOTS completion #801. I would have 

been Number #800, but I was bumped so they could give that Number to a Celebrity. 

As the release of OT VIII neared, a new HGC was formed for OT VII completions only and I was 

transferred there, auditing now Solo NOTs completions exclusively. 

Then a new project came to get 5 Solo NOTS Review Auditors to become 100% flubless sec-checkers. 

Flubless sec-checkers are not merely people who are good at doing Confessionals. Confessional 

Technology encompasses the all fundamental auditing technique and all five styles of auditing. A 

flubless Sec Checker is a Flubless auditor Period. The standard and ante were raised to unimaginable 

levels, as Senior management expected only chronic perfection as the only acceptable standard. 
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I was the first auditor to pass. The Senior Case Supervisor FSO ( Flag Service Organization) was a distant 

second. Then one by one the remaining four. Even RTC had not managed to get any of their personnel to 

pass before the first two people in our group. Part of the unique materials provided for the course was the 

ONLY VIDEO session of LRH auditing with both TRS and Metering being observable. I saw the video 

over 100 times until the time my auditing skill became undistinguishable. 

In 1989 I finally completed the Saint 

Hill Special briefing Course. This is 

no small feat, as I had never been on 

full time study. The course is so 

long. In fact, I have never heard of 

anyone else completing the course 

on a part time basis and still working 

in the Sea Org. I spent so many days 

off, meal breaks, listening to tapes or 

going through the check sheet that 

only Tone 40 determination made 

me successfully go through. Shortly 

after, I found myself, doing full time 

training, for the first time in my life, 

on the Class VIII course. 

Then the Class X, XI, XII course and Internships, which I completed in short order. Alain Kartuzinski, a 

Class XII C/S who was for a long time one of the Senior Case Supervisors at the Flag Service Org, used 

to call me “The King” when referring to me as an auditor, perhaps because I had in a way become to 

Scientology auditing what Elvis became for Rock and Roll. 

I am not complaining about “mistreatment” while in the Sea Org. Though I would have more than enough 

legitimate reasons to complain, I view my experiences, both good and bad as important experiences. I 

have fully outgrown any desire or need at complaining, retribution or any type of hate mongering. 

MMYY  LLAASSTT  DDAAYYSS  IINN  TTHHEE  SSEEAA  OORRGG  

 

I reluctantly left the Sea Org in December 1992, after conditions became simply impossible to live under, 

and after the senior management failure to brainwash me with their non-sense. I had never anticipated 

leaving the Sea Org before. 
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When I heard with my own ears David Miscavige (Chairman of the Board of RTC) gloating with Marc 

Yager (IG Admin) and Marc Ingber (CO CMO Int) about his latest new invented unusual and cruel 

punishment of a staff member, (a completely off-beat Ethics handling) and later heard him voicing evil 

purposes that he had toward my organization (the FSO), I decided that I did not wish to continue to 

support such a degenerate any longer. This was the final straw, having witnessed in a single week, more 

injustices and cruelty than any level of human decency should be allowed to tolerate. What I personally 

witnessed coming out of the mouths of David Miscavige, Mark Ingber and Marc Yager was far closer to 

Joseph Stalin’s ideals than even a corrupted version of 

Scientology could have been. While I would have 

undoubtedly tolerated someone dramatizing LRH 

Valence, even if it was one of his darker sides, I drew 

the line at following a trio who could only remind me 

of Adolf Hitler, Heinrich Himmler and Hermann 

Goering. So I left. 

I left Flag through the front door, after completing all 

the requirements that were asked from me (including 

getting sec-check by an auditor who had just been 

declared a suppressive). I left the Flag Land Base under 

amiable terms. 

That auditor was declared Suppressive for allegedly 

doing out-tech on John Travolta. He audited me at 

length on Sec-checks and FPRD. Perhaps I was 

expected me to somehow become PTS to him, since he 

was still under his suppressive declare during our 

sessions together, since the suppressive is traditionally supposed to do in the people they audit. 

I had been personally drilled and individually coached within an inch of my life on Sec-checking by IG 

Tech and Senior C/S Int. I was the first auditor to successfully go through this program of being a 

“PERFECT sec-checker”. This was a requisite for doing the New OT VIII Eligibility check on the OT 

VIII hopefuls for the Freewinds Maiden Voyage in 1988. They had disregarded the fact that the end 

product of that course was my unequalled ability to detect and recognize any and all manifestations of 

Overts, Withholds and Evil Purposes on everyone I dealt with. (including Senior Management, RTC and 

others). 

I had produced in the vicinity of 25 000 Well Done auditing Hours in my career as an auditor, which was 

substantially more than any auditor had ever done at the time, anywhere. All my pcs (with virtually no 

exceptions) were rave (and still are) about their wins and were smoothly progressing up the Bridge. I have 
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always found the experience of auditing very rewarding, when I have seen how much people can change 

and improve their lives for the better. 

Becoming a Class XII is extremely difficult, due to the thoroughness of the training, where everything 

one does is put under a microscope, and because “unreasonable” standards of perfection are expected in 

every single thing. If anyone thinks that a Class XII is merely an auditor trained to deliver the L-10, L11, 

L12 procedures, they have no concept of it whatsoever. 

I do not hide it that I find it annoying that an “auditor” with less than 1% of my technical baggage, picks 

up an altered version of the Ls on the Internet and satisfied that he has a list of commands and processes 

he can now robotically repeat with no understanding whatsoever of the underlying theory, labels himself a 

Class XII or claims to be my “Technical Peer”. 

FFAAKKEE  LL--RRUUNNDDOOWWNNSS  DDEELLIIVVEERREEDD  IINN  TTHHEE  FFRREEEE  ZZOONNEE  

 

One for one each and every individual that I have examined that received the “Ls” (or whatever you call 

their alter-ised rendition) from someone who did not train correctly on the full theory with all the 

appropriate drills done with an experienced Class XII had the following three symptoms months and 

years after “completing them”: 

1. General case state seriously deteriorated 

2. Doing significantly worse in life after the auditing. (many compared their life as little better than 

being flotsam) 

3. Noticeable worsening of physical condition. 

4. I know it well, I have done some reviews of those botched cases and people were in truly 

miserable condition. 

The reasons are obvious: Cases are not being setup, the “Auditor” doesn’t have a clue what he is auditing. 

Botched L&Ns, Unblown case, Unflat Evil Intentions and partially run Succumb Postulates. 

Also since these auditors have obviously the quickie impulse (they do not even try to train completely on 

the materials), they invariably quickie those rundowns in one quarter to one tenth of the time they should 

be spending on them. The full phenomenon is described in C/S Series 77. 

The following should be read by anyone considering delivering without adequate training or receiving the 

Ls from same: 
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It is rumoured that the Ls Materials that were leaked on the Internet and are in use by various FZ auditors 

today were purposely leaked by the Church with the unavowed intention to “spin the squirrels”. Their 

“release” contained major steps out of sequence, carefully misworded commands meant to cave in the 

entire case on the recipient and core steps meant to blow Succumb Postulates were carefully omitted. 

Whether this is true or not I lack concrete evidence to state with certainty, but having read the versions of 

the Ls in use by FZ auditors, I can state unequivocally that the version they use is completely consistent 

with that theory. It certainly aligns with the Church philosophy about applying “FAIR GAME” to those 

they regard as “Squirrels”. 

Thank to a remarkable memory and years of practice auditing and translating the Ls Rundowns in 5 

languages, I have been able to reconstruct the entirety of the Ls Rundowns and their remedies. My write 

up is well over 500 pages long and contains the totality of all 3 rundowns as well as their entire history, 

background, theory and remedies. (Compare this to the paltry 50 pages released on the Internet). 

TTHHEE  SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY  PPAARRAADDOOXX  

 

I have worked for and with the Church of Scientology for over two decades, assuming various posts and 

eventually reaching the Highest training level (Class XII) achieved by only a handful few. During that 

time I was able to experience first hand the numerous paradoxes and conflicts within. The same 

organization has been professing the highest possible humanitarian goals and has truly helped, at least for 

a time, many to achieve better lives. Yet in far too many documented cases, it has sought to enslave others 

through Mental and Emotional Manipulations or been guilty of Human Rights Violations. 

To explain the Scientology paradox, it is vital to distinguish its three components: 

1. Scientology, according to the very first recorded mention of it on November 28th 1951 (lecture 

titled: The Chart of Attitudes) “is a route: it is the study of science or the study of truth or the 

study of knowledge”. 

The reason I undertook that study was to help myself and others achieve greater abilities, develop more 

fully our potential and to reach higher levels of Spirituality. Many years ago, I established the firm 

postulate that no individual or Organization will ever be able to stray me away from those goals. Nearly 

15 years after my departure from the Church of Scientology, those goals are more present than ever in 

both my life and my daily activities. 

1. L.Ron Hubbard , the individual (1911-1986). An important distinction is required here between it 

and “L. Ron Hubbard. the Trademark”.. 
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2. L. Ron Hubbard the individual is of course a Man (not deity, hence by definition prone, at least in 

some form, to some of the imperfections of humankind) born in 1911 and deceased in 1986. 

3. L. Ron Hubbard, the trademark” is that trademark owned by the “Church of Spiritual Technology 

(CST), a FOR PROFIT organization (and acknowledged as such by the IRS) who is led by three 

non-scientologists Special directors. (It main figure head being Meade Emory, a non-scientologist 

who was the IRS High Commissioner for many years. The Church of Scientology DOES NOT 

CONTROL CST, but rather the opposite. The Trademarks, L. Ron Hubbard, Scientology and 

Dianetics are controlled by them and the Church of Scientology has agreed to not appoint or 

remove any of its Senior Management structure without their approval. Note that the President of 

CST (a Scientologist) has no true power and that only its non-scientologist board of Directors has. 

Some have even argued that due to the direct links between CST’s directors and the American 

Government, that the Church of Scientology had actually fallen under the control of Big 

Brother… 

4. L. Ron Hubbard Library is fictitious name officially registered by CST. In other words an alias. 

L. Ron Hubbard Library is found as the final signatory and authority in all current Church of 

Scientology documents, revisions of LRH originals and their publication, and new directives. 

Therefore anything revised after 1986, no matter how contradictory to the original philosophy of 

Scientology and to LRH (the individual) writings and recordings can be freely stamped “L. Ron 

Hubbard” as its author since it is legally defensible (as absurd it may be in the mind of most 

people). 

So this leaves us with two new paradoxes: 

A) L. Ron Hubbard and Scientology may not necessarily 100% of the time be in full harmony 

B) L. Ron Hubbard library has legal license to authorize the complete re-writing or editing of the 

works of L. Ron Hubbard (the individual), even if those were to satisfy somebody else’s 

pernicious agenda. It can therefore, at its whim, grant the right to appose the name L.Ron 

Hubbard to any perversion of the original technology or of its original intent. 

 

The Organization: currently known as the Church of Scientology and including the Sea Organization and 

its numerous affiliates. Legally the Church of Scientology is accountable to no one but its leadership. It’s 

Supreme leader is accountable to one but himself. By its very design the Church of Scientology has no 

provisions of any kind for any “Checks and Balances” since by Policy it is assumed that it is exempt from 

ever doing any wrong and that its leader is by definition infallible. (This is amply covered in the 

Organizational Executive Course Volumes). There has not been a single instance in Human History of an 

Organization without Checks and Balances, not eventually sinking into complete corruption. Corruption 

is like Cancer, if left untreated, it will lead to the death of the organism. The Church of Scientology ‘s 

actions are based upon the dictate of a self-appointed clique. This is not opinion but fact. The only legal 

defence to justify the take over of current Management of the Church in 1986 is a Will signed by L. Ron 
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Hubbard the hours before his death, when it is doubtful from the amount of medication found in his body 

at death time that he would have been conscious or been able to sign the document in a full conscious 

state on his last day. After 20 years the same clique is intact, in spite of wholesale lower statistics and no 

evidence of stable expansion. (It lists of completions as published in Advance and Source Magazines, 

shows it is still falling seriously short of earlier levels). That clique per its own public admission is able to 

rewrote policy and does not tolerate any attempt to correct it or challenge it. It has ruthlessly declared a 

Suppressive Person anyone challenging their orders or anyone attempting to correct them, no matter how 

they contravened LRH own policies or how destructive their actions may be. It is almost trivial, under 

those circumstances to demonstrate that the philosophy of Scientology and the Church of Scientology as 

it is being operated today, are virtually in complete contradiction one from the other. 

 

In Summary one cannot truly judge Scientology, or the philosophy of what stands for through the actions 

of the Church or even to a lesser degree to its author. 

Whatever reprehensible actions the Church may be currently doing is generally the product of aberrant 

behaviour by its leaders, and is not necessarily due to a fault in the design of the philosophy. 

Something remains workable because it is so or can be demonstrated to be valid. The actual biographical 

details or shortcomings of its designer do not necessarily invalidate the workability of something, 

especially when supported by experience and logic. 

From the 3 March 1952 lecture: “Introduction to Scientology” “Out of Scientology you could 

formulate, …a very fine type of “thought warfare” which you could use enslave people utterly” 

My statement is therefore that the philosophy of Scientology correctly applied by someone in a benign 

way will routinely help people reach greater self-determinism, awareness and spiritual enlightenment. 

Perverted or used by people with ulterior motives and it will trap or enslave people. 

OOTTVVIIIIII  AANNDD  BBEEYYOONNDD  WWHHAATT  LLIIEESS  AAHHEEAADD  OOFF  UUSS  

 

While all evidence points to the fact that no new OT Level will be released by the Church in our lifetimes, 

for those lucky enough to have “strayed” away from the yoke of that Institution, the bridge needs not 

dead-end at OT VIII. 

 

Throughout the years, there have been many speculations as to what OT VIII and beyond were about. A 

number of uninformed individual even started to broadcast, quite erroneously that LRH had never even 

researched or written those. The same people are also content to tell that the world that the “last technical 

lecture from LRH dates from 1972″, utterly oblivious of the fact that in late 1975, LRH gave a series of 

22 lectures on the Flag Only “Special Rundown” (later to be called “New Vitality Rundown” or NVRD, 

to a group of over 40 Tech People. 
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In 1977, in broadly released issues LRH announced that at least 15 new Levels were fully researched and 

merely awaiting final write-up. Also the Class X, XI and XII materials make repeated and specific 

references to these Rundowns coming from “research on OT VIII-XV”. 

I have also confirmed from private discussions with a number of individuals, some of which I have 

known for decades, and whom I consider to be honest and reliable that they even saw the materials 

themselves. 

NNEEWW  OOTT  LLEEVVEELLSS  VVSS..  OOLLDD  OOTT  LLEEVVEELLSS  

 

There is no such thing as OLD and NEW OT Levels, except within RTC‘s feverish mind (and therefore 

those of its followers). Except for “old OT I” (originally developed in 1966 and found in 1967 by LRH to 

be a dead-end), there has not been, since 1967 any “OLD OT Levels”. 

 

Its core issues written up in 1969, LRH found OT VIII to be “only for a High level Thetan“, and the 

gradient simply too steep for most people, even a Full OT 7 completion. It took nearly a decade for tech 

to be developed to address those points. 

 

Finally in 1978, LRH triumphantly announced that NOTS was the answer and the prerequisite for OT 

VIII. NOTS was found to be a far longer rundown than originally expected. Unfortunately over the next 

few years, RTC and the CSI (Church of Scientology International) re-wrote the bridge solely for 

“Marketing” and “Income Making Purposes” and not for “technical Reasons”. NOTS, became “New OT 

V”. The Solo NOTS Course (NOT an OT level, by any standard), became “New OT VI”, and Solo NOTS 

(essentially the continuation of NOTS auditing, but done Solo, became “New OT VII”. This was done, 

disregarding the obvious fact that by making “New Levels”, the previous ones of the same name 

automatically became “OLD”, in complete contrast to the Issues on technical Degrades. The issues on 

technical degrades are deemed so important by LRH, that he has ordered them to be at the beginning of 

every single course in Scientology. There is also no issue whatsoever or even order from LRH advising to 

market NOTS and Solo NOTS as “New OT V-VII” and to drop the previous line-up. This was a “bright 

idea” entirely dreamed up by the “New Management”. To compound the felony, the entirety of the NOTS 

materials was purposely NEVER fully released by the Church to its own auditors or Public! 

 

The original issues of NOTS date from 1978-9. Additions were made in 1982, more in 1984. In 1991, 

several dozens pages of actual original LRH NOTS and LRH Solo NOTS materials was released as “New 

NOTS Rundowns”. Faithful to its insatiable greed, the Church promptly found new names to market them 

such as “The Held-Down Seven Rundown”, or the NOTS Stability Rundowns”. Had the Church been 

more honest, they would have called them “The previously withheld NOTS rundowns”. In the same vein 

in 1996 and 1998 “Newly found” (or rather withheld” materials) were announced, as a method of 

generating interest in an ever increasing bored public. Scores of “Newly found LRH Tech” still awaits 

Flag public and their eventually release is planned over the next several decades. 
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Why would someone do such a thing? More crass than the mere Evil Intent to Harm others because of 

some fancied threat, (the true genus of the Suppressive), Money and Greed are the actual motives. By 

releasing the entirety of NOTS and OT VIII, Flag is in great Danger of forever loosing its public, because 

they have no Intention of releasing OT IX anytime soon. The publicly admitted goal of the Church is that 

when every Organization (as of the 1990s) is the size of “Old St-Hill”, OT IX will be released. 

Considering that the average Organization has substantially lower statistics than a decade ago and that 

some have even permanently closed their doors, that goal is in no danger of being attained in the 

foreseeable future. By keeping a trickle of LRH Tech coming in, the Church feels it can maintain its rein 

over all of its public. Better yet, by releasing “New Vital Tech” the Church can even justify recycling its 

OT VIII public through a second run of NOTS and then OT VIII (a cycle they may feel justified in 

repeating over and over if the number of its public continues at its current stagnant level). Add an infinite 

variation of Sec-Checks and False Purpose Rundowns done to address any fancied wrongs the individual 

may have ever committed this lifetime, and you now obtain a bottomless Technical Estimate, capable of 

bankrupting even the wealthiest of its public. As an added bonus, the latest tech Individual to have fallen 

out of favor will become the perfect scapegoat for having been “discovered to have withheld those 

materials”, when new materials are to be released. 

 

TTHHEE  TTRRUUTTHH  AABBOOUUTT  OOTT  VVIIIIII  

 

OT VIII was originally written up in 1969. Around 1983, LRH wrote the final piece of that Rundown, a 

final step intended to polish up and stabilize the results. 

Either deliberately, or perhaps, more accurately, as a direct result of the unawareness brought about by the 

burden of heavy overts, the individuals responsible for compiling OT VIII, for its 1989 release aboard 

the Freewinds, entirely disregarded the original OT VIII materials and merely released the “final piece” as 

if it were the entire Rundown. The rest is History. In spite of the carefully controlled hype, the original 

release of OT VIII went like a lead balloon. Within just three months, well over 10% of its original public 

completions were dropping off like flies either dead or seriously ill, or victim of an accident or a crime. 

Many of the “younger public” were either tepid about the results or per actual session records, simply 

incapable of running the level with any substance or reality. The actual technical reason is actually not 

hard to imagine. Beside the fact that they were missing the majority of the rundown, younger public had 

never done the Original OT VII. The Original OT VII is a beautiful Level that has a lot to do with the 

ability to project one’s Intention across. OT VIII was originally developed assuming everyone would 

have done OT VII prior to it. 
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OOTT  VVIIIIII  

 

LRH says that OT VIII handles the subject of Amnesia on the Whole Track. By addressing the failure of 

the thetan to maintain his pan determined Viewpoint and remain unaffected by unpleasant experiences, 

one can handle the basic reason why a thetan start to go down the effect scale from total Awareness 

toward oblivion. A Rehabilitation of one’s ability to view the Whole Track, and addressing the factors 

that predisposed one to have a Reactive Mind in the first place are the type of abilities one should expect 

at this level, aptly called “Truth revealed”. 

OOTT  IIXX  

 

OT IX (Orders of Magnitude) was originally forgotten by both RTC and the Church of Spiritual 

technology in 1982 when legally registering them to their names and erroneously named Character (OT 

X). For someone familiar with that level, the Technical reason for it is extremely clear. OT IX (Orders of 

Magnitude) intensely deals with the Universe of Others. It requires no special knowledge to realize that a 

small elitist clique devout on perverting a valuable subject for its selfish gain and that an organization 

(The Church of Spiritual technology), whose board of Directors is exclusively composed by people 

practicing a profession that is dedicated at manipulating the truth to satisfy private interests (lawyers) are 

incapable of any true awareness of the Universe of Others. 

At OT IX one should expect a whole new level of Interaction with others, especially at the OT ability 

level. Things like telepathy and “reading minds” are closely associated with this level. Contrarily to the 

lower end of the Bridge, on each of those Upper Levels, the individual is expected to produce “tangible” 

and measurable results, nor mere subjective gain. After all we are dealing with factual OT abilities here, 

not merely “feeling better”. 

Whereas, the lower end of the bridge is almost exclusively dealing with “negative Gain”, i.e. getting rid 

of what is wrong with one self, the Upper OT Levels deal almost exclusively with “Positive Gain”, i.e. 

Gaining Abilities and rehabilitating a being. Dianetics, OT III, NOTS are example of Negative Gains. The 

Original OT IV-VII, OT IX and beyond are examples of Positive Gain 
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OOTT  XX  

 

OT X, Character, addresses the subject of Postulates. On this Level one confronts why some, in spite of 

an apparent High level of OT still revel in Evil and why others remain good. OT X is meant to rehabilitate 

one’s fundamental purpose and blow all the reasons one would ever become PTS in the first place. The 

result is a very fortified thetan with an enormously increased ability to make his own postulates stick. 

This level explains the reason why “old curses” sometimes work, and provide the ability to blow them. 

OOTT  XXII  

 

Operating is a true OT Level. This is a Level the Church, who is now effectively under the Control of the 

US Government, is and should be terrified of. This level deals with Remote Viewing. Remote Viewing is 

the worst possible commodity for the corrupt individual or Organization. It is not that a decadent 

Organization is so much terrified at the idea of its secrets being known, but rather its elitist clique goes 

into a complete frenzy at the thought that its dirty backroom deals, its bribes and its secretly committing 

the very same acts they routinely expose in others, could become common knowledge. 

 

OOTT  XXIIII  

 

At this Level, one starts to have a new understanding and viewpoint of the Physical Universe and its 

components: Matter, Energy, Space and Time. New notions about time are part of this level. One of the 

things discovered on this level is that the flow of Time is not a constant and that time actually is flowing 

faster today than on the early track. This level revolutionizes most people’s understanding about Physics. 

A whole new concept about the Future opens up. 

OOTT  XXIIIIII  

 

The Church does not name this Level. Its name is “Knowledge” 

OOTT  XXIIVV  

The Church does not name this Level. Its name is “Ability” 
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OOTT  XXVV  

 

The Church does not name this Level. Its name is “Freedom” 

SSUUMMMMAARRYY  

From all evidences, neither the Church, nor the Government is interested in making people truly OT. 

A true OT cannot be fully controlled against his will. He will not become the adverse effect of an 

individual or a group. 

A true OT automatically supports what is good and tries to prevent what is Evil. 

A true OT perceives the ulterior motives and hidden agendas of others. 

Read the “OT Wins” from Advance magazines from the 1970s and compare them to “OT Wins” in recent 

Church Publications such as Freewinds or “Source”. 

The former talks about remotely causing effects, bona-fide miracles, exterior phenomena and actually 

exercising one’s OT skills. 

The later merely talks about “Feeling great”, “Handling one’s difficulties” and “Getting rid of undesirable 

traits”. 

In other words, the Church’s OT Wins have now degraded themselves to the level of those achievable on 

Lower grades. 

If you don’t believe it, pick up a recent copy of the Freewinds magazine and compare it to an early 

Advance Mag. 

TTHHEE  FFUUTTUURREE  OOFF  TTHHEE  UUPPPPEERR  BBRRIIDDGGEE  

 

I do not believe in “Invented Technology” as a solution to improving or continuing the Bridge. These 

unusual solutions are merely a hodge-podge of “other practices”, case dramatizations from its instigator 

and reactive ideas gotten as a result of self-auditing. 

The end result is clearly described in HCOB 30 June 1971 “Confused Ideas”. 
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However, it might be possible for someone who has sufficiently freed himself from the constraints of his 

case, and who possesses a conceptual and thorough understanding of the entirety of Scientology Tech to 

be able to continue in LRH footsteps beyond OT VIII. 

However it has become amply clear to me from observing and studying the “Free Zone” that every 

“researcher” who claims having looked beyond OT VII, was so heavily introverted into his case, that they 

found nothing of value, except perhaps pointers to addressing their own private cases through Repair and 

Advance Programs which are entirely covered within existing and published Technology. 

 

WWHHEERREE  WWAASS  II  BBUURRIIEEDD??  

A Personal test of Whole Track recall by Pierre Ethier 

In the early 1960s a project was run by L. Ron 

Hubbard. It was titled “where are You Buried?”. 

Conceived as a sequel for the Book: “Have you lived 

before this life?”. the idea was to get data and 

possibly even evidence as to recent past lives lived 

by people. 

The project never came to fruition. 

The reason became entirely clear to me once I set to run my personal Test of Whole Track Recall. 

For practical reasons, I have limited myself to the last 2000 years. This amount to roughly 40 lifetimes. 

Unless you have led a most uneventful life and are therefore buried in the cemetery of the locality you 

never left or that you were part of an elite wealthy enough to afford their own Mausoleum, the likelihood 

is that you were either buried in an unmarked grave or that you body was disposed of anonymously like a 

faceless victim of fate. 

If today people are still unable to determine where the Bones of King Arthur were buried, what are the 

chance that anyone else from his court  or peasants (serfs) can ever be identified? 

Man has a Violent History. Indulge yourself in reading and you will literally read about millions of 

people being blown to bits, reduced to ashes  or devoured by predators. 

Just because a Soldier was buried with Military Pomp in a Cemetery doesn’t always mean enough of his 

bones were recovered to be buried beneath his tombstone. 
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Old man Sea has swallowed countless thousands, yet has released few bodies. If the Titanic incident is 

any indication , just over 20% of bodies were ever recovered and one third of those were then “buried at 

sea”. 

Further people leading a most uneventful life never away from the small locale, are people who are 

generally very far away from a need for change. The desire for change or need for improvement generally 

the awareness characteristics of people who get involved into Scientology. 

People forming the self appointed Elite typically have other targets in Mind than gain Spiritual freedom 

for self and others and from my experience only a very small minority of them has ever gotten involved in 

Scientology. 

My conclusion, based on my study is that the likelihood of someone who has reached a size able amount 

of Enlightenment through Scientology to have his burial place or tombstone from a prior life time still 

existing and marked today is inferior than one hundred to one. 

I was, nevertheless able to find a few burial locations. My others recall tests were more conclusive. 

I have deliberately withheld some names from the …. 

1- My body was buried in Athens Cemetery in the latter years of the XIXth Century. I had been a 

Wealthy Man so I was quite certain to find the location. Except for my personal recall I had no 

information as to where in the Cemetery laid the Grave. nor its appearance. 

On my visit to Athens, I took a taxi to the Cemetery and I deliberately skipped taking to anyone at the 

Information desk in order to not “contaminate” the experiment. 

Within seconds of walking about into the Cemetery my attention was immediately drawn to a somewhat 

bulky Mausoleum at the other end and only partially visible from that distance.. I felt a chill go down my 

spine. I was quite certain that I had identified it correctly. I hurried to the small building. There it was: the 

name clearly engraved on the front. No mistake that was it. I stepped inside and with a certain amount of 

emotion laid eyes on what I hadn’t looked at in almost an entire Century. 

I rested my back on a wall overcome my a feeling not unlike the one seen in the Hit TV Show 

“Highlander”, with an incredible amount of vivid memories from that life time coming back to me and 

rehabilitating themselves as part of my life. 

2- In 1980 7 people came from Brazil to have the Clear state checked and do the OT levels. I knew some 

Spanish at the time, but had no experience with Portuguese, at least in this lifetime. While a Spanish and 

Portuguese are quite similar in their written form the colloquial language (the one used every day) 

between Brazilian and Spaniard is very far away, with many of the key words like children, change, open 
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being bearing no similarity whatsoever. Brazilian Portuguese is laced throughout with words from the 

Tupi-Guarani and therefore unknown to the Spanish language. 

I have never made it clearly known at the time, but the first person I spoke to in Portuguese this Life time 

was the person I was about to audit,… while we were both walking together to the session. 

I had just had total confidence that I could handle the person. Part of my confidence was possibly based 

on the fact that she “spoke some French” (my native language), but it became amply clear later on that her 

French after nearly 50 years of disuse was very significantly worse that my somewhat hesitant 

Portuguese. 

I just knew I had not only spoken the language, but it elicited many fond memories in me. Each time I 

would find myself searching for the correct word or syntax, I would tell myself in Tone 40 Fashion 

“Remember”. It certainly worked , because all 7 people I had to handle went smoothly in their auditing 

and they went flying onto their OT levels. 

It was no secret that I had never studied languages before Scientology. Further, the abusive schedules we 

were on in the Sea Org would never allow any time to do any hobby or anything personal, much less 

learning a New language. Compounding this was the fact that I had absolutely no roots, no friends, 

relatives or acquaintances this lifetime associated with the Portuguese language or culture. 

When asked by people who knew about my lack of exposure, “How did you do it?”, “I merely said I have 

a very good memory”. Most people took it to mean that I had Photographic memory. However I meant 

more that my recall actually extended back several centuries. 

3- On June 2nd 1988, as my plane landed in Curacao where the Freewinds was set to set sail on its 

maiden Voyage a mere 4 days later, I couldn’t help but feel a sense of trepidation. 

The feeling was not so much due to the fact that I would be boarding the Freewinds and contribute in a 

direct way to the release of OT VIII (I privately regarded the Freewinds as a White Elephant back then, a 

view I still hold), but for the fact that I knew with deep certainty that I “had been there before”. 

In the spring of 1499, scurvy, the “Plague of Seamen” as we used to call it hit our ship pretty bad. We had 

no idea what caused it, though it was known to only affect the crew, never the officers (who were eating 

more complete and wholesome food). 

About 15 of us were therefore abandoned on the beach near the Natural harbor’s entrance, not far from 

where Curacao Pontoon Bridge stands today. 

Scurvy is a most horrible disease and without a cure, Death is as certain as it going to be painful. 
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I remember feeling drops of extremely bitter being poured into my mouth and with each sip, feeling an 

intense feeling of “feeling better”. Within hours. I was well enough to sit, when I was literally hours away 

from certain death in the morning. 

My eternal gratitude went to those friendly Arawak Indians. 

A few months later when our ship came back, the Captain was astonished to discovered that were were 

not only all alive, but in better health than most of the crew… 

Much speculation has been raised upon the origin of the name Curacao. 

Scholars disagree with the fact that the word came from the crew who called it Island of the Cure. 

Scholars’ arguments are sometimes as silly as they are based on their private fantasies (and fears). 

1- The argue that Amerigo Vespucci, the ship’s navigator, was Italian and therefore would have never 

used a Portuguese word. 

Scholars in the following absurd concepts: 

a) That only “People in Command”  may call things, and that common people (the crew was 

almost entirely Portuguese) are some type of second rate moron unable to formulate their 

one thoughts or come up with their own Nick names. It has long been typical for those in 

charge to claim the Honor of anything done by their crew. 

b) That Amerigo Vespucci was in Charge or highly regarded by the Crew. Amerigo 

Vespucci was the navigator. He could influence or even dictate the destination of the ship 

,. but had no say whatsoever in the running of the ship and dealing with the Crew and the 

ship’s affairs. In fact Amerigo Vespucci, was quite disconnected from the crew he 

broadly considered to be made of “inferior riff-Raff” and never interacted with the crew. 

The crew had a nickname for Vespucci, which meant “Vain Bird”. 

c) The reason so many crews were dying of Scurvy is that Amerigo Vespucci deliberately 

misled the Captain into believing land was close, when he only wanted to explore. 

Contrarily to the Captain, he considered the crew to be completely expendable, if it 

enable him to make a “Valuable discovery”. Obviously Vespucci would have been 

feeling uncomfortable calling an Island “Island of the Healing” when the diseased being 

cured was largely his own doing. 

d) The descendants of the friendly Arawak’s were brutally murdered and taken as slaves 

half a century later to work to Death in the Silver and Gold Mines of neighboring Islands. 
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2-It has been my experience that frequently that people who absolutely cannot recall anything right and 

defend absurd theories have themselves had a direct hand at committing the overts in that area. 

3- There are few stories that have been deformed more than the sack of Troy. The recent movie on the 

subject took so much license from the truth or even from what remains of Historical accounts that it ought 

to be relegated with the Lord of the Rings as a work of Fiction. 

The worst insult to Intelligence in the Movie Troy it to make it appear that a one decade long siege took 

place over what seems to be the weekend. 

Then the main Hero, Achilles is portrayed in typical modern Hollywood fashion as a completely 

undisciplined individual who in spite of his extreme arrogance and making enemies, is cherished by the 

king he insults. 

The undisciplined hero stereotype” is an entire fabrication from Hollywood. Just like the 1940s Buck 

Rogers or flash Gordon’s were on the whole extremely shallow characters with “no flaws”, a pendulum 

swing has occurred where vice and lack of discipline are seen as the essential attributes of the modern 

Hero. 

The fact is that cultures had entirely different values. and set of mores. The American way of life and 

thinking which consist of grabbing Opportunity and disregard Honor as an encumbrance is a Modern 

characteristic. Honor was highly viewed in the Antiquity. 

Then there is the matter of the Horse. 

The horse in the Movie Troy is so poorly designed, so offensive to look at while having be created by 

a Civilization that would spawn the later architects of the Parthenon and most of the Seven Wonders of 

the Ancient world, that any Trojan would have been compelled to burn it where it stood, rather than 

dragging that hideous hulk into their fortress. 

The truth, ignored by the so called Expert Historians is that the Horse was a beautiful and a truly majestic 

Creation. You stand far better chance to draw flies by Honey than through Vinegar. Hence a beautiful 

Horse would be worth preserving as a trophy. 

The Horse stood as tall as the City Walls. It was truly majestic. 

There are a lot more lifetimes to go over, but I thought this was a good place to write an introduction to 

the subject. 

AAUUDDIITTIINNGG  PPIITTFFAALLLLSS::  HHOOWW  TTOO  AAVVOOIIDD  

 

How to find one’s way through the Maze of Questionable Solutions available in the field? 
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The practitioner or craftsman who repeatedly violates the proven fundamentals of his or her discipline is 

in the same position as the individual who is actually ignorant of the primary Axioms or Laws upon 

which it is based. Except when dealing with the simplest of cases, they will be fumbling in the dark and 

their results will be guided by chance rather than a well mapped course of action. 

This is especially pertinent when auditing and programming cases. 

In the Church, disregarding technical rules has always been known as “Out-Tech” and as a KSW (Keep 

Scientology Working) Violation. For many years the Church treated perceived offenders as “heretics”, 

but current Church hardliners now view them much like devout Christians view Devil worshippers. 

Applying auditing correctly has nothing to do with those fanatical views. It should simply be done right 

because it is not only the professional thing to do but it fully aligns with the notion of “Best Practice” in 

technical and business fields. 

Some may be tempted to dismiss such pompous labeling as a purely dogmatic approach. The truth is that 

neither the engineer who chooses to disregard the law of gravity when building a house or a bridge, nor 

the practitioner who elects to transgress the auditor code will ever succeed. 

Rather than untangling a case into its fundamental simplicity, such an auditor will complicate it and even 

add his own practices as an aberrant element within the pc’s case. The same can be said of the auditor 

who disregards the auditing comm cycle, does not apply PTS tech when addressing PTSes or who fail to 

complete cycles of actions by his reckless mixture of rundowns and repairs 

In Engineering Sciences, it would be the akin to jury-rigging a contraption expecting it to function in such 

a state indefinitely, simply because it has managed to hold itself together for a while. 

 

EEXXTTRRAAOORRDDIINNAARRYY  SSOOLLUUTTIIOONNSS  FFOORR  OORRDDIINNAARRYY  PPRROOBBLLEEMMSS  

 

A Free Zone practitioner who shall remain nameless once told me that he never did correction lists on 

cases that needed them because “They didn’t work”. If it is true that some people have gone overboard by 

using correction lists at the drop of a hat with, correction list are nevertheless a very valuable tool. 

I can conclusively state, after more than 25,000 hours spent auditing pcs through the better part of four 

decades that when judiciously applied, correction lists not only well, but expert auditors have been known 
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to crack cases completely using nothing but them. The number of cases, I have been able to personally 

crack without needing to resort to other tools is probably north of a thousand. 

Hubbard wrote numerous issues in the 1970s explaining how indifferent or inadequate TRs were 

responsible for lack of results or reads on correction lists. Decades of personal experience picking up the 

failed cases from less experienced practitioners, have fully confirmed that Hubbard’s statements on the 

matter are deeply rooted in sound experience. 

Rather than addressing a usual TR problem with its obvious remedy, the above mentioned practitioner’s 

solution was to resort to the unusual solution of coffee shop auditing, which he apparently still does. 

There, unfettered by the restraints imposed upon him by the auditor code or by a model session, he would 

end up steering the cases where he wanted them to go, which invariably included an uncompromising 

allegiance toward himself and viciously attacking any perceived enemies. 

Accustomed to the endless and uncontrolled ramblings stemming from dozens of coffee shop sessions, his 

pcs could be easily recognized by their compulsive habits to discuss ad nauseam the technicalities and 

detailed responses of their cases to processes in every forum that would hear them (and even some of 

those that wouldn’t). It never dawned on any of those individuals that the long held datum about 

pcs rehashing their sessions, which is simply a form of self-auditing is the byproduct of unflat processes 

and was entirely applicable to them. The only handling they needed was of course to flatten anything 

unflat, instead of continually seeking new processes to satisfy their “lack of results”. 

FFAAIILLUURREE  TTOO  RREECCOOGGNNIIZZEE  AANNDD  HHAANNDDLLEE  PPTTSS  PPHHEENNOOMMEENNAA  TTHHEE  PPTTSS  TTEECCHH  

 

In completely different circles, there is a theory going around and shared a number of individuals, that 

deeply hidden and intricate conspiracies are the only things that are truly wrong not only in the entire 

Universe but in life as well. 

Judging not just from the abandonment of numerous tech basics by both the creators and the proponents 

of that theory, but largely though entirely subjective notions that they propagated under the label of 

“obvious facts”, these theories closely follow the tenets of superstition, where explanations for life 

occurrences and society happenings are explained through involved mystical ideas rather than through 

observable facts, reason, and knowledge. 

One of the most fundamental and old mystical ideas at the root of such theories is Manichaeism, which is 

the doctrine of the endless battle between the Dark Forces of Evil against those promoting Enlightenment. 
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Whether Evil goes by the name of Satan (Judeo-Christian faiths), Xenu (Neo-Scientology) or the “Evil 

Emperor” (Jedi – Star Wars religion), the principle remains exactly the same. 

One can find Evil almost anywhere. Sometimes its source cannot clearly be identified. Other times 

complex or unpredictable factors conspire to cause unfortunate happenstances. There are times when the 

most down to earth emotions of greed, revenge, envy or sloth are simply responsible for disaster. 

Just like a case is made of many different components, and has more than a single evil identity having 

affected it, so does life. 

Primitive Man explained Thunder and Lightning through Magic and Spirits. Conversely, a lack of 

understanding of the true Science of dealing with the case condition of being the Adverse Effect of things 

(PTS Technology) can lead an otherwise knowledgeable individual completely astray in his search for the 

cause of it… 

An individual becomes the adverse effect of something (PTS) when a person or thing in his present time 

environment is perceived as preventing him from having things and enforcing things he or she does not 

want. In other words the phenomenon of PTS has mostly to do with the individual own case an reaction to 

stimuli, than actions effected by the perceived source of suppression. 

To the degree that someone is out of present time and stuck on the remote track, he or she will 

misconceive long gone oppressors as if they were actually part of present time. The Reactive Mind 

associates its content (painful events and memories) with oppressors and enemies. Whereas the number of 

available past oppressors (suppressive) remains relatively low in the average case, those with a significant 

amount of entheta on their case will have far more oppressors in restimulation. Because the structure of 

the reactive mind is to forbid and to avoid, the tendency of such cases will be to transpose those past 

oppressors as present time individuals. 

This is why Search and Discovery gets done and works so well.. It is an exact process designed to identify 

past suppressive so that they no longer remain confused with people that make up the individual’s present 

time environment. 

For individuals who are highly charged or restimulated either through a chronic case condition or mis-

auditing , the number of suppressive from the track can exceed the number of people in present time This 

in turn will cause the case to try to supplement real people with Aliens, Secret Agents, intergalactic 

Invaders and even “Voices beyond this realm”. 

Extensive data on PTS technology, not found anywhere else was released during the last Technical course 

Hubbard personally instructed, in October and November 1975 in Daytona Beach. A number of 
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observations made by John McMaster that had been disregarded in the original PTS Technology research 

from 1965 were quietly incorporated into it 

The content of those 29 lectures, of which the author listened to the Master Copies, crystallized PTS Tech 

into a highly workable and final handling. It will be the subject of a subsequent article. 

To summarize: PTS is a problem, it exist primarily in the individual’s universe. By correctly addressing 

the exact problem on all flows and its prior confusion all the way down to its root, one can blow 

permanently and forever any PTS condition. 

Therefore any suppressive, no matter how powerful he may have been can and should be blown in a finite 

number of steps and be gone for good instead of coming back level after level for handling, which in itself 

is a bad indicator (recurring items) 

FFAALLSSEE  VVAALLIIDDAATTIIOONN  

 

The auditor (and in Solo auditing, his Case Supervisor) must be strictly bound by the auditor code. 

An inexpert auditor or Case Supervisor can, wittingly or unwittingly, falsely validate fanciful notions of 

the pc. 

Falsely validating entirely fanciful notions either like those described above or new ones is the surest way 

to make them stick and anchor them as “stable data”. 

Doing the opposite is not any better. It is known as invalidation and is certain to eventually lead to a 

strong rejection of the auditor by the pc. It will deteriorate a case even faster than false validation ever 

could. 

In cases when the inexpertness or ignorance of the auditor and/or C/S has caused the validation of those 

fantasies, the case can be expected to become more and more frantic in asserting those views until proper 

action is undertaken to actually destimulate a case that the previous auditor and Case Supervisor have 

over-restimulated. 
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PPRREEDDIILLEECCTTIIOONN  FFOORR  TTHHEE  EEXXOOTTIICC  AANNDD  UUNNUUSSUUAALL  WWHHEENN  TTHHEE  UUSSUUAALL  IISS  AACCTTUUAALLLLYY  TTHHEE  AANNSSWWEERR  

 

It is a commonly held belief by Homo Sapiens that unusual situations should be addressed through 

unusual Solutions. 

Hubbard said it perhaps a thousand times: “In the presence of the Unusual: Do the Usual”. The reason he 

had to say it so often is obviously because the datum is instinctively violated not only by neophyte 

auditors, but many experienced ones as well. 

Perhaps when the science behind the phenomena one seeks to address is largely unknown, doing the 

unusual may be viewed as desirable. However in the case of auditing and programming cases, it has been 

my experience that the relatively small set of rules and laws established many years ago were sufficient to 

handle all situations that are likely to come at hand. When those laws appear inadequate it is typically 

because a lack of expertise leads to an inability to design a solution specifically designed for the case at 

hand. A surprisingly high number of people seem to realize that whereas the number of governing laws 

and rules are very small, the actual manner in which to apply those few principles and the number of 

possible auditing command is nearly infinite. Such misconceptions inevitably stem from those who have 

failed to acquire a conceptual understanding of the technology or learned to apply it exactly. To escape 

the confusion they find themselves immersed in, they will settle for a stable datum, typically in the form 

of a set of arbitrary rules and robotic patter. Originators of new “Stable Data” seek to supplant conceptual 

understanding of the technology. 

This is where the Church under the guidance of its new Leader is largely failing: they have confused exact 

application with rote application and appear to think that only if they can maintain complete control of 

both auditor and pc, they will succeed. They fail to realize that the end product of such a policy is a form 

of slavery which is the exact opposite of what the state of OT stands for. 

Being creative in applying exactly a finite number of laws can be observed in the field of Engineering, 

namely the design of automobile engines. 

There are a very small number of physical laws involved in the creation of an internal combustion engine 

like those used in a car: they are primarily the laws of thermodynamics and those of inertia. 

Yet literally thousands of vastly different engine designs have made their ways in automobiles in the last 

century: 4,5,6,8,12 and 16 cylinders; opposed, V-shaped, inline, star-shaped; valves on top, on the side, 

2,4,6 or 8 valves per cylinder, 2,4 or even 5 strokes engines; and lets not forget radically different designs 

such as the rotary engine and the turbine. All those engines use the very same laws. 
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Any problems encountered during the manufacture of an engine are not addressed by dreaming alternate 

theories to Newton’s Laws of Physics or Einstein’s theory of relativity, but through clever designs 

anchored in reality that make use of all the known laws of physics to their fullest extent. The same 

principles apply very much to auditing. 

 

TTHHEE  UUNNPPRROOFFEESSSSIIOONNAALL  AATTTTIITTUUDDEE  

 

The poorly trained auditor skimps over the surface of a rundown, does not get the pc to really look 

because of indifferent TRs, fractured comm. cycle or poor session control, misruns the processes and 

dutifully reports: “It didn’t work”. 

Over and over I had to take over pcs from auditors making such claims. Yet again and again the actions 

that was abandoned (Q&Aed) by the previous auditor because it “didn’t work” is the one I used to crack 

the case and get them flying again. Is it magic? Is it because I have a secret and mystical line to Hubbard 

or a Supernatural Being? … Hardly! The answers lies in the having a professional attitude. 

Some auditors are known for their “Anything goes” attitude. In their franticness to thrown away the yoke 

of authoritarianism, they have disregarded the datum that with Freedom come responsibilities as well. 

On most of them it never dawn that the hardship they encounter in finding clients and repeated business 

comes from the lack of confidence inspired by their unprofessional demeanor. 

To quote Hubbard on the subject: “It isn’t magic or luck that makes the professional. It’s hard won know-

how carefully applied. A true professional may do things pretty easily from all appearances, but he is 

actually taking care with each little bit that it is just right” 

At the antipodes of being a robot, are the auditor and the case supervisor who have truly mastered their 

art. Not at all rote, completely spontaneous yet adhering to the rules of the technology with uncanny 

precision, such experts daily perform the ultimate act of creativity, by designing and applying in a 

thousand different variations the handful of principles they have learned so well to free people. 

TTEECCHHNNIIQQUUEESS  DDEERRIIVVEEDD  AASS  AA  RREESSUULLTT  OOFF  SSOOMMEEOONNEE  SSUUBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  EEXXPPEERRIIEENNCCEE  IINNSSTTEEAADD  OOFF  EEMMPPIIRRIICCAALL  

RREESSEEAARRCCHH  

A number of people in the FZ have taken upon themselves to “research the OT levels”. 
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The vast majority did little more than deeply examine their own case in the search of solution to their 

unwanted idiosyncrasies. In other words it was a sophisticated form of self-auditing. They would have 

been much better off if they had allowed another auditor to put them on the cans and run them on 

questions like: “What is self-auditing a solution to?”. “What confusion or upset took place prior to your 

desire to self-audit?” Or “What would you like handled in auditing?” 

There are numerous perils in taking the road of digging in one’s case for research. The first one should be 

quite obvious: there is no evidence that the answers and cognitions obtained are in any way universal or 

even applicable to a large number of people. Independent research by carefully observing and monitoring 

auditors is the only proven long term successful method. The second problem with the approach takes 

place because one is both auditor and pc, and so it becomes impossible to entirely separate both hats. 

Consequently case evaluation of the pc in session is unavoidable. 

Last and definitely not least by a long shot is that the Reactive Mind is full of FALSE MEMORIES and 

MISDIRECTORS.. 

Anyone investigating the Whole track on himself will sooner or later collide with the Helatrobus or 

Heaven Implants. Those implants are possibly the most vicious and deceiving Implants ever conceived on 

the Time Track. They are directly responsible for Religious fervor and fanaticism and for many of the 

religious notions involving the Angels, Heaven and the Devil, found on this planet. 

To render those memories inaccessible, the track in those implants has been thorough grouped and a 

myriad of false dates have been implanted as part of the final package. To further compound the 

confusion, the concept of a cyclic track was introduced, along with the idea that incidents and Universes 

repeat each other over and over. It even lists the number of Prior Universes as ten thousands. The number 

10,000 (Ten thousands) appear prominently in those implants and is associated with the concept of 

Godliness, Perfection and Infinity. Most “researchers” who collide with the Implant actually fail to 

recognize it as such, because imbedded deep at its core are the ideas that it contains the “Secrets of the 

Universe” and is “Unbelievable but true”. These Implants are designed to instill fervor and fanaticism in 

those who contact them because of their extensive “Manic content”. (In other words they are highly 

complimentary of the individual, as long as he accepts the false ideas herein and seek to make him feel 

powerful if he accept its false memories and ideas as genuine). 

The ancient world appears to have already collided with it. From ideal armies of Ten thousands 

(Xenophon and the Army of the Ten thousands), to the Egyptian Isis referred to as the “Goddess of the 

ten thousand names”. During the Middle ages a number of Christian Scholars were even professing that 

God had created heaven 10,000 years earlier and populated it with 10,000 Angels.. Even the Kamikaze 

War cry “Banzai” actually comes from the blessing given Emperors in antiquity: meaning: (May He live) 

“Ten thousand years”. 
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Hubbard collided with the Heaven implants during his 1963 solo Research and even wrote a bulletin to 

tell the tale. It starts with the tongue in cheek phrase:” I have been to heaven…” He was even admitted 

confused with the dates and contents for quite a while as he attributed various dates to some of its 

contents that he took years to eventually correct. 

One barely dares to speculate the Insanity that would have become part of his teachings, if Hubbard had 

interpreted the contents of those implants at face value instead of recognizing them for the implanted and 

false memories that they were. 

UUNNWWOORRKKAABBLLEE  AANNDD  BBOOGGGGYY  TTEECCHHNNIIQQUUEESS  

 

Thousands of techniques have been developed in auditing. Many are still used today. A few were short 

lived, because they were too unpredictable or did not function well. 

At this writing, there exists a technique entirely developed in the Free Zone that advocates the unusual 

solution of Indoctrinating a Being mid process by reading some sort of code or set of rules, when the 

auditor is unable to reach the End Phenomenon of the process. Failure to reach an End Phenomena, 

assuming the process is workable to begin with, has two and only two possible causes: The process is still 

unflat, meaning the same process (not a different one) must be flattened, or there is some form of 

bypassed charge preventing the release. This is a very fundamental technical point, not invented by me. 

The entire Case Supervisor Series is devoted around these facts. Upsets, rudiments, overruns can cause 

bypassed charge. There are hundreds of other reasons: hence the need for assessments and lists. Some 

auditors with a questionable grasp of fundamentals appear to confuse the handling of bypassed charge, 

which only address getting rudiments, indicating charge and getting of considerations with major new 

processes. In Scientologese this is know under the name of “Q and A”, or a failure to complete a cycle of 

action. That many unsupervised auditors have gotten away with it for years has never made it the right 

thing to do. It has merely confirmed them in their own sloppiness. In the same way as the reckless or 

drunk driver gleefully ignores the rules of the road for years and comes to a most an unpleasant and 

abrupt stop one day. 

First of all: to be workable a technique needs to be first of all in agreement with the fundamental rules of 

auditing. Second: during routine auditing, it should work at least 90% of the time without having to repair 

it. It is a very poor technique that only works 50% of the time or less and requires a complex set of 

remedies to make it work. Such a technique is simply ill designed and most likely was never based on 

sound technical principles to begin with. Yet, among techniques developed after 1982, such abound, both 

in the Church and in the free Zone, and many have a fervent number of adepts who blindly swear by one 

or the other. 
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SSUUMMMMAARRYY  

 

These are some of the numerous pitfalls that face the person who is looking for answers. It the hope of the 

author that those who read this article will use their discernment and the advice I give them here so that 

they can choose a road that is fully compatible with getting more into present time, and hence more able, 

more aware and more successful, instead of getting bogged down on the remote track 

Contrary to Rome, all self-improvement roads do no lead to the state of OT. Many lead to a quiet dead-

end. Some end directly into an abyss. A very few actually lead to higher states of Beingness. 

 

TTHHEE  IIRRRREESSPPOONNSSIIBBLLEENNEESSSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  NNEEWW  LLEEAADDEERRSS  

 

IN MEMORIAM: MARY SUE HUBBARD 1931-2002 

In February 1967, LRH wrote a Policy set to be an example on how to be a leader, commenting 

repeatedly on the heroic, but sad fates of Simon Bolivar and his consort Manuela Saenz. 

15 years later the same Policy would be used first against LRH, then against his family, and ultimately 

against anyone would stand in the path of a ruthless and unscrupulous self-appointed usurper in his bid to 

satisfy his own lust for Power. 

Many people have asked me over the years, how could a small group of selfish and relatively 

inexperienced people take over control of the Church so effectively. 

A great number of fanciful theories, some of them quite elaborate have been dreamed up over the years to 

explain it. 

They range from Alien (Extra-Terrestrial) influence to the abduction and replacement by a look alike at 

various possible dates ranging from the Mid 1980s all the way back to the 1950s. 

If many of those theories are extremely convoluted, most are simply implausible, even for someone with 

an open-mind. 

There is also a Law in the field of logic, that given several alternate explanations for an occurrence, the 

simplest one tends to be the most likely one to be true. 

The Wrestling off of Power by a small elitist clique is not a new phenomenon. 
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There are thousands upon thousands documented occurrences in history. 

More, in today’s corporate world, which is largely dominated by greed a lust and for Power, almost daily, 

Hostile takeovers are being engineered in that exact way. 

Tactically the best way to bring an opponent down is to use their own power against themselves. This is 

what enables a Martial Arts expert, seemingly effortlessly, to lift someone heavier than him in the Air. 

Closer to us, it has long been known that most Suppressives, at first have generally little power of their 

own, but are simply clever at restimulating others or make them turn their own powers against 

themselves. 

In the end LRH by writing that Policy, handed a loaded gun to someone ruthless enough to turn it on him. 

Sadly LRH and Mary Sue’s last days were eerily similar to those of Simon Bolivar and Manuela Saenz. 

In 1982, LRH became a recluse, over deep concerns that a number of US Government agencies were after 

him, namely for unpaid taxes and allegedly appropriating Church funds for his private use. 

Shortly after, David Miscavige, grasping the importance LRH gave to “intelligence”, ensured he 

monopolized that line and that no communication would leave or enter the ranch were LRH stayed 

without passing through him. 

At his covert suggestion, LRH resigned from any position of Power within the Church and took on the 

title of “Consultant”. No longer able to issue his own Policies for the Church, LRH started to issue floods 

of “advices”. Many were specific to a particular and one time problem. Most were solely based on 

“intelligence” that David Miscavige was deliberately filtering. As a result the resulting “advices” could be 

no better than the quality (and completeness) of the intelligence they were based upon. Better yet for 

RTC, contrarily to issued Policy which leaves a long evidence trail, it became impossible to 

independently confirm the authenticity of those advices. 

In spite of the existence of the Admin Scale Policy, today those advices, are still seen by RTC as fully 

capable at supplanting not only Policy, but the very goals and Aims of teh Organization. 

At the opposite of Bolivar, LRH died a multi-millionaire. His estimate worth was over $400 Millions. 

In spite of his immense wealth, he nevertheless died in abject conditions. 

A man known to have always taken impeccable care to his personal hygiene and grooming, his Death 

certificate shows him as grossly un-kept, with neglected nails and hair, and generally bad appearance. 

In the end, Mary Sue didn’t fare any better than Manuela Saenz. 
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In spite of having his faithful wife of 35 years and being one of the founding pillars of the Church, Mary 

Sue was knocked off LRH last will, which was utterly changed as far as beneficiaries and executers less 

than 24 hours before LRH died. 

Mary Sue, and her children were left with mere token allowances. Unusually generous terms were set for 

select RTC staff, whose preferred status either made them or put them comfortably on the road to being 

millionaires. 

From all evidences, including LRH private doctor, LRH spent the last week of his life in a state of 

Dysphasia (inability to speak of form coherent thoughts due to brain damage, typically from a stroke. 

It is alleged by sources that were close to LRH that he was purposely allowed to die in January 1986, as 

the “Final Solution” to his problems with the IRS (He was about to be indicted for tax evasion). By 

sedating him once with an unusually high dose and withholding any form of help or treatment for 48 

hours. (All his personal staff were ordered off premises), it was hoped that this covert form of Euthanasia 

would pass medically and legally as “Death from Natural causes”. Even RTC’s lawyers would approve it 

as a “faultless plan”. 

It is reported that the individuals who set this perfidious act went onto a gambling spree in Las Vegas and 

even visited some of Nevada’s most exclusive “Chicken ranches”. * 

It is still not clear how much of the church Monies were used to satisfy their private Erotic fantasies, 

while LRH literally laid between life and Death a mere 300 miles away. 

As their lawyers had predicted, RTC was able to bulldoze through the remaining obstacles unchallenged 

and discard forever any potentially incriminating evidence by refusing autopsy, arranging for an unheard 

of overnight cremation, and arm wrestling any potential contenders though the generous use of blackmail 

and intimidation. 

Left nearly destitute, after having been coerced by RTC (and a team of 17 lawyers), while being denied 

counsel of her own, Mary Sue held her ground until Ray Mithoff, who saw an opportunity at 

advancement in the eyes of Miscavige, had, according to himself, a “bright Idea”. Using carefully gleaned 

data from her pc folders to strike at her buttons, Mithoff portrayed LRH as nothing short of a selfish, 

egocentric maniac secretly bent on her demise in order to utterly cave her in. While still weeping, she was 

handed a lengthy release form which she signed without even reading. 

Mary Sue left a quiet life away from the eyes of the Church. 

She departed her body on November 25 2002. 

Not a single word of Eulogy was read in any Church. Despite Mary having made thousands of friends in 

the Church, nit a single one was invited at her funeral. 
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Her name was quietly removed from the list of IAS Patrons. 

To this day neither Executive nor Scientologist “In Good standing” knows of Mary Sues fate, thought she 

died 2 1/2 years ago. 

No Official Scientology Web Page grants her even a one line Biography, considering her to be even 

unworthy of being a historical footnote, while page after page of sycophantic jive Posing as “Miscavige 

and Rathbun biographies” are allowed to stand on dozens of Scientology Web Sites. 

Some people may ask how can a small “inexperienced clique” have taken over the Church from good and 

experiences veterans. 

The truth is that it is much easier to destroy than to create and it is much easier and financially rewarding 

to enslave people than to free them. 

After all it took over a year and 15 Million Dollars to erect the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma 

City. 

It took less than $5000 of explosives and less than a minute to bring it down. 

Finally were Miscavige and his cohorts truly “inexperienced”. 

The Old Man clearly made it a point in the Sea Org Flag Orders that each of us had been around a “very 

long time” and in the HCOB 1 Nov 74 “Rock Slams and Rock Slammers talking about the Suppressive) 

“His experiential track is too educated in evil and too uneducated in anything else”. 

True Suppression and the calculating harming of others is not a vice that turns on overnight. People who 

do evil of Magnitude have typically done so for hundreds upon hundreds of lifetimes. 

If you had the chance to see their Whole Track, it would look something like this: 

A Gestapo Colonel 

An extermination Camp Commander 

A Despot 

A Dictator 

A Tyrant 

A Ringleader 

A Mobster 
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A Slave Trader 

A Slave Master 

An Implanter 

A Brainwasher 

A Torturer 

A Monk-Psychiatrist 

A Highwayman 

A Hustler 

A Petty Thug 

An Impaler 

A Crucifier 

An Executioner 

An Inquisitor 

A Molester 

A Witch hunter 

A Population Enslaver 

A Planet Buster 

A Book Burner 

A Village Pillager 

A Dwindling Spiral Engineer 

An Orphan Maker 

A Cruel Judge 

A Whole Track Terrorist 
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A Sadistic Ruler 

A Cruel and Unusual Punishment Artist 

The Grim Reaper 

The Devil’s Confederate 

A nice experiential track isn’t it? 

TTEELLEEPPAATTHHYY  VVSS  MMEENNTTAALL  TTEELLEEGGRRAAPPHHYY::  TTWWOO  EENNTTIIRREELLYY  UUNNRREELLAATTEEDD  PPHHEENNOOMMEENNAA  

 

PTS people are the ones most prone to be the effect of something best called “Mental telegraphy”. 

Why? Because PTS is largely a mental and very subjective phenomenon. Of course true suppression 

exists in the Physical Universe, but one becomes PTS to the degree that he feels the effect of it and unable 

to become cause again. 

This is why “PTS Type A Handling” works (at least temporarily): it seeks to gradually shift the viewpoint 

of the person from effect to cause. 

Since circuitry and valences form the first layer of protection of the Mind, when it faces strong adversity, 

they will manifest themselves most clearly in cases that are PTS. This protection layer is a by-product of 

the Mind when it seeks avoidance of what is viewed as harmful or painful or tries to enhance it chances at 

survival by emulating successful behavior. 

The only true and workable Solution for the long term is of course a full course of processing of the case 

so that the factors underlying those predispositions are fully run. This is done by addressing those factors 

on all flows through the running out of Engrams, problems, O/W, Service facsimiles and Succumb 

postulates, to name only the most important ones. 

Whereas Telepathy is simply a form of communication through non physical means, Mental telegraphy is 

an entirely different phenomenon and can easily confused by some with Telepathy. 

It is worthy of mention that Telepathy is best defined as “communication without any kind of via”. 

It is characterized by instant thought transference at the conceptual level. 

Therefore someone claiming to be receiving “mental communiqués, telexes, faxes or radio signals” from 

someone else or even from beyond this realm, is merely making a case that he/she is being subjected to 

mental telegraphy. Anyone who has seen how communiqués, telexes, faxes or radio signals are 
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transmitted and codified, can clearly see that each of those type of communication use several layers of 

vias, while none at all is required in the case of telepathy. 

Mental telegraphy simply means the assumed receipt of mental communication from an alleged external 

source, when the true source of communication lies entirely within oneself and/or one’s case and its 

associated or composite circuitry. 

Mental Telegraphy is characterized by the following twelve characteristics: 

its random occurrence, its impossibly to even vaguely corroborate it because the source of those signals is 

either deceased, beyond this planet or otherwise unavailable. When challenged, the individual will seek to 

shift the burden of proof away from him and onto anyone challenging him, and will be unable to doubt 

his position. 

the communication fully aligns with the individual already pre-set views or religious beliefs. Just like one 

has never hears of a devout Muslim or Jew receiving communication from the Virgin Mary, or Mahomet 

conversing with fundamental Christians or hard-core atheists. 

It explains something for the individual that has deeply preoccupied him/her until then, and fully aligns 

with the individual already chosen own stable data in life. 

It solely involve people or entities one is already familiar with, either personally or through reading, 

The communication do not always make sense, and will never take into account information that is 

unknown to the individual receiving such, but merely paraphrase what the individual receiving it felt 

predisposed to believe or already knew. It will never make the recipient wrong, nor itself for that matter. 

It will generally be benevolent in nature and be highly complementary (offering validations) of the 

recipient, and the more it is being addressed or “communicated to”, the more persistent it will become, 

until it has set itself up as a powerful manic circuit within the individual. Once it reaches that stage, it will 

channel repeatedly all form of validation until it becomes the dominant force in the person’s case. In the 

most extreme cases, it will even supplant the individual own self-determinism. 

In the rare cases when the perceived source of mental telegraphy is perceived as malevolent, it will 

immediately be perceived as all powerful and impossible to overcome without outside intervention, 

typically of a divine, miraculous or superhuman nature. Like all circuits, the more its presence is validated 

by acknowledging it own existence as the being it claims to be, the more predominant it will become. 

As the circuit grows in importance, the individual will show more and more acute “PTS behavior”, often 

viewing Ghosts or Aliens and starting to perceive anyone challenging his ideas as their agent and part of 

an intricate conspiracy. 
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If its importance is allowed to further increase, its perceived deleterious characteristics will transfer to 

actual living personae in the individual’s environment, even if most of them having little or no ill will 

toward the individual. Upon becoming the major circuit on a case, it will seek to attribute itself numerous 

henchmen, choosing them solely on stimulus-response basis, which will give to the casual observer the 

appearance of individuals having been chosen either by random or happenstance. As long as the 

individual subjected to the phenomenon elects a stable datum in an attempt at defeat the pernicious circuit 

and maintains a reasonable level of being cause, he will be able to function and exhibit most signs of 

mental sanity. 

 

When the individual becomes overpowered by that type of circuit, the result is insanity, characterized by 

voices, visions, hallucinations and that belief that there exist an inordinate number of individuals actively 

plotting his/her demise. In Scientology terms, the latter is called PTS type III. In the psychiatric field it is 

called schizophrenic paranoia. 

Auditing such circuits assuming they are anything but circuits and/or valences will inevitably reinforce 

their importance on the case and will lower the individual self-determinism. Correctly addressing them 

per the standard materials on circuits and valences will lower their importance and eventually to their 

permanent disappearance. 

It is normally impossible without many hours of processing to convince the individual claiming that the 

mental telegraphy perceived is actually bona-fide telepathy because doing so would challenge the 

individual’s core safe solutions and stable data. In all cases, it is extremely unlikely to occur unless a set 

of fortuitous events force and individual to adopt form a prime postulate (i.e. the individual faces a 

sufficiently high necessity level or challenge forcing him to change his views). 

Such circuits show a number of characteristics described in lesser known Upper Level Confidential 

bulletins issued by Hubbard in the 1970s. 

RRAATTIIOONNAALLIISSMM    VVSS..  RREEVVEELLAATTIIOONN  

The natural Evolution of Scientology 

DISCLAIMER 

NOTHING IN THIS ARTICLE SHOULD BE INTERPRETED to mean that I would have departed in any 

way from applying standardly and correctly the technology in which I was expertly trained. Anyone 

making such claim has either misunderstood the article or else misunderstood the actual way the 

technology was meant to be applied. 
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 For anyone interested in continuing and extending the ideas and practical applications found in the 

Scientology philosophy there remains two fundamental approaches: Rationalism or Revelation. 

 

 

RRAATTIIOONNAALLIISSMM  AASS  AANN  AAPPPPRROOAACCHH  RROOOOTTEEDD  IINN  SSCCIIEENNCCEE  AANNDD  LLOOGGIICC  

 

Rationalism, consist of empirical observations and logical deductions based on as many observations and 

cases as possible. This is accompanied by sound theory and observable results. Put in simpler words: One 

can deduct and elaborate day to day practical applications by applying the principles within the 

Scientology philosophy theory and practical applications. Examples of developments by others include: 

Volney Mathieson development of the E-Meter, practical Application of the Tone scale in life and in 

raising children by Ruth Minshull (the books: How to choose your people, Miracles for Breakfast) and 

William Benitez’ Narconon program. Since I view myself as a Rationalist, my own contributions include 

successful therapy for Autistic children, effectively addressing Whole-Track Amnesia through OT VIII 

Extensions, increasing telepathic and other so called “OT abilities” through subsequent levels and 

developing a Rundown primarily directed at Athletes and other professionals to enhance their ability to 

focus and perform. 

An approach based on Rationalism implies an avoidance 

of “a priori” conclusions. That is: any statement or 

application must be based on verifiable experience and 

results, rather than assumptions. Further one seeks 

independently verifiable results, because subjective 

evaluations based on inner feelings or self-evaluation are 

often difficult to discern from mere faith. Ultimately the 

true test of success will be measurable by those who are 

entirely impartial and have no vested interest in the 

proposed approach. 

For example: a rationalist approach to handling a 

problem (both theory and practice) on which someone is 

fixated consist of first discharging the solutions” one has 

had for it, followed by identifying the earliest locatable 

instance of the problem, and finally blowing the prior 

confusion to it through the appropriate techniques. 
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One best handle PTS conditions that way, because the main characteristic of PTS-ness is having a 

problem. (Note that if all PTS conditions can be found to create a problem, the reverse is not necessarily 

true as not all problems are readily attributable or entirely resolvable by addressing a PTS condition). This 

is why running Quad Rudiments and O/Ws on PTS terminals tend to be productive of a remarkable 

amount of case gain and increase in stability. 

A non-rationalist approach would be to tell the individual: “Acknowledge (or Spot) your involvement 

with the Devil (or the equivalent Evil Being). This approach has been widely used in Christianity and has 

sometimes even been copied by select individuals in the Free Zone. It is based on the priori assumption 

that the Devil/Evil Being is not only a true identity but also the basic PTS item on that case, and that PTS-

ness is what is fundamentally wrong with the individual being addressed. Not only is that a violation of 

the auditor Code, but it tends to stick the individual being addressed late on the chain (on the 

involvement, rather than its prior confusion). 

Any approach must be logically organized and follow a single line of approach at a time. By long and 

hard-earned experience, and from much background theory, I have established that mixing too many 

disparate elements within a single approach tend to create instability in an individual, because rather than 

handling one thing at a time, one is seeking to handle the entire case at once. This also introduce 

unpredictability because too many variables are being dealt in conjunction. When non-optimum results 

occur (and they inevitably occur at least occasionally – anyone claiming otherwise has merely quietly 

swept them under the carpet), it then becomes impossible to determine where things actually went wrong 

and to do an effective correction and repair. This is the prime reason for forbidding the mixing Rundowns 

in Scientology. 

Consequently, to be valid, any approach must be highly disciplined. 

This is why “experimenting/researching on self” as a case is rarely successful: the instinctive case 

reaction is to seek to address the entire case at once (because case is an unpleasant thing to confront: if it 

were otherwise, it would hardly merit being labeled as “case” and the solutions to the riddles of the Mind 

and Spirit would have long ago been entirely found.). Further, the automatic response of any being toward 

charge and aberration is to avoid it. (The tendency to eventually develop blind spots is from my personal 

observation, an almost universal occurrence, among researchers using self or auditing self as their prime 

avenue of research). 

The author has therefore entirely refrained from experimenting on himself. In this way, it much is easier 

to avoid tainting the results. And it assumes, correctly that the aberrations or case manifestation of an 

individual are not necessarily universal. 

Adopting a particular approach as working is not necessarily a condemnation of all possible alternates. 
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Rather, it means that based on experience and knowledge, the approach taken is the most practical and 

proven to be conducive to long term stability and results. 

 

 

RREEVVEELLAATTIIOONN  AASS  FFAAIITTHH  OORR  CCOONNVVIICCTTIIOONN  BBAASSEEDD  AAPPPPRROOAACCHH  

 

Revelation is situated at the other end of the Spectrum of the Rationalistic approach. In Revelation, an 

asserted truth from within or perceived as having been received from another are used as the cornerstone 

of its philosophy. 

Among the very worst instances of revelations are those “enhanced” by the usage of psychoactive 

substances, such as peyote or coca-ethylene (the result of a combination of cocaine and alcohol, far more 

hallucinatory than either substance taken separately). There is credible evidence to support the theory that 

many of the Christian concepts of Heaven and Hell that cannot be found anywhere in the Bible, actually 

trace their origin that way. 

The Scientology philosophy was not originally designed around Revelation. The dictum: “What is true for 

you is what you have observed to be true for yourself” is in fact directly pointing at Rationalism as its 

underlying viewpoint. 

Revelation by definition is a set of alleged Truths that are revealed by a figure of authority. As such they 

must therefore remain unchallenged, lest one become branded as a heretic or apostate. Such “Truths” are 

also considered valid in large part due to the amount of respect and credibility that is granted to its 

Prophet (a prophet is by definition, the one chosen to impart a revelation onto others). Because only a 

newer Revelation can subsequently amend a Revelation that has already been accepted as fact, the 

ultimate culmination of a series of Revelations becomes Dogmatism. 

Truth by definition is the exact time, place, form and event. If one accepts a truth as such without first 

examining its validity and its agreement with known facts and experience, one has no choice but to 

automatically reject any potential observation that could contradict it. This is not only the exact opposite 

of Science but is also at the root of the condition of existence known as NOT-IS-NESS. 

“Revealed truths” can therefore only be expanded by a further act of Revelation or worse by “Deus ex 

Machina” . (the Latin expression Deus Ex Machina, literally meaning “God out of a Machine”, refers to a 

contraption or ploy evolved to disentangle a plot as in a work of fiction or theater play. Applied to the 

Scientology philosophy arena, it refers to a development, not based on its internal logic and empirical 

research, but as an expedient explanation for what would remain otherwise unexplainable or illogical). 
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Rationalism is largely based on establishing a theory based on observable facts and experience and 

continually refining and evolving its as new facts and discoveries are made. In contrast, Revelation seeks 

to interpret all observation in the light of an immutable premise. Because that immutable premise was 

received without questioning it, it subsequently could only be accepted at face value outside any 

applicable context. This inevitably leads to a departure from the truth. 

Because the ultimate Truth is a static and hence simplicity itself, theories gradually evolving in more and 

more complex and arcane explanations are merely an indicator of their descent from a pure IS-NESS 

toward an ALTER-IS-NESS (lies leading to persistence). At the very bottom, a total Revelation would 

consist of near complete state of NOT-IS-NESS. 

A good example is the assumed Divine Revelation that Earth was the Center of the Universe. This led to 

increasingly complex models to explain the orbits of planets. 

Eventually someone had to break with tradition in order to explain things accurately. At the very opposite 

end, the true OT Levels (VIII and beyond) deal with ever increasing simplicities and truths. (The last 

significant hurdle and complexity – the composite case and its roots – is finally addressed and resolved 

prior to OT VIII – aptly called Truth Revealed) 

In some circles there is a belief that a Supreme Council of the Most Wise and Good benignly supervise 

the actions and future of this planet and is allowed to intercede when needed to protect it from a 

loathsome but most potent and Evil Being. That Evil Being is served by a horde of renegade or fallen 

entities and together they are hell-bent on enslaving and controlling all free Beings (thetans). 

The above is of course an accurate description of the medieval concept of Heaven and of the Devil. It also 

appears to bear some resemblance to a number of theories I have observed floating around in the Free 

Zone. To my knowledge those ideas evolved as a result of “inner research” by a number of individuals. 

Hubbard collided with similar restimulations in his early R6 research and in 1963 even wrote a Bulletin 

called “Heaven” to communicate his findings. 

The Dangers of relying on Revelation rather than observation to elaborate any technology is that there is 

no objective way to control whether or not the “revelation” actually came from a Superior Being or from 

one’s own composite case. 

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  

 

If one is to believe the materials written by Hubbard in Science of Survival and the 1963 time Track 

Bulletins, uncontrolled restimulation of the whole track first results in increased whole-track amnesia. 
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This is eventually followed by a gradual deterioration on the inverted scale of Case from Level V: dub-in 

to Level VI: dub-in of dub-in, and finally to Level VII: Aware only of one’s own evaluations. Therefore 

the likelihood of obtaining accurate and reliable information about the Physical Universe and the Mind, 

when they are primarily based on an assessment of one own case becomes more and more remote as an 

individual become restimulated. 

According to the Chart of Human Evaluation, the pro-survival handling of truth by an individual is a 

direct function of the amount of actual charge that has been removed from his track and his ability to 

reason and prosper in life free of the petty emotions (anger, criticism, envy, resignation,…) found at the 

lower end of the tone scale. 

Hence a rationalistic approach should be expected to lead to at least a partial recovery of abilities, 

independently verifiable whole-track recall and a flourishing life. 

TTHHEE  88TTHH  DDEEAADDLLYY  SSIINN  

Exalted Cognizance or Unholy Decoction? 

In late 1981, shortly before he suffered a near paralytic stroke as a result of a brain aneurysm, Hubbard 

was in the custom of verbally dictating his personal views on a number of topics, both philosophical and 

technical, in the midst of a flurry of orders and advices on any possible topic imaginable to Management, 

the FSO and Scientology Organizations. These would range from complex plans and programs to raise 

income to the materials an executive should have on his desk. Since the late 1970s he would hardly 

compose a technical issue without using a recording device. In this way were the bulk of the original 

NOTs materials and nearly every bulletin issued subsequently prepared. Among the dozen or so 

“philosophical bulletins” issued under Hubbard’s name throughout 1982, each and every one was 

extracted from those recordings and sometimes even “adapted”. Their issuance was evenly distributed 

throughout the year, no doubt to appease increasing rumors about Hubbard’s being “off-lines” or possibly 

even being incapacitated. 

Possibly the most illustrious (or rather for some, infamous) of the 

bulletins so produced in 1982 is the one entitled “Pain and Sex” 

Originally recorded some time in 1981, and largely because they 

were extracted out of any surrounding context, a number of 

Hubbard statements were “adapted” and hastily joined for their 

publication by RTC on the 26th of August 1982 as part of a plan 

the to preserve the illusion that Hubbard was still “fully in 

control of the Church”, by regularly issuing “new bulletins” 

under his name. . 
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Therefore, evenly throughout 1982, one sees Bulletin after bulletin being issued by RTC without any 

logical progression or sequence as long as they contained “New Stuff”, so as to allay suspicions that they 

could actually be older unpublished materials. 

The Bulletin “Pain and Sex” starts by labeling anyone from Freud to the run of the mill psychologists as 

being all on an equal footing as criminals 

It then goes on to state that Sex is an entirely artificial concept, not native to a being and is therefore the 

result of an Evil and elaborate plan by malicious creatures to control the entire Universe and subjugate 

populations. It ends by directly implying that the slighest indulgence in normal sexual activities will 

inevitably result in the fall from grace of any Being. 

One can ask himself what is actually native to a Being. According to the Scientology Axioms, the only 

native attributes of a being beside his own postulated existence, are his own viewpoint and his ability to 

form decisions, new viewpoints and postulates. 

Anything else is an add-on. To anyone who accepts Man as a spiritual being, sex is a clearly a physical 

attribute and an obvious add-on. This is true of all major religions on this planet. Further, with 

Scientology belief in past lives, it becomes amply evident by the laws of probability alone, that any 

individual would have many times, been a member of the opposite sex that his body is currently being, a 

fact corroborated by the numerous statements made by people telling about their past lives experiences in 

Scientology. Hence gender related sexual characteristics and sexual urges of someone would be mainly 

the product of both cultural and biological factors, rather than spiritual ones. So Sex is clearly not native 

to the being by simple deduction from the Scientology Axioms published three decades prior to the 

bulletin, yet only now is Hubbard actually labeling Sex as if it were a Deadly Sin. 

The claim that because Sex is merely an “artificial wavelength’, it is inevitably a tool of degradation is 

given in the bulletin “Pain and Sex” without any substantiation or even explanatory facts. Hubbard 

himself has always claimed sex was one of the main Dynamics of Existence until at least 1979. Doing 

such a serious correction to one of the Pillars of Scientology without explanation is unconscionable. It can 

only pave the way to confusion and subsequent slanted interpretations. By failing to explicitly cancel the 

second Dynamic or to replace it, Hubbard or more appropriately, those publishing under his name, only 

succeed in self-righteousness and a very transparent statement that at least one of the core fundamentals 

of Scientology is actually deeply flawed, without openly admitting it. More alarming, there is not a trace 

of justifying evidence or most facts given to corroborate this brand new idea, safe for the ever 

present “psychs”, Scientology’s answer to the Judeo Christian concept of Satan and of the Devil. 

This bulletin is what is truly behind the Church broadly issued revision in 1991 of the definition of the 

Second Dynamic, where the second dynamic was revised in their “Scriptures” to remove Sex and replace 

it with “Creativity”. Speculation abounds, among Church defectors, to explain the drastic revision. A 
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number of Conspiracy theories, (some of them going as far as involving Intergalactic Markabian 

Invaders) have even been concocted in some circles to explain the change. 

However, the explanation is likely far less involved and much more down to earth. Anyone who fully 

comprehend the bulletin “Pain and Sex” signed by Hubbard, clearly see that failing to revise the 

definition of the Second Dynamic would plainly invalidate it. In fact, the revision of the definition of the 

second Dynamic is nothing but the mandatory corollary to that bulletin, lest one was to declare a late 

work attributed to Hubbard as invalid. 

LLAATTEE  AADDVVIICCEESS  RREEPPLLAACCEE  OOLLDD  PPOOLLIICCYY  

More than ever, currently Scientology Management looks upon Hubbard writings, even when taken out of 

context, as pure Gospel. 

Contrarily to the assertions of a number of misinformed individuals, what truly distinguish the current 

Church management from previous ones is not its abandonment of LRH writings but the utter fanaticism 

and shocking extremism that it goes through in the pursuit of its perceived adherence to Hubbard’s late 

prose. 

Technically the key element explaining the causes behind the true Golden age of Scientology – the 1960s 

and 1970s – and those at the root of its subsequent faltering in the 1980s onward is the same one that 

differentiates the structure of the Analytical Mind and that of the Reactive Mind. The Formers 

(Scientology’s True Golden Age and the Analytical Mind) are based on Reason, Differentiation and a 

Creative Integration of complex assortments of Data. The others are characterized by preset behavior 

(either through Stimuli-Response or Indoctrination), Simplistic Association (A=A) and the proscription of 

anything that does not come from a literal interpretation of Data within one’s immediate reach. 

Because in the late 1970s Hubbard, felt that for legal and fiscal reasons he had to resign from any official 

managerial positions within the Church, and in part due to a fondness to micro-manage a number of pet 

projects, he issued throughout the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s volumes after volumes of 

“Advices”, even though these are labeled as advice and the vast majority of them will probably never be 

broadly published. 

Unbeknownst to most active and defected Scientologists, those advices are viewed as supplanting long 

term published and workable policy by the Church Senior Management. Many of their questionable 

decisions can be directly traced to their interpretation of what they blindly perceive as ‘The Word of 

Truth” rather than through intricate Conspiracies or an Intergalactic take over, as some people are known 

to profess. 

By disregarding the fact stated at the beginning of each staff member study course (it is at the beginning 

of Volume 0, which contains all basic data upon which Scientology organizations are formed), that the 

lack of knowledge about an organization’s policies by its member will inevitably lead to chaos and 
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turmoil, the current Church leadership has all but destroyed Hubbard work and legacy, effectively 

achieving the exact opposite of their mandate. 

There is very little chance that those numerous advices will ever see the light of publication because many 

are quite controversial. 

A good number were issued in what appears to be either anger or based on an intense distrust of others, in 

good part by the paranoid picture the “All Clear Unit” (ACU) was drawn to Hubbard at the time. 

AACCUU’’SS  SSIINNIISSTTEERR  BBAACCKKGGRROOUUNNDD    

 

The “All Clear Unit” (ACU) was a fully autonomous Unit created due to leaks about Hubbard physical 

location to ensure he would avoiding being served writs, summons and other undesirables 

By Mid 1981 the ACU had gained exclusive control of Hubbard unique link to the outside world and was 

actually monopolizing it, busily slandering the entire “Old guard” which it perceived as it only threat for 

perennial survival. 

Living as a recluse Hubbard had no other source of information about the inner activities of the empire he 

had taken four decades to build. Coincidently, or perhaps calculatingly, the ACU In-Charge was none 

other than David Miscavige, until then a minor fixture among Hubbard’s assistants. It therefore can be 

directly inferred that much of Hubbard late and questionable writings were at least in part attributable to 

the influence of the Intelligence produced, and in some cases fabricated by ACU. It will probably remain 

forever impossible to objectively prove the exact nature and extent of the altered Intelligence and what 

communication from Hubbard became tainted as a result. 

 

OOUUTT  OOFF  CCOONNTTEEXXTT  AADDVVIICCEESS  SSUUPPPPLLAANNTT  CCOOMMMMOONN  SSEENNSSEE  

 

The author of this article has personally seen hundreds, perhaps a thousand of those unpublished advices 

and secret issues. Most of them are rather short and in many cases, no clear context or zone of application 

is being supplied. 

This explain the “strange technology” evolved by the Church in more recent years as it tries to build a 

single jigsaw puzzle out of pieces actually belonging to many different sets. As they continue to force 

round pegs into square holes, an actual perversion of Scientology basics emerges. 

This avalanche of Advices has never been issued broadly and yet is accessible on a daily basis by the 

Church senior management to conduct their daily affairs. Few people, save senior Management, have 
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access to them. Most Scientologists do not even realize they exist, even though they are legions and form 

the entire basis and rationale for current Church actions. 

In its desperate quest for guidance among a chaotic heap of conflicting and even unspecific advices (the 

bulk are interpreted literally without any context to refer to) the Church leadership always seek to find the 

“latest” order on the chain and will consider that anything later, cancels anything issued earlier, no matter 

how fundamental or basic that earlier datum might be. 

Loss on them is the awareness that Scientology is actually a vastly complex body of knowledge that can 

only be fully understood by integrating its numerous components. 

This tendency to seek the “magical quote” that explains everything is a typical attribute of zealots (a 

zealot being defined as someone who has purposely denied himself from the fruits of observation and 

reason by reason of an unquestioned adherence to a dogmatic principle) and is all too often found among 

a number of Scientologists and even ex-Scientologists. 

It frequently leads to misapplication and in the worse cases to extremism. 

Some obvious examples of such extremism in today’s society are among a handful of “Christians” who 

find their pet quote in the Bible justifying the assassination of abortionists or homosexuals, small pockets 

of “Muslims” who interpret carefully selected passages from the Holy Koran as if were a blue-print for 

destroying all non-believers through acts of terrorism, and Church operatives who are utterly convinced 

that blackmail and extortion are honorable acts when used in accordance to their recent indoctrination 

about “the greater good”. 

If one was to merely follow a logical path in interpreting later unpublished writings, one would draw the 

unavoidable conclusion that if Hubbard was so frequently mistaken, as to continually revise core policy to 

satisfy the need of the moment, then his later writings (being as yet unproven by experience as workable, 

contrarily to an established policy who had been already been proven successful by years of application) 

would stand at least an equal chance of being flawed, in particular if it produced short term disaster. 

Apparently, since they are utter strangers to logic and reason (being reasonable has long been held by the 

Church as one of the main attributes of a suppressive person – the original meaning of reasonable as 

someone who agrees with barriers is now mainly understood within the Church as any attempt at using 

moderation or logic in applying its philosophy of policies) current Church leadership each year sink into 

higher levels of extremism and increases its demands for blind obedience by their followers. 

The actual root of the faulty logic used by current Church Management is actually their fanatic belief in 

Hubbard’s infallibility not only in Scientology technical matters, in Administrative Policy and local 

directives but in each and every field of Human affairs he has ever made a pronouncement on ranging 

from Health and Nutrition to Mathematics and Computer Science. Whenever a statement by Hubbard, in 
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his taped conferences or published works is found to be irreconcilably at odds with facts or subsequent 

“Advices”, it is quietly edited and republished, much in the same manner as those used by “The Ministry 

of Truth” in George Orwell book: 1984. 

 

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN    

 

Even if one accepts that Sex is merely an artificial wavelength, it still does not satisfy any explanation as 

to why it would automatically be a perversion or a tool created for the sole purpose of slavery. Many 

artificial aspects of our Society are provably either creative or destructive and their results are either good 

or evil based on the manner in which they were applied, not whether they were artificially or naturally 

created. 

Otherwise such reasoning leads to the unavoidable conclusion that both Technology and Modern 

Civilizations are the products of Evil and that one need to return to Nature and strictly adhere to a set of 

inflexible rules dictated by self appointed elite, which bring us one step closer to a Taliban-ruled type of 

Society. 

An obsession against sex reeks of Religious fanaticism which was the hallmark of Medieval Christianity. 

According to Hubbard himself, most of Christianity is the result of “Implants”. A study of Sexual Taboos 

and beliefs that regards Sex as the product of Evil on this planet, show that one for one each of them find 

its root deeply anchored in religious beliefs. Buddhism, often stated by Hubbard and his followers as 

being the traditional philosophy and religion most akin to Scientology is notable in not regarding sex as a 

perversion, but as something either secondary or a form of sublimated creation. 

In fact if one were to slightly adapt the bulletin “Pain and Sex” and replace “Psychs” with the Devil, one 

would find something entirely in agreement with Christianity doctrines as they were taught throughout 

the Dark Ages. 

It is therefore quite plausible that false memories (which are a simple way to describe the contents of 

implants) may be behind ideas classifying any and all sexual acts as if there were a deadly sin. 

Unless the Church becomes forthcoming in making Hubbard original late teachings available for 

independent and unbiased study, it will remain forever a speculation if those “false memories” were 

Hubbard’s or rather an insipid brew conjured by someone who was itching to step into his shoes. 

In the final analysis, the wide rejection by ex-Scientologists of the newly revised definition of the Second 

Dynamic show a fundamental disagreement with the doctrine taught in the 1982 bulletin. 
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This merely goes to show that alignment with logic and its core fundamentals is the only true guide to 

understanding Scientology rather than speculative attempts to establish an un-provable authorship or 

uninformed efforts to date Hubbard’s late writings. A “Safe solution” for many is the creation of a 

Magical cut-off date, (which tend to be different for various individuals depending upon their 

preconceived ideas) after which anything and everything published is deemed to be the product of Evil, as 

if it had been touched by a malefic wand. 

The reward for those who have truly mastered a complete and honest understanding of the technology 

through years of hard work and applied study, (as opposed to those who merely assert an empty claim of 

having done so), is a great ease in successfully separating the wheat from the chaff. 

Here lies the true key to fully understanding the late works of Hubbard and of Dianetics and Scientology. 

TTHHEE  BBLLAACCKK  PPAANNTTHHEERR  MMEECCHHAANNIISSMM  DDEEMMYYSSTTIIFFIIEEDD  

 An old Mechanism explained by more recent discoveries 

 

In a celebrated allegory about dealing with a 

hypothetical Black Panther, Hubbard, 

explained how there were 5 ways to deal with 

dangerous and threatening situations in life. 

Called the “Black Panther Mechanism”, it is 

repeatedly described in 1950 in the original 

book: “Dianetics, the Modern Science of 

Mental Health”. 

Hubbard goes on to say: “Let us suppose that 

a particularly black-tempered Black Panther is sitting on the stairs and that a man named Gus is sitting in 

the living room. Gus wants to go to bed. But there is the Black Panther. The problem is to get upstairs. 

There are five things that Gus can do.” The five alternates are described as (1) ATTACK, 

(2) FLEE, (3) AVOID, (4) NEGLECT and (5) SUCCUMB. 

While it was commented on and even criticized in the very first issue of IVY, it has never been analyzed 

adequately in the view of the vast sum of Scientological knowledge that has accumulated since. This is 

almost surprising, as the answers are in plain sight, just waiting to be extracted. 

While the mechanism is primitive and even simplistic it has nevertheless remained a useful workhorse in 

many Scientology applications. 
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It is the hope of the author that the explanations given hereto will satisfy both and apologists and 

dissenters of the original mechanism, by pointing out the fundamental principles on which it is actually 

based 

The simple truth of the matter is that there are two and only two fundamental principles in this Universe: 

Positive and Negative or Cause and Effect. Each one of these can in turn be divided into two, three or 

sometimes an infinity of alternates or vectors. 

Facing any choice, a Being can adopt the fundamental Viewpoint of CAUSE or the Fundamental 

Viewpoint of EFFECT. 

CAUSE may be divided in Balanced/Controlled Cause, Unbalanced/Uncontrolled Cause and Inverted 

Cause. 

The same can be said for EFFECT: there can be Balanced/Controlled Effect, Unbalanced/Uncontrolled 

Effect and Inverted Effect. 

One of the Corollaries of the Axioms is that the Viewpoints taken by a Being can manifest themselves in 

many different ways: 

For example, in the realm of Communication, Cause manifests itself through Reaching and Effect 

manifest itself through Withdrawing. It is the principle underlying a great many Scientology processes 

and procedures. 

When dealing with Problems (the presence of a Black Panther in one’s stairwell would for most people 

qualify as a Problem), Cause would manifest itself by Facing (or in Scientologese “Confront”). Effect 

would be the exact opposite of confronting, that is, withdrawing, avoiding, eluding, or “preferring not to 

confront”. Many processes are based on this principle. 

As far as Actions and Transgressions (including what is known in Scientologese as Overts) go, Cause 

would manifest itself by the commission of an action (an overt act, a confession, or most anything that 

one can do). Effect manifest itself by withholding and is the fundamental characteristic of a withhold. 

To summarize: when one deals with problems, using the Cause to Effect Scale, the possible alternates are: 

BALANCED AND CONTROLLED CAUSE: This means that the exact amount of force required is 

applied in the correct amount and in the most constructive way in order to effectively deal with a 

problem. In the case of a panther, probably the most controlled approach would be to HANDLE it 

through the use of the skills of an Wild Animal Trainer. Failing that, weapons to subdue 

(APPROPRIATELY ATTACK), or even kill the animal would have to be used. Balanced and 

Controlled cause is main attribute of the Analytical Mind: it bases the actions it will dictate on impartial 

and intelligent calculations uninfluenced by emotions or reactive impulses. It seeks to deal head on with 
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the problem and to unconditionally handle it to a satisfactory and permanent conclusion. The most 

satisfactory conclusion of all would be off course one which enhances the well-being (survival) of all, 

panther included, and allow oneself to go about his daily routines and duties, unfettered by the panther. 

The Keynote of this Level is Creativity. 

UNBALANCED OR UNCONTROLLED CAUSE: In the case of a Black Panther, this attitude would 

be mostly observable in states of frenzy. Although mainly observable under more casual and far less 

threatening circumstances, it is yet a theoretical approach toward a Panther. Possibly because anyone 

harboring such an attitude toward a wild animal would endure a prompt and painful demise, it may have 

been originally omitted as a possible alternate. In the case of extreme Dangers such as the presence of a 

Panther in one’s stairwell, it is unlikely to manifest itself except where the circumstances surrounding the 

presence of the Panther have compounded a pre-existing condition of case overwhelm therefore have 

triggered the revivification (an actual reliving of something that occurred in the past) of a past incident. In 

more mundane examples, unbalanced or uncontrolled cause includes inappropriately antagonizing, 

attacking imaginary enemies or even friends as if they were real foes, the Use of Overwhelming or 

unwarranted deadly force, the unjustified destruction of property and the use of Sadism and Revenge to 

subdue an enemy. It runs through the entire gamut of Paranoia and is also the primary cause of violent 

crime. It is also the basic philosophy underlying Extremism and it is where Scientology, when used in 

unscrupulous hands, becomes entirely subverted and degenerates into a form of advanced Psychosis. The 

Keynote of this level is Destruction (Inverted Creativity) 

INVERTED CAUSE: In this case Cause itself has become inverted. The individual still faces the threat 

but seeks being cause by dramatizing being effect. The person still views the problem and its danger in its 

entirety, but withholds all action and denies self truly being cause. While the preceding level dealt mainly 

with Evil Purposes and Postulates, this level manifest itself mainly with SUCCUMB. 

BALANCED AND CONTROLLED EFFECT: If someone considers the Black Panther to be an 

obstacle that is deemed to be too overwhelming to face or impossible to overcome, the most controlled 

approach is to AVOID it. In other words, one will seek to circumvent it and try to function in spite of it, 

without truly dealing with the issue. In many cases, it may be workable, at least temporarily. It tends to be 

the most expedient solution. 

UNBALANCED OR UNCONTROLLED EFFECT: Fleeing can simply be defined as an uncontrolled 

avoidance. The fears and phobias within the Reactive Mind cause the individual to strongly recoil 

(FLEE) and to seek safety by being so far that the Panther is no longer being perceived. The mechanisms 

behind being the adverse effect of things or people (PTS) are found at this level. 

INVERTED EFFECT: IGNORE: Ignoring a problem is the paramount of NOT-IS-NESS. The 

individual has become so much effect that he believes he has actually become cause and therefore feel he 

can ignores the problem altogether, as it no longer truly exist. 
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Drug addiction and the adoption of “Safe Solutions” are some of the most common manifestations found 

at this level. 

 

 

TTEECCHHNNIICCAALL  AAPPPPLLIICCAATTIIOONN  

 

The preferred choice of action by an individual (in circumstances where a number of alternates are 

possible) will denote the Actual Case Level of the individual and his/her position on the Chart of Human 

Evaluation. 

Obviously, circumstances may dictate that a particular course of action is preferable over others, so 

determining accurately the chronic tone level of an individual, while using the Black Panther Mechanism 

as a yardstick can only be accurate through a statistical analysis (examining a significant number of 

responses by the person and making the determination accordingly). The use of any one of the six 

responses described above toward a single situation may turn out to be the most appropriate, depending 

on the circumstances. 

Individuals who chronically use “Balanced and Controlled Cause” are those closest to Higher Spiritual 

Development or “OT”. 

Anyone advanced on the Higher OT Levels who does not instinctively use “Balanced and Controlled 

Cause” in dealing with situations and life, is in serious need of Repair and Advanced Programs to get 

him/her to an awareness Level and chronic Tone commensurate with his/her professed grade. 

“Unbalanced and Uncontrolled Cause” is the Main characteristic of the Fear to Antagonism Band (1.0-

2.0), but is present to a lesser degree both above and below that band. Expanded Dianetics was developed 

mainly to address cases stuck at that level and the one below (Inverted Cause) as the later cases are on a 

chronic Succumb. 

Balanced and Controlled Effect is mainly an attribute found above the Antagonism Band (2.0), though it 

is also present to a degree in the Propitiation – Fear band (0.8 to 1.0) 

Unbalanced and Uncontrolled Effect is the keynote of a heavily charge case and of People who are 

labeled as PTS. Destimulative auditing and also the “New Vitality Rundown” developed by Hubbard in 

Daytona Beach in late 1975 address those cases. 
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For cases that are at “Inverted Effect”, many will be found to be utterly un-desirous to change their 

condition. (Change and increased awareness is something frightening to them, because their entire 

approach to life is based on carefully selected Safe Solutions used as a substitute for them when choices 

have to be made). Such cases best respond to Objective and Havingness type processes. 

 

 

SSUUMMMMAARRYY  

 

Translated into the conditions of existence: 

“Balanced and Controlled Cause” is the only attitude that shows a potential for a full AS-IS-NESS or a 

full resolution and an actual vanishment of a problem. 

All other attitudes, contains increasing amounts of ALTER-IS-NESS, making the problem, more and 

more unlikely to be truly resolved as on goes down. 

The last Level of Inverted Effect is nearing a complete degree of NOT-IS-NESS. 

So here we have an old mechanism, fully explained and clarified by more modern developments. 

 

TTHHEE  MMEERRIITT  OOFF  ""  HHIIGGHH  RREETTUURRNN  IINNVVEESSTTMMEENNTTSS""  

(OR UNSECURED LOANS) run by scientologists 

Promises of untold riches arising from small to medium investments abound amongst Scientologists 

Blinded by the lure of lavish returns and the problems resulting from the need to raise the hundreds of 

thousands (sometimes millions) of dollars demanded by the Church, every year more people fall prey to 

schemes that would make any banker or professional investor hair stand on end. 

In fact a large number of “ex-scientologists” became so as the direct result of their disenchantment when 

they realized that their gullibility had purposely been nurtured for years in order to encourage them to 

make large investments or loans when these actually were nothing but elaborate plans to funnel millions 

into the Church coffers. 

Anyone honest and with verifiable experience in Investing will tell people that the greater the theoretical 

potential for return the greater the risk and the odds that one will loose everything rather than make a 

small fortune. It if were not true, the numbers of millionaires in America would not be in the thousands, 

but rather in the millions. 
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Individual schemes come and go, so I do not know for a fact that the promises of any specific individual 

someone is now referring me to actually fall under that category, but based on my experience in life and 

an extensive one with investing, I would advise anyone to use extreme caution before embarking on any 

schemes promising extremely high returns, especially when no verifiable track of success can be 

provided. 

When returns or promises to pay back fail to materialize, it is typical to see a series of stalling messages 

given to investors or lenders. Taking taking legal action by a Scientologist against another, (even when 

fraud or crimes are involved) is subject to the most extreme and heavy punishment by the Church of 

Scientology. (The one thing the Church of Scientology hates is to be publicly maligned or exposed) 

Long time Church policies state that it is supreme in adjudicating disagreements among its members. Yet 

it has a proven track to exclusively rule with the individual who most closely align with it short term 

financial gain, no matter how amoral its diregard for those who have been wronged. 

The penalty for any Scientologist seeking legal relief against another is 

1. The automatic shunning of wife, children, parents, any associates and friends (lest they wish to share 

the same fate) 

2. Public expulsion and humiliation, typically with slanderous generalities and fabrications, often 

disseminated where it will cause the maximum amount of embarrassment.  

3. Being branded as as a psychopath 

4. Persecution by becoming the target of Hatred by zealot members who take all currently Church 

pronouncements as if they were divinely inspired. 

5. Becoming an open target to the practice of the infamous FAIR GAME (policy cancelled only for PR 

purposes, but very much applied to high profile targets in current practice) 

6. Official condemnation by curses of eternal damnation (Scientologese jargon actual means the same)  

Authors of scams are typically given free rein to operate within the Church as long as they contribute to 

the filling of Church coffers (War chest in the Church lingo) until the day when they eventually lead to 

the creation a legal problem of the type of magnitude that induces legislation seeking to get Scientology 

banned in that country. Once this occurs, the Church will inevitably plead its innocence and vigorously 

place itself on the long list of their victim, quietly disregarding the fact that it profited obscene amounts of 

money from them. 

I have personally met thousands of individuals on both sides of the fence in and out of the Church of 

Scientology. 
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As long as Scientology’s name was kept out of the newspapers or absent from legislators agendas, the 

Church would turn the cold shoulder to the hundreds of desperate pleas by those who claimed they had 

been fleeced by con men and had now become destitute. Being now useless to them, (downstat in 

Scientology jargon), the Church would discard them just like a worn out doll, should the victims of 

schemes and defaulting loans ever revolt against the Church sanctimonious rulings or vocalize 

disparaging statements against their aggressors because they were “Scientologists in Good standing”. 

Hundreds, possibly thousands of members have been expelled that way since in the last 25 years. 

Over my two decades at Flag (the highest center in Scientology, located in Clearwater, Florida), I was 

called to obtain the written (and therefore entirely actionable) confessions of the perpetrators (and more 

sadly, provide counseling to address the upset and despondency from its victims) for dozens upon dozens 

of scams, swindles, pyramid or ponzi schemes and other empty promises and fraudulent loans. 

For years I wrote reports on the perpetrators of such scams, appalled that they would be granted immunity 

by a Church I came to see every day as more corrupt. Nothing came out of it, except for my being listed 

as a “trouble maker” and eventually marked for “orderly disposal”. 

Some of the victims of those schemes became dangerously despondent and found themselves destitute. In 

extreme cases, suicides or murderous rages were the final result. 

One of the most touching stories documenting such abuses to be posted on the Internet is “Albert Jaquier, 

Diary of a dying scientologist”. I personally knew Albert quite well. Based on my first hand experience 

with Albert, I can state that his story as compelling as it was is merely the tip of a monstrous and most 

pernicious iceberg. I know first hand dozens of stories equally devastating (see the link for a more 

detailed account) 

I feel no compunction to withhold any of this data, because in each case prior to the travesty of a 

confessional that I was ordered to give on behalf of the Church of Scientology each parishioner was told 

at the beginning that “This is not auditing (Scientology word for counseling) and that everything revealed 

would be written up in triplicate and forwarded to a number of lay people and to the Church Intelligence 

agency, where privacy concerns are officially acknowledged as entirely irrelevant by long standing 

policy. 

In every case, I was under the obligation to write a full and detailed report of the transgressions revealed 

to me by the parishioners, as well as any hearsay involving others, so that the Church could use it for its 

own lay purposes. When I eventually objected that covertly using Confession as a double standard to 

extort blackmail materials from its parishioners and publicly revealing their details for personal gain was 

morally objectionable, I found myself threatened by expulsion and blackmail.  

I eventually felt utter contempt for a Church acting that way, especially in the light that it has always 

insisted in the court and legal system that all such confessions are “priest-penitent 
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privileged” and has the folders containing such “confessions” so stamped.a number of disenchanted 

Scientology celebrities are currently being kept at bay through the “intelligence” so gathered through such 

chicanery. Without doubt the same fate awaits any current Church celebrity should they one day decide to 

defect. 

It is my view that the amount of money that was lost by well meaning individuals through questionable 

schemes between 1980 and 1992 (the years I was the foremost and most successful counselor within the 

Church) to be well in excess of 100 millions American dollars. 

In most cases the sole beneficiaries were the Church of Scientology and International Association of 

Scientologists, who blissfully received the millions of dollars funneled through the amoral schemes. 

In the worst cases suicides were even directly linked when such schemes failed. In 1996 Scientology was 

almost banned in France as a result. The story of people I personally know who found themselves facing 

shattered lives, financial ruin and who left Scientology as a result could fill up a very large book. I also 

know equally well the unholy story and details of those who defrauded them. 

TTHHEE  SSAADD  FFAATTEE  OOFF  LLIISSAA  MMCCPPHHEERRSSOONN  

 

 

Lisa McPherson 

If the full Lisa McPherson story can teach us something, it is not so much what can happen if someone 

applies a Technology harmfully, but rather what happens when a group of otherwise well-meaning people 

becomes the adverse effect of a self-appointed Elite whose goal has solely become to maintain their 

Power through Terror. 
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SSYYNNOOPPSSIISS  

I have limited my study of the McPherson case to first hand reports, namely from Interviews and 

Hearings conducted by the Florida State Attorneys, subpoenaed records and “daily watch reports” that are 

publicly available. I have read them in their entirety. 

The most crucial piece of evidence (Lisa’s Pc’s folders) is lacking due to having been reportedly “lost”. If 

Lisa’s folders had indeed been lost in what turns out to be one of the most high profile case in the entire 

Church History, RTC would have ordered a literal army of Sea Org members and even public to work 

around the clock for an entire week, if needed. Such a loss would have never been accepted if RTC had 

been at the unwilling end of it. Therefore the fact that Lisa’s folder loss was anything but deliberate and 

calculated is by far the most plausible explanation. 

 

While I have not been involved with that case nor possess any first hand knowledge of what took place on 

her last day, my thorough knowledge of Scientology Technology and Procedures and great familiarity 

with that type of case condition (which I have been called dozens of times to handle personally as one of 

the very few experienced Introspection Rundown Specialists on the planet), allows me to make a 

surprising number of conclusions with the data that is available. Further I know all technical personnel 

involved very well. 

TTHHEE  ““WWHHOO””  ((AACCCCOORRDDIINNGG  TTOO  RRTTCC))  

 

Only a Class XII is fully capable of grasping the irony of Web sites dedicated to Lisa McPherson showing 

her holding her L-11 Certificate signed by Peter Buttery and by David Gellie. 

In Scientologese, the Who is the Individual or individuals found to be responsible for any situation 

adversely affecting the Church. 

The unfortunate individuals found to be the who by RTC were both Class XIIs, who C/Sed and audited 

Lisa through her “L-11 completion” , a mere 3 weeks before her Psychotic Break, They were promptly 

ordered “PERMANENTLY OFF Tech Lines” by RTC. They are currently working, the former as a 

janitor, the later as a Bus Driver and are explicitly forbidden to be transferred out of their menial jobs 

unless so ordered by RTC. “They may never hold a Technical Post again” 

It is said that in a confidential Memo a Senior Management individual stated: “They caused Lisa 

McPherson to die, so they deserve the same fate as Auditors.” So they are considered “dead” as Auditors 

and as long as they pledge allegiance to the Mother Church they will be forbidden to ever audit again. 

Their long tracks of several decades of dedicated service and Technical accomplishments, some of it 
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directly under LRH, was according to RTC, the only thing that prevent their savage expulsion, 

prosecution or an imaginative way to degrade and humiliate them further THE “HOW” 

The irony of Lisa holding her L11 Certificate, all smiling is that L11 was originally designed to resolve 

and prevent the very condition she soon after fell in, This can only be fully appreciated by someone who 

has done the Class XI course. 

Shortly after completing L11, Lisa was put on a lengthy O/W write up that went on for weeks, and 

without getting any corrective sessions in spite of her bad indicators increasing. 

O/W write-ups are a routinely short term action to be done as part of a condition handling. One spends 

hours writing O/W Write-ups, not days or weeks. 

 

Making someone spend weeks on it, is merely an invitation for the pc to chew on bank and to Introvert, as 

the individual is continually made to look inwards at his guilt feelings without any direction or guidance. 

Severe Introversion and feelings of guilt is very evident in her write up. 

 

It used to be routine to send a person to the examiner after each O/W write-up, to ensure they feel good. 

This apparently is no longer being done at Flag. Apparently the deep guilt someone or introversion 

someone may feel after a mishandled or overrun O/W write is no longer a concern in COS any longer, but 

on the contrary, expected to occur. 

 

Unfortunately such offbeat Ethics Handlings (which are actually not part of Scientology technology, 

contrarily to the teachings of RTC who claim otherwise) have become common place in the current COS. 

These are not the product of LRH tech, but are solely RTC own brand of Tech alteration, based on the 

case Manifestations of its promoters and their frantic desire to maintain their power.. (It is a technical fact 

that people will instinctively seek to program others for the very action that they themselves need). 

The Current Bridge as currently promoted by RTC has degenerated in nothing else than a Huge and 

Monstrous Grade 2 (Overt and Withold Technology) where Dianetics, Clear and OT levels has become 

mere interruptions and side-trips on the overall program. 

TTEECCHHNNIICCAALL  DDAATTAA  

 

According to Scientology Technology, an illness (covered in the Assist Bulletins) or even a psychotic 

Break (covered in the Introspection Rundown Bulletin are both preceded by a “predisposition” and a 

“precipitation”. 

A predisposition is defined as a susceptibility or propensity for something. It is what makes the mind 

liable or likely to be affected by some particular thing. Being tired, living in an invalidative environment, 
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recent flagrant auditing errors, are examples of predisposition By precipitation is meant the occurrence of 

an incident where what was being predisposed now comes to fruition. 

In the case of an illness it is generally the incident that brings about the infection. In the case of a 

psychotic break, it is the moment of introversion where the person actually looses control. 

One sees this type of phenomenon in the expression: “The straw that broke the camel back”. 

Adding straws, one after the other is the predisposition. The actual straw that breaks the camel’s back is 

the precipitation. 

 

In the case of Lisa McPherson, it looks like a virtual certainty for all available data that L-11 was the 

predisposition. L11 is designed to resolve and even prevent the very condition in which she sank! In 

addition there are a number of originations that are telltale signs of specific unflat L11 steps . During the 

early days of her “non-sequitur talk”: she was in actual fact talking directly out of restimulated and 

unflat L11 steps. This is an expected phenomenon. It is possible for the well trained individual to sieve 

through the apparent babble of natter, screams or “non-sequitur talk” to track down the root cause of the 

condition. 

 

It is actually the first step done by an auditor in the introspection rundown. By making the “correct 

indication”, it is entirely possible, as I have done it dozens of times, to miraculously turn off the insane 

babble and restore, at least temporarily and slightly sanity to the individual. 

 

The offbeat O/W Write up was the precipitation. This is completely obvious from a number of her 

comments and actions. 

 

In the actual psychotic Break Episode, she says he needs help. She should have been red tagged right then 

and there, as she obviously had immediate BPC on her current action (O/W write ups and most likely 

others as well) By going through her pc folders and recent reports and write up, an indication should have 

been made to her. This should have been made within hours of the Psychotic Break, not days later. This 

was never done. 

AA  BBOOTTCCHHEEDD  LL--1111  RRUUNNDDOOWWNN  

 

If a trained Class XII examines some of her “early non-sense” he can actually see that it actually makes 

perfect sense and give vital clue as to what is wrong, even though she didn’t know it. 

On the 18th (the psychotic Break episode), she says she needs help 
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Once in isolation she says the following things (meaningless babble to the average person, but extremely 

meaningful a Class XI auditor in the light of the fact she only recently did L-11) 

“I created time 3 billion years ago and now I am dramatizing it since than.” 

This is a Clear indication of a specific unflat L-11 step meant to handle the key dramatization on the 

whole track in a case. 

 

“I am LRH and I didn’t confront it because I didn’t confront that power.” 

 

This is an identity or valence problem, a typical sign of a list error on L-11 as some lists will give exact 

valences. 

 There is an unblown Valence/Identity. 

 

Her statement: “I can’t confront force. I am dramatizing it.” 

 

More signs of Unflat L-11 which is meant to handle the key aberration on a case. 

 

“I was 1.1. What my chronic tone level is.” 

 

This is a Clear sign of introversion, and guilt, which became quite apparent on her O/W Write up. 

“I disseminated my mother, but she didn’t get handled. As I didn’t confront force.” 

Either a wrong item from L-11 or from Ethics or she is PTS to her Mother. (in which case she should 

have handled it BEFORE L-11) 

” I need my auditor…” 

“Needing auditing is the typical manifestation of auditing error, most specifically out-lists which cause 

the most case deterioration on a case.  

I need to confront my mom. 

PTS to her Mother (among other things). 

Next report: “You have to follow the light as Light is life”. 

This is a textbook Whole Track Implant description. 
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A Key implant on the case is one of the key steps of L-11. This is yet another indicator that her L11 was 

botched. 

TTHHEE  RREEAALL  RREEAASSOONN  ((TTHHEE  ““WWHHYY””))  

 

Sadly, RTC policy toward the prevention of disaffection and dissent has been to instill a regime of Terror. 

This was originally done through assignment to the RPF and expulsion from the Church. 

As time went on, cruel and long lasting cruel and humiliating punishment became the norm. 

People who work at the Flag land Base and have joined the Sea Org, have typically donated all their 

assets to the Church and are already working in excess of 60 hours a week for little or no pay. In cases of 

“Down statistics” and emergencies” hours grow even longer and what little benefit one would get even 

becomes smaller. Deprivation of Food, sleep, and privacy, cancellation of right to meet one’s spouse or 

underage children are among the first penalties enforced to all group members. 

Already hardened by these harsh conditions, the RPF has slowly become, through the years, in many 

aspects, an actual improvement over the average condition a Sea Org member, to the point that a the 

threat of an RPF assignment is no longer carry the weight that it once did. 

RTC answer has been to remove from the group of unfortunates who work for them in a state more akin 

to slavery than ever prison would offer the only asset they still possess: their Dignity and their Integrity. 

Dignity is removed by broad publication of unilateral findings against an individual. Whereas Scientology 

Policy dictates a sort of Justice Hearing or Court called a Committee of Evidence, those are very seldom 

done. Justice being served by pronouncing people based on evidence the individual has not be allowed to 

confront or dispute. In other words the Accuser, Judge, Jury and Executioner is one and the same 

individual or group of individuals. In RTC vision of “Justice” the Accusation, Judgment and Sentencing 

are now performed as a single step and in most cases no appeal is possible. 

There seems to be no limit to RTC’s imagination in creating new forms of Torments calculated to degrade 

and debase the individual receiving their brand of Justice. 

New posts with degraded titles get created and the people are assigned to it. People are forced to make 

public confessions eerily reminiscent of the Stalinist Purges, Marriage are ordered broken, children in 

actual fact become wards of Church and are raised in a manner entirely consistent with Germany’s 

infamous “Hitler’s Youths. of the 1930s” 

Therefore the prime motivation of most staff, though none would dare admitting it, in an organization 

where merely having such thoughts is a punishable act, is to “AVOID DRAWING RTC’s NOTICE”. 
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This eerie duplication of George Orwell’ “Thought Police” comes as a result of RTC’s obsession with 

implementing the “False Purpose Rundown Technology” at every level and its widespread and frequent 

use. 

AA  SSOOCCIIEETTYY  CCOOMMPPOOSSEEDD  OOFF  MMIINNDDLLEESSSS  RROOBBOOTTSS  

 

The False Purpose Rundown seeks not only confessions of any “reprehensible acts”, but will demand the 

admission of any and all negative or critical thoughts about the Church Leadership and Policies. The idea 

is to nip any such disagreements in the bud, by inferring that any disagreement with the current 

Leadership or Policies is an Overt and that it can only exist in the presence of unrevealed “crimes” against 

the Church. For that purpose the word crime has been redefined in Scientology to no longer mean such 

things as Murder and Rape, but rather “omissions” and “failures to take all the necessary actions” that 

would have been required to prevent any downfall or “lowering of statistics” within the Church. The fact 

that in most cases, the downfalls and down statistics could only have been prevented by someone with the 

psychic abilities to foretell the Future as in “20/20 Hindsight” is of no concern to RTC. 

To the experienced staff member the only way to salvage oneself is by “Not disagreeing” with anything 

and to not even form within his mind even the shadow of a Doubt. 

The end result is “utter robotism”. Creative thought has become so suppressed and even “Dangerous” that 

individuals no longer dare making them.. LRH amply describes the characteristics of Robotism in the 

Expanded Dianetics Materials and a Number of other Bulletins. 

People suffering from Robotism and Slaves share a lot in common. Both will avoid taking responsibility 

and can no longer think clearly. they can no longer confront the environment that surrounds them and 

they instinctively tend to ignore or “forget” their prior knowledge. They will disregard any moral choices 

or “common sense” but rather adhere to “safe” if unproductive protocols. They have isolated themselves 

from the painful and terrifying environment by allowing circuitry to take over. 

By understanding the above, one can now clearly understand the actions of people who were either 

trained in some way in the medical field, or should have known that they should be “doing something” 

more. 

WWHHAATT  SSHHOOUULLDD  HHAAVVEE  BBEEEENN  DDOONNEE  

 

The first thing that should have been done when the C/S and Snr C/S heard of Lisa’s psychotic reaction, 

would have been to do an “Folder Error Summary” of her applicable recent auditing. This would have 

taken at most a few hours. 
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Then an auditor with the correct training Level and experienced with the Introspection Rundown and L-

11 should have made the right indication to Lisa McPherson, wether she could be put on the meter or not, 

until some type of relief took place. 

When I left the in 1992, I was the only auditor fully trained in both Rundowns. It is quite likely with all 

auditors having been put shortly after, onto “Golden age of Tech training”, that by the time Lisa needed it, 

there was still no auditor qualified to do both Rundowns. 

A small note in a one of the report, actually indicates the true viewpoint of all people involved. It should 

have been to care for the person in front of them, to truly help her. 

Unfortunately the note said that that the purpose of “Watching” Lisa was to take care (or prevent) a Flap. 

This is the sordid true purpose that Sea Org have degenerated to. 

Staff no longer wishes to Help people of make them free as their prime Purpose. Preventing flaps (Flaps 

are a virtual guarantee that RTC would descend on those it pronounced guilty with all the expected 

savagery of a sharpened guillotine) are now considered the paramount desire of Staff members. 

Individuals exhibiting the symptoms described above are clearly PTS themselves. 

PTS individuals make mistakes. It seems to have never dawned on RTC that by creating the dangerous 

environment they have, that previously flubless auditors have now lost their skills and would make major 

blunders in Lisa McPherson’s case. 

The invention of the “Golden Age of Tech” is just another unusual solution to handle auditors who flub 

due to their exposure to a dangerous (suppressive) environment. De-PTSing them would have been the 

answer, but it would also mean loosing control. 

The most easily controlled people are PTS. Robotism is merely a manifestation of PTSness. 

This is no coincidence that countless battered spouses will neither complain nor leave their partner. They 

are utterly PTS and hence utterly controlled. 

Robots are the perfect example of something that is utterly controlled. 

Therefore, RTC share a far greater responsibility than David Gellie and Peter Buttery in causing Lisa’s 

condition. David and Peter’s error was primarily to become PTS and ignoring it. (RTC made that 

handling impossible). 

TTHHEE  OOFFFF--BBEEAATT  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  OOFF  WWAATTCCHHIINNGG  

In Lisa McPherson case, a number of inept watchers are being brought one after the other into her room. 

Many show very little ARC for Lisa (it takes truly exceptional TRs to show genuine affinity to a person in 

that condition- something one cannot expect from anybody but a veteran auditor. 
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These watchers became a major source of disruption for Lisa. She became increasingly violent with them, 

and it is obvious in some reports that some of them felt animosity toward her. Of interest is that the only 

person with whom Lisa never became violent was the only one who showed great ARC. Paradoxically, it 

was the youngest and less experienced of all watchers, a 17 year old girl called Heather. 

Unfortunately the concept of 8C has become perverted over the years. 8c simply means smooth and 

effective control. Dianetics 55 clearly demonstrates that 8C can only really exist in the presence of ARC. 

In fact it is a key component of the Two Key interacting Triangles in Scientology ARC (Affinity, Reality, 

Communication) and KRC (Knowledge, Responsibility, Control). 

Unfortunately in the Sea Org , 8C has become all too often synonym with coerced or manipulative 

control, which a perversion of the term. There continual reports of doing 8C on Lisa which in this context 

simply means to force her to do something. 

According to an early report, Lisa had trouble swallowing. As time went on, she would either refuse or 

reject any food. 

The answer of the watchers were to force feed her (not with a syringe but with the crude medieval method 

of shoving it into her mouth. A PTS Type III individual sees suppressives everywhere. How can a person 

in that condition react, when faced with people who attempt some sort of violence (force feeding, 

prevented from leaving or from pacing). The watchers soon became, as far as Lisa was concerned, active 

Suppressives in the present time environment. On that standpoint alone, one could not expect anything, 

but severe deterioration to take place. AS far as Lisa case was concerned, New “Present Time 

Suppressives” had been added to her environment. and it became that much more unsafe. 

LRH states that the ultimate result of Suppression is Death. Therefore from the point the coercive 

environment in which Lisa lived became firmly established, her fate was sealed. 

It does not require a PhD in Medicine to conclude that a person who has trouble swallowing has either 

some disease or infection or at the very least requires immediate Medical attention. Wouldn’t any normal, 

or even uneducated parent seeing their child in that state, not seek instant medical attention? Even any 

Dog lover would have rushed his pet to the Vet if he had exhibited Lisa’s symptoms. 

In addition to the disruption caused by low ARC people and a continual change of watchers (each watcher 

inevitably sees the watch as a penalty as she must endure significant hardship without any compensation). 

Typically watchers are assigned to people who are doing lower condition and therefore are already in 

some form of “Robotic state” Obviously a person who holds an unrealistically long watch (16 hours will 

start to show impatience, lack of alertness), 

This can only result in harming the person being watched. 

Sleeping in the company of the psychotic is yet another form of disruption. Since one is completely 

vulnerable when he sleeps, the person who is deeply PTS will perceive anyone, especially a stranger as 
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threat and a reason to remain awake. Making watchers sleep with a person in a psychotic is a complete 

Violation of all LRH materials on the Subject of PTS and Psychotics. 

The watchers have the false data, that as long as they do not verbally talk to the person, other forms of 

communication is OK. This is invented Technology and is contrary to all LRH data on Psychotics. 

This is based on a misunderstanding of the original bulletins that deal with the subject. 

One keeps absolute silence around a person in the middle of a psychotic break episode. This is the actual 

incident where the psychotic break manifest itself. This is not the whole duration of the isolation period! 

The reason for the silence is that on a normal person the incident is a lock, but on the psychotic this 

incident is actually an engram and anything uttered will become part of its content and a command to be 

later dramatized. 

In the book “The Creation of Human Ability” there is an utterly silent process. One get a pc to comply 

with a non verbal command. This process is seldom run, as it is not part of any standard Rundown or 

grade, though I have run it on a number of people, including Flag public. A typical manifestation 

occurring during the process is the person becoming upset by the auditor utter lack of verbal 

communication. This eventually blows off, as the process is brought to its rightful conclusion (EP). 

This clearly illustrates the fact that any individual in a prolonged condition where is being denied verbal 

communication can find the episode to be rather unsettling.. Technically, one could argue that the 

“process of No Verbal Communication” is an actual New case action or process undertaken on a case 

which needs to complete incomplete cycles, not start new ones. 

How would YOU feel, if a group of people would forcibly bring you into a poorly lighted room and 

would maintain utter silence in your presence, answering any verbal queries through sign language with 

their insincere smiles. You would most probably think that they feel you have gone mad and that you are 

being treated like a complete loon. 

Indeed this type of actions have been used around the world to unsettle people or even make them feel 

crazy when they were sane, For the one who has already lost his Mind, one may put the person beyond 

the reach of any type of help. 

If I would expect anything to occur in the presence of these factors (disruptive or indifferent watchers, 

artificial silence, denial of freedom of movement, it is simply the restimulation of incidents on the tracks 

about being confined or incarcerated (or in other words: being tapped) There many such incidents on the 

track. Being trapped is not only one of the key buttons of the bank, but a prolonged enforced confinement 

could even develop into out-Int phenomenon or restimulation The only person who keeps bringing up 

suggestion to do something different is Heather, a 17 year old girl. This is ignored. 
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EEPPIILLOOGGUUEE    

 

The regime of terror instilled by RTC ruthless reinterpretation of Scientology Tech and Policy has created 

an organization of robots and automatons. The only thing RTC has truly achieved is in recent years in 

gaining blind loyalty from a horde of unthinking individuals. Even a Medically trained Doctor (Laura 

Arrunada) took no action on the numerous and flagrant physical ailments symptoms when they seemed 

completely obvious to the eye of an untrained teenager (Heather). 

Most of the other “watchers” appear more concerned about their own problems and only see Lisa as a ” 

DEV-T (unwanted) particle”. When one realizes the impossible hours, work and demands put on those 

people for little or no compensation, one can actually understand their behavior, even if one doesn’t 

condone it. 

It is not the misapplication of Scientology that killed Lisa, but rather the blatant refusal to utilize any one 

of many elements that forms the vast array of available technology by people who have been trained to no 

longer form self-determined thoughts. Except for one person, Heather, everyone involved was more 

interested in pleasing RTC by “preventing a Flap” than helping the person who was begging for help in 

front of their very eyes. 

TTHHEE  SSUUPPPPRREESSSSIIOONN  AANNDD  PPEERRVVEERRSSIIOONN  OOFF  NNOOTTSS  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  IINN  TTHHEE  CCHHUURRCCHH  OOFF  SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY  

 

Between 1969 and 1981, much research has been made by L Ron Hubbard and staff loyal to him on the 

subject that since 1978 has been known as NOTs. The unpublished research is many hundreds of pages 

long and includes dozens of NOTS Rundowns that for reasons that will become amply clear in the next 

few paragraphs, have never, until now, been released, or been only partially released. 

Since its establishment in 1982, RTC has led a campaign of suppression of dissent and persecution of 

anyone it could not control. 

RTC has repeatedly made it Clear throughout the years that RTC and RTC alone was responsible for the 

application and the standards of the Tech at Flag, in AOs, in orgs and around the World. 

(subsequently, the Church senior executive would announce that RTC leadership had all these years been 

“the blind leading the blind”, oblivious that according to very technical principle in which he professed to 

believe in, blindness in that context is merely the by-product of Unethical and destructive acts and 

behavior). 

The entire attention of RTC was in “Ferociously Closing the door” on what they viewed as “incorrect 

application”, overlooking the fact that they had entered their own arbitraries and there existed hundreds of 

pages in NOTS tech alone that had not been released for lack of time and resources. Many of the RTC 
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Technical staff had never done a Flag Internship, many trained in a hurry, and had very few hours under 

their belt, yet they viewed themselves as senior authorities Worse RTC saw itself above QUAL SENIOR 

LAW, written by L. Ron Hubbard himself, in that Qual must not accept orders from anyone as to what to 

do technically with a person. Later on, several of the Key RTC Technical Inspectors, including, Jesse 

Prince, the one in charge of forming them, would depart and public broadcast, and even boast that they 

had never had gains nor ever believed in the validity of the technology during all these years, yet they had 

enforced it ruthlessly and fanatically on everyone they could for years. 

The Snr C/S Int Office and LRH Technical Compilation Units were depleted of resources and staff while 

RTC Technical inspectors ranks and resources kept growing by leaps and bounds like some sort of 

grotesque animal that ate and destroyed everything in its path. 

Very soon, RTC inspectors became preoccupied, or perhaps more accurately “obsessed” with their new 

Police Powers, inflicting penalties, demotions and general invalidation and denigration of Technical staff 

with a cruelty that often bordered on sadism. 

Inspiring itself on the “successful actions” of the GESTAPO (Nazi Secret Police) and Stazi (East German 

Secret Police: the most repressive and powerful Police in any of the Iron Curtain Countries), RTC made it 

a crime in a Policy Letter issued on July 22nd 1982 (written largely composed by RTC staff), for any staff 

or public not to become a dedicated and ruthless informant. 

This was achieved by making anyone an “accessory to the crime” for the slightest failure to report not 

only acts of commissions, but omissions as well and even mere suspected commissions or omissions. The 

Policy went further by ordering identical penalties be applied to both the offender and anyone who had 

“failed to report” him.. 

While the penalty for crimes (or failing to report them, even if merely suspected) routinely involved 

cancellations of certificates, enforced disconnections and expulsion often without a committee of 

Evidence or even a simple hearing, on the other hand, willfully false and embellished reports, (including 

those written with malice) carried only an elective Chaplain Court, where the maximum penalty allowable 

for the person who maliciously reported (and quite possibly ruined the others person life) was a private 

apology and damages in the amount of $5. 

IN 1982, after too many technical disagreements with junior RTC technical staff, David Mayo was 

demoted into doing useless and unproductive manual labor and his office disbanded. 

For nearly an entire decade, the numerous projects that office had worked on were forgotten. 

In 1991, tired of hearing of the alleged contribution of David Mayo to the development of NOTs, RTC 

finally retrieved the materials they had themselves buried, claiming they had been abandoned in the dust 

by David Mayo himself. Somehow the contradiction between the fact that David Mayo had been forcibly 
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removed from his office and yet subsequently “hidden the materials” never dawned on RTC when they 

briefed all NOTs delivery technical staff in 1991 that the NOTs materials had been completely revamped 

and recompiled to remove the last trace of Mayo’s influence in them. 

The 1991 New NOTS materials were shockingly similar to the original materials issued in 1978 and 

1979. Every bulletin had the same title and number. Every single step of the Original NOTs program had 

an identical name and was in the same location. While the original bulletins had been largely made of 

hurriedly written down notes and generally lacked cohesion, RTC reorganized the exact same materials in 

smoother prose and clearer organization. The changes were entirely cosmetic. To make their claim that it 

was “all new” more palatable, 3 steps of the original NOTs program were extensively rewritten and 

included, hitherto unpublished NOTs technology that had been sitting gathering dust for over a decade, 

thanks to their obsession with witch hunts rather than make the technology available. The fault was 

entirely laid at the feet of David Mayo, who somehow is still viewed by RTC as an individual so powerful 

that nearly three decades after his departure, he is still viewed as the root of most Evil and down statistics 

on Tech lines. 

Following the 1996 release of the Golden Age of Tech, whose avowed purpose is to turn auditors into 

mindless robots, the NOTs materials were again entirely revised to make them align with the “New 

Scientology Order” of things. Excruciatingly explicit patters were written for each step and procedure, 

and some of the original philosophical ideas of NOTs published in the 1970s were rejected as “not in 

alignment” with the Church current leader ideas and idee fixe. Patterns became so explicit, convoluted 

and restrictive, that the ideal auditor became little more than a mindless zombie whose new found 

panacea was that the only thing that could ever be wrong with anyone was their overts and underlying evil 

purposes. 

It is a well known technical fact that unethical people, when on tech lines, routinely see in others what is 

actually wrong with them. It requires only the simplest of logic to see that since 1996, the 

transmogrification of auditors in the Church into zombies, automatons and robots is no accident but the 

intended aim of its self-appointed, self-elected current Technology Dictator to never be found out. 

In spite of claims of it being a grandiose achievement, Golden Age of Tech training purpose is to re-

educate auditors so that they audit in a way that aligns with David Miscavige own view of how the Tech 

should be applied. For some reason, which have a lot more to do with terror than competence, David 

Miscavige is currently acknowledged by the staff and Executives of Church of Scientology as Technically 

infallible . This he has achieved in spite of having never training beyond Class IV, never completing an a 

single Flag Internship, and not having, in his entire life, audited another more than a handful of hours. He 

has never personally audited a single person to Clear or an OT. On the other hand, he has admitted to 

ruining thousands of lives. At least three Class XII auditors have died, while still young, while they were 

on an absurdly long and denigrating Cramming that he wrote. He has made it into a crime punishable by 

reverse processing for any staff member to admit, even in the sanctity of a session that David Miscavige 
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might have some of the traits of Anti-Social personality. David Miscavige has read the core L10 materials 

(which have never been publicly leaked) without receiving it, in spite of explicit warning by L. Ron 

Hubbard that doing so will make someone go crazy. He has no C/S training whatsoever. One of the early 

people he experimented on as a C/S was called Lisa McPherson. Her folder were “lost” (most people 

believe they were ordered destroyed, otherwise David Miscavige himself would have been indicted for 

negligent homicide) 

Today, based on the testimony of dozens of recent defectors, NOTs technology is now delivered in a 

fanatically rigid fashion, where the auditor is not expected to understand anything, but deliver the 

rundown with the precision (and ARC) of an automaton. 

The relatively simple and easy to grasp steps to validate and verify the completion of that level (called the 

Solo NOTS EP check) has been completely perverted. What was originally conceived as a short action 

often in a few minutes to verify, validate and properly rehabilitate the state, has become a convoluted, 

complex and arcane procedure, often lasting several intensives and producing in 50% of the cases a 

cowed and compliant individual, at the end. 

From Class XII C/Ses and Solo NOTs C/Ses 

More issues will be broadly released in the future so as to make the entirety of the NOTS materials 

available to all people of goodwill. 

SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY::  AA  PPAASSSSIIOONN  FFOORR  GGEENNOOCCIIDDEE    

 

The Church of Scientology promotes hatred, discrimination and 

vilification of anyone who has the guts to expose it to the light 

of Truth.  

All I have done so far is to communicate publicly for them to 

knock off their Evil ways and to cooperate in ethical and honest 

ways to promote the spiritual Freedom of individuals. All 

my communications addressed to the Church and its agents and 

puppets so far, have fallen on deaf ears. 

It is costing them their shirt: Church membership has dwindled 

by 60% in the past 10 years alone. Their Magazines (Auditor, 

Advance, Source, Freewinds) betray the true numbers. One has 

merely to compare the statistics of completions and the names to 

discover some disturbing facts: 
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1- The Number of Completions to Major Levels and Rundowns is on a continuous decline, 

which contradicts the generalities and soaring graphs with no scale nor reference points published at 

events. The events themselves are largely boycotted by its public, which has prompted Senior 

Management to hire busloads of Extras (non scientologists generic actors) to give the illusion of 

attendance. Virtually every photo of a crowd at events is photoshopped to multiply its size. It has become 

so gross that in some cases even a casual observer can discover it on his own. 

 

Doctored promo: Headless man appears 3 times, once with no head, ghostly woman also 3 times and once 

without a head, the people top right corner and far right are actually proportionately smaller, like hobbits, 

and the female with the red top is there twice 

2- The organizations are almost entirely deserted.  Except for a few large organizations, most Class IV 

Org around the world have less than a dozen staff. Some of the same organizations had upward of 100 

staff in the late 1970s. 

3- When David Miscavige high-jacked Scientology resources to defend himself in a copy of Freedom 

Magazine 2 years ago, the following points could be observed. For each mention of L. Ron Hubbard, 

David Miscavige name was mentioned three times. Nowhere was there a mention of the TRUE statistics 

of Scientology; CLEARS AND OTs (because these statistics are dreadfully low and on a steady 

decline).The only statistics mentioned were the number of square feet and value of Real Estate Property 

under the Church control. It clearly shows that the Church is primarily interested in the acquisition of 

wealth. Nowhere does Spiritual Freedom come in the equation any more. 

It has been well documented that acquisition of Real Estate property is meant to be distraction for the few 

remaining faithful, to hide the horrible truth that the Church of Scientology is on a toboggan ride toward 

the bottom. 
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4- The number of defectors from the Church of Scientology now surpasses its membership  Over 30,000 

people have been declared suppressives since RTC came into being in 1982. This is twice as many active 

Scientologists in good standing within the Church worldwide. 

 

Doctored promo: The woman at the bottom left of the blue circle is standing next to an 8 foot 

tall black man is there twice 

In Scientology every statistic of its Management is now false to protect against the Church worst fear: 

the discovery of truth by its members: that its leadership is corrupted to the core (David Miscavige 

denying food and rest to his juniors, but extorting the Sea Org underpaid staff to buy him a $100,000 

motorcycle and finance a life of luxury while some Sea Org staff live in conditions more appalling than 

those found in the poorest countries on Earth). This is why the Church has abandoned LRH ideas of 

making each org  “saint Hill size” and has “ideal orgs” instead. Saint Hill size is based in numbers. Ideal 

org is based on opinion and fudginga few meaningless stats. All one has to do is look at the pictures of 

those ideal orgs in action: they are quiet like morgues and the course rooms are empty. 

Stress and invalidation of preclears and Pre-OTs has grown exponentially over the years. 

Life expectancy for an Upper Level Scientologist on Church lines is now below 57 years. 

The Ls are about to become an extinct technology at Flag.Last year the FSO lost two Class XII C/S to 

cancer (A Kartuzinsky and Richard Reiss). There are only 9 Class XII remaining at Flag and most of 
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them are already Senior Citizens . The Ls are now being mis-taught and run differently than the way L 

Ron Hubaard taught it to the original Class XIIs. They are now run “Miscavige style” and their failure 

ratio is now 50%. (prior to my departing in 1992, any Class XII with less than 95% success ratio was 

removed from auditing and sent on a retrain) 

The Church actually amuse me whenever they promote the most aberrant fabrications about me or others 

that they are unable to blackmail because the only one dirty with crimes is the Church itself. The Church 

typically recruits renegades with a long history of betrayal and people who are according to their own 

records insane and unfit for services. I have studied enough pc folders of those GO or OSA puppets cases 

in the past to know it. The Church hires in lieu of journalists, people so aberrated and crazy that the only 

uniform they should wear is a straight-jacket. 

I recognize the recent frenzy of attacks by OSA and the Church for what it is: the death throws of a wild 

Beast that has been mortally wounded by the black PR that has backfired upon themselves from decades 

of lies, deceptions and unethical acts and a list of defectors twice as long as its current membership. 

One would think that those running the Church would grown a brain or have a sudden attack of sanity and 

try to reform the Church, but everything including quality of Services seems to be getting worse every 

year. 

One of the lies promoted by the Church is that I keep desperately searching for PCs to audit. Thanks to 

the great stupidity and incompetence of OSA and the zombies that now abound on Church staff, I am 

literally besieged by inquiries from traumatized and disgruntled public of the Church. I just cannot find 

the time to look for new public. I even had to hire a secretary just to address the load. 

Their pc complaints are multiple: Gross Auditor code violations: evaluation, Invalidation, squirrel 

procedures not written in any HCOB but ordered by the failed auditor who now runs the Church (David 

Micavige was expelled from his Class IV internship at  Saint Hill in the 1970s for gross Auditor code 

violations and reports of physically assaulting the pc in the session). Registrars and executives pillaging 

the accounts of public to get book sales and earn a 15% commission. Denigration of the state of Clear,etc. 

The numbers are multiplying  Thanks to the Publicity from the Church of Scientology itself. Who 

believes them? The Ku Klux Klan, the Neo Nazis and the Taliban have now more credibility that the 

Church of Scientology has remaining. 

I certainly would not go out of my way to defend myself against the raving and insane fabrications of 

lunatics and mass murderers such as Charles Manson, Timothy McVeigh or Osama Bin Laden. In fact I 

would view personal attacks and parroting of the insane fabrication by these or their stooges, dupes or 

fans as a form of compliment, meaning that I must be doing something right to get such a degree of 

attention. 
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Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. described bigotry in the following quotation: “The mind of a bigot is like the 

pupil of the eye; the more light you pour upon it, the more it will contract.” 

My Life philosophy can be resumed in the following sentence: 

All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing. 

Anyone who thinks that the Church of Scientology has not become an EVIL organization has either 

become mentally lobotomized or seeks to purposefully promote Evil because of the advantages he or she 

thinks it will afford him/her. 

I have departed the Church of Scientology because by 1992,under its leadership it violated the core 

principles taught in the fundamentals of its philosophy of helping people and seeking to live with the 

truth. 

I developed disagreement in the view that L. Ron Hubbard had reached a permanent state of Infallibility 

and could never err. (something by definition reserved only for Deity). 

I developed disagreement in the fanatical application of the Scientology procedures, observing that I had a 

near 100% success rate and those under tight control of the Church had a success below 70% by the time I 

left and that this ratio has continue to go down since. 

I decided that it was wrong for the Church to hide its corrupt activities and to keep on telling tell gross 

lies to its membership for the sole purpose of increasing the amount of Money controlled by its elite. 

Therefore attempt to silence me (Church, Freezone, Independents) simply means that: 

1- Those attacking me are deeply afraid. Criticism is defined by L. Ron Hubbard as the desire to Harm 

with a covert admission that one is incapable of actually doing so. Therefore after too many failures to 

harm someone of goodwill, the mind becomes psychotic and starts to dream the most frantic and absurd 

fabrications and soon starts to hallucinate believing in their own lies. 

2- Those who propagate Hatred believe they have the right to violate the Human Rights of others if it 

threaten in their eyes the triumph of their ideology. (This is in itself  the definition of Extremism) 

Anyone who departs from the Church by dissenting or embracing different beliefs and religious views 

than those taught by its current leadership is uniformly treated in the following manner 

1. Classification:  People are divided into “us and them”. The Church (or fanatical opponent group like 

Freezone factions) views itself as the good guys no matter how Evilly they act and feel that attacks 

anyone who try to show them howto reform Evil. 
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2. Symbolization “When combined with hatred, symbols may be forced upon unwilling members of 

pariah groups…” 

3.Dehumanization “One group denies the humanity of the other group. Members of it are equated with 

animals, vermin, insects, or diseases.” (squirrels) or ridiculing any handicap, old age etc. 

4.Organization Attacks are always organized. Special groups or Specialists execute the pernicious 

agenda seeking to destroy the targeted individuals/group 

5. Polarization “Hate groups broadcast polarizing propaganda…” 

6. Preparation “Victims are identified and separated out because of their ethnic or religious identity…” 

My disagreements with the Church are philosophical and religious in nature. 

7.Extermination “It is ‘extermination’ because the perpetrators feel the target is a liability to the greater 

group or Dynamic and is viewed with deep Hatred. Ostracism, boycott and Isolation are merely the first 

stages before violence becomes justified in the eyes of the perpetrators because their victims are not truly 

human.” 

8. Denial: The perpetrators… deny that they committed any crimes…” OSA (and its agents) and the 

Freezone are frequently accomplished liars. 

9. Discrimination: Because of its dissenting views and the enactment of the previous steps, both the 

Church and its offshoots (Freezone/Independents) promote the FAIR GAME LAW and the spreading of 

calumnies and vilification toward dissenters. 

10.Persecution: systematic mistreatment of an individual or group of individuals as a response to their 

religious beliefs or affiliations or lack thereof. 

The Above 10 steps are known as the 10 Stages of Genocide. 

It describes very precisely the tactics of the Church toward religious dissension. 

Anyone who still promotes the ideals of the Church of Scientology in maligning its religious dissenters 

and/or who promotes Hatred toward those it dislikes or have physical disabilities, or belong to the “wrong 

ethnic group” should be labeled for what he or she is:  A GENOCIDE ADVOCATE. 

SSYYNNOOPPSSIISS  OOFF  TTHHEE  SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  RRUUNNDDOOWWNNSS  BBUULLLLEETTIINNSS  AANNDD  PPRROOCCEEDDUURREESS  

 (This write-up contains no “OT only data” and may be read by anyone) 

 What follows are verifiable facts written by someone who in addition to having fully studied and  trained 

on the all of the original NOTs and SOLO NOTs materials, has audited many thousands of hours on 

nearly 1000 different Solo NOTS pre-OTs, including over 400 Solo NOTs EP checks. 
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It is meant to supersede numerous speculations and fantasies that can be found on the Internet that were 

uniformly composed by people who for one reason never had access to first hand information. 

  HHIISSTTOORRYY  

  

The release of Solo NOTs was announced on October 1981 by Snr C/S Int, David Mayo to a full 

auditorium at the Flag Land Base in Clearwater. I was there, as a NOTs Review auditor at the time. 

A full copy of the Briefing is available the Source Magazine (Flag Service Organization semi-monthly 

Magazine) that was published subsequently. 

Being a NOTs auditor at the time, I was privileged to attend additional NOTS Personnel ONLY Briefings 

(for NOTs auditors, Case Supervisors and Directors of Processing only). 

Solo NOTs was created and designed by LRH, as it was discovered that all NOTs case completions were 

unstable. Barely months or even weeks after attesting, they were found to still be loaded with NOTs type 

phenomenon and charge. LRH was the first person to pilot the level and it was found to be a very long 

level. LRH himself had just completed it successfully. 

CCOONNFFIIDDEENNTTIIAALL  SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  OONNLLYY  BBUULLLLEETTIINNSS  

  

Three CONFIDENTIAL SOLO NOTS ONLY HCO BULLETINS were released and available to SOLO 

NOTS Review Auditors and C/Ses ONLY. 

The first bulletin was not truly confidential and included mainly the details on the administration of the 

level, in particular details about the additional administrative steps required because people would be 

auditing it mainly at home. People were required to audit daily and send a weekly report before Thursday 

(Florida time) at 2PM. Worksheets were to mailed in every other week in AIRMAIL First Class 

envelopes without any confidential markings. 

The Second Bulletin dealt with procedures and actions specific to SOLO NOTs only: essentially minor 

changes and refinements over the routine NOTS procedures found in the regular audited NOTS Bulletins. 

The third Bulletin was for C/Ses ONLY and explained what the true END PHENOMENA of SOLO 

NOTS was expected to be and delineated the steps to follow to verify and validate that END Phenomenon 

if and when it should occur. It was normally never shown to NOTS auditors, even those doing SOLO 

NOTS reviews. The bulletin gave details from LRH Solo auditing including how many hours LRH had 

actually audited to completion on that level. 
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A fourth Bulletin came less than two years later called ADVANCED PROCEDURE and gave a new 

technique designed to find and run out charge faster and more effectively. I would subsequently compare 

moving from the Routine to the Advanced Procedure to trading a hunting rifle for a high Speed machine 

gun. The Advanced procedure has been fully tested and has been found to run well on advanced cases 

(cases that have spent at least one month worth of Auditing Solo NOTs and were properly prepared by a 

full run of the audited NOTs program). Not everyone runs well on it. 

The fifth Bulletin describes a startling new approach to addressing the charge found on Solo NOTs. 

When applied correctly and CORRECTLY UNDERSTOOD, it is extremely powerful and directly deals 

with some of the most fundamental philosophical questions such as: “Who am I?”, “What is the meaning 

of life?”, “Why am I here?” “Why do I behave the way I do?” 

SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  EEPP  CCHHEECCKK  

 

 In early 1985, in order to properly authenticate and validate SOLO NOTS completions, a HIGHLY 

CONFIDENTIAL SOLO NOTs EP check (in three parts) was handed out to ONLY 6 people at the Flag 

Land Base: only those selected few directly involved with verifying the EP of SOLO NOTs were allowed 

to read it: the Snr C/S Flag, the Deputy Snr C/S for NOTs and SOLO NOTs, all three Solo NOTS C/Ses, 

the SOLO NOTS EP check Auditor and the Chief Cramming Officer. Everyone else was strictly 

forbidden access to those. After repeated failures by the Solo NOTs EP Check Auditor (Rick Sheehy), I 

was ordered by the Deputy Snr C/S to replace him. Two Class XIIs were also shown the SOLO NOTS EP 

check, for public requiring a German speaking auditor (a language I know the rudiments of and have 

audited in, but lacked the expertise for a fully fluent check) The Solo NOTs EP check contains the 

CONFIDENTIAL EP of SOLO NOTS. That EP is written in no other bulletin and so far, I have seen 

plenty of evidence that those who routinely assert making Solo NOTs completions in the FREEZONE, 

DO NOT KNOW IT and per their own statements simply do not achieve that EP. Worse, the C/Ses (in the 

cases that use one) omit numerous vital steps in the programming of such cases. As a result most 

FREEZONE Solo NOTS completions (and most of those currently being done in the Church) are being 

robbed of a significant part of the wins, abilities and attributes they would have had a right to expect from 

completing Solo NOTs. This is the Sixth and final SOLO NOTs ONLY set of issues. When I left Flag in 

1991, only 11 people at Flag, including myself, had read those highly confidential issues. 

EEAARRLLYY  SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  CCOOMMPPLLEETTIIOONNSS  

  

Each of the first 100 people the FLAG SOLO NOTs C/Ses (as approved by the Flag Service Organization 

Snr C/S) had to be approved by RTC before they had the permission to attest. The first 20 proposals were 

all denied and came back with extensive Cramming Orders. Eventually in early 1985 Betty Filisky was 
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allowed to attest as the First Solo NOTS completion. From Solo NOTs completion Number 300 (1986) to 

900 (1990) I did approximately two third of the Solo NOTs EP checks: approximately half of them on 

Wednesday Nights and Thursday Mornings. 

None of the six set of issues above were revised in any way or form from its moment of issuance until 

sometime after the advent of the “Golden Age of Tech” (1996). 

Over the past few years, I have been shown copies the Solo NOTs bulletins that were revised under the 

guidance of David Miscavige and RTC. Each one of those “revised” bulletins contains serious out-tech 

such as the introduction of arbitraries, the violation of fundamental rules on recognizing the END 

PHENOMENON of a procedure or process, or seeking to restimulate new charge before the one at hand 

is fully addressed. 

 

 

SSHHAARRIINNGG  TTHHEE  DDAATTAA  

  

Paradoxically, a number of the current opinion leaders of the FREEZONE who are always hungry for 

“NEW TECH” before they have even mastered how to apply properly what they already have, apply 

without qualms those altered and out-tech issues because it is the ONLY THING THEY HAVE. Their 

motto, as professed by the self-appointed Freezone PR (and their professed friends) is that ANY TECH is 

better than no Tech (something L. Ron Hubbard has vigorously rebutted in dozen of Saint Hill Briefing 

Course Lectures made since the original statement made in the 1950s and states clearly that such a rule 

only applies to introductory auditing: IT IS SPECIFICALLY DENIED IN UPPER LEVEL 

PROCEDURES AND OT LEVELS). 

In my conversations with him, the aberrant ideals promoted by that Flim-Flam artist that calls himself the 

FREEZONE PR is that “SQUIRELLING is better than NO AUDITING” and that as far as tech is 

concerned 1- If you don’t have it, but must either properly train or pay for it: Try to steal it. 2-If you can’t 

steal it: deny it even exist, and accuse those who do have it of being con-men by widely repeating the 

Church Enemy lines about those individuals. 3- If it is proven it does exist, incite poorly trained auditors 

to fill any gaps with processes of their own manufacture while pretending it is “PURE LRH”. Too many, 

otherwise well meaning FREEZONE practitioners have fallen prey to that false propaganda that appears 

to be designed to serve the interests of the Church and discourage anything but unprofessional and 

unethical standards for the Freezone. 

  RREEFFUUSSAALL  TTOO  PPRROOVVIIDDEE  PPOOTTEENNTTIIAALLLLYY  HHAARRMMFFUULL  DDAATTAA  TTOO  TTHHEE  RREECCKKLLEESSSS  

 One may ask why don’t you give Advanced Tech (Solo NOTs or otherwise) it to them? 
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The answer is very simple: it can be said about each and every one of the individuals that complains that I 

did not give Advance tech to them: 

1- Except for three persons, they have never even asked me, deciding to malign me first as soon as they 

perceived that I knew something they did not, or could possibly become more popular than they were, as 

a threat to their income. 

2- They have repeatedly openly defamed me, and sometimes even used their own public to spread the 

Church Enemy lines about me and secretly preyed on my clients with false promises. All but one of those 

individuals who bitterly complains, directly tried to extort materials or money from me, using the threat 

that they would be “running a Black PR” campaign directed me until (they vainly hope) they created my 

professional decease and in their very own words “get me run off the Freezone”. One of them even 

incited his pc to noisily threaten me and my family with an entirely vexatious Lawsuit (complete with 

Lawyer letters and threats), while gleefully broadcasting that they wished through the proceeds of their 

“lawsuit” to see me, my wife and autistic child penniless on the street, while that FREEZONE auditor, his 

pc and his support group shared among themselves the spoils of my postulated demise, which represent 

everything I have ever worked for and earned honestly. 

In all cases, because of their own poor products and their obvious lies, the black PR campaign only 

managed to seduce the gullible or those already prejudiced. It gave me a lot of Free Publicity and 

increased the number of friendly inquiries always to a new plateau after each of those “OSA style” PR 

campaign apparently instigated by individuals in the FREEZONE. (It is my opinion that the Freezone 

individuals promoting the Church Enemy lines or engaging in those failed Black PR campaigns are 

wittingly or not acting as stooges or agents of the Church and OSA) 

3- Perhaps most importantly of all, Experience from hundreds of practitioners with thousands of 

individuals, as testified at nauseam in Discussion groups all over the Internet has conclusively shown that 

Incompetent or reckless auditing or delivery of OT Levels and procedures can create insanity, Mental 

Insatiability, Introversion or even Suicide. 

Contrarily to the Freezone and the Church of Scientology, I refuse to brush these off as trivial. 

SSIIMMPPLLEE  RREEQQUUIIRREEMMEENNTTSS  

  

As stated above, the Advanced Procedures and OT Levels of Scientology are like a bottle of Nitro-

glycerin: the inexpert handler can seemingly get away with it often enough to eventually become utterly 

reckless and bring about an unavoidable disaster for all those unlucky enough to be close by. 

Therefore as a matter of Integrity and Ethical standard, I feel obligated to demand that: 
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1- The practitioner applying to apply those materials must demonstrate that he has the minimum amount 

of skills and competence to deliver those actions correctly. In the case of demonstration of competence, I 

use the rule of common sense where examination is required rather than accepting silver-tongue PR. 

(Following similar ideas to those in Hubbard’s Policies on “LOOK, DON’T LISTEN”). Also when an 

incompetent individual produces a bad result from his own recklessness or mistakes, he/she tend to blame 

those who tried to help. In other words, the handful of complainers that I did not give them the Tech they 

wanted, solely view me as a Cash Cow to be sacrificed or butchered the instant I fail to raise their private 

Income. 

2- The second one is that I receive proper and just compensation for my time and effort in teaching. Based 

on results, End Phenomena and the amount of work actually performed, I actually charge less than over 

50% of the Freezone auditors who criticize me. 

Apparently it is OK for them to charge their High prices for delivering or teaching in turn anything I 

would have taught them , yet feel that I am morally obligated to service them FOR FREE (or better yet, at 

my own expense) , like if I somehow were their personal servant or slave. 

3- That they do not try to entrap me by trying to seducing me into forwarding (they hope) is copyrighted 

materials. (I do not provide materials that copyrighted to anyone except those On which I own the 

copyright. I provide guidance and correction to those seeking them. In several instances individuals 

working for a Freezone practitioner have tried to ensnare their enemies by soliciting Copyrighted 

materials and quietly reporting the matter to OSA, while all along advertising itself as an Ethical Freezone 

or Independent auditor. 

LLRRHH  FFRREEQQUUEENNTTLLYY  MMIISSQQUUOOTTEEDD  

 

 I am still at a loss to comprehend that type of logic, except that it might be the result of mis-duplicating 

L. Ron Hubbard most misquoted statement: 

“The work was free. 

Keep it so. ” 

That quote from the original Clear procedure Booklet refers to the Tech being “FREE FROM BEING 

CONTROLLED BY MONOPOLIES OR SELF INTEREST GROUPS” Too many believe it means that 

the Tech is GRATIS for all. Note that grammatically, the expression “THE WORK WAS FOR FREE” 

should have been the more proper way to say it for someone with the writing skills of L. Ron Hubbard. It 

is also well documented that Hubbard himself charged got paid handsomely paid for every bulletin, piece 

of writing or rundown he released. 
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HHOOWW  TTOO  CCOOMMPPLLEETTEE  SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  

 

The following rules are primarily based on common sense and professional standards. 

Those who disagree tend to do it because they see producing Quickie products as financially beneficial to 

their practice 

A- Individuals seeking to do Solo NOTs should do it under the guidance of a competent individual only 

The competent individual applies the following rules: 

1- GET PROPERLY TRAINED: Getting trained is far more than reading a few bulletins on a computer 

screen. At least one of the practitioners in the Freezone movement openly admits studying the NOTs pack 

while consuming beer and smoking cigarettes. A number of others skip any form of Solo course and 

instruct the student verbally (often through skype) on how to do Solo NOTs. Besides reading the 

materials, it is simple question of Integrity to ensure one has been checked by a PROPERLY TRAINED 

AUDITOR on the numerous procedures to be certain one does it right. 

2- GET PROPERLY APPRENTICED: Apprenticeships or Internships are vital for the professional 

auditor:. Advanced Levels were never conceived for delivery by the lone Field auditor, as they are vastly 

more complex to supervise properly and require a high enough level of expertise to deliver them properly. 

Without guidance, the field auditor auditing a complex rundown is certain to develop bad habits, to 

quickie various steps and to mishandle (or ignore) a number of bad indicators whenever they occur. The 

typical answer to problems by an auditor operating without a C/S or a C/S operating without a Snr C/S is 

resorting to unusual solutions. 

3- DO NOT AGGRANDIZE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OR SKILLS: It is a great temptation for the poorly 

trained auditor facing financial hardship to exaggerate his credentials. The Freezone has a plethora of 

poorly trained Class IVs that never interned, or even if they did, have self-awarded themselves Class VI, 

VIII and in some cases XII. Some auditors go as far as inventing the steps of Rundowns created by L. 

Ron Hubbard on which they do not have documentation, (such as New Vitality Rundown or the Ls) 

falsely professing they have the “PURE LRH ORIGINAL, when they have boot-leg grossly altered 

versions. In at least one case a Freezone practitioner that has publicly advertised having Evil Intentions 

toward me and sold for a profit Upper Level issues that are forgeries and has apposed by name on them. 

A Freezone Entrepreneur proceeded to train for his own financial gain “Ron’s Org staff using those same 

forgeries, mixed with other forgeries and boot-leg bulletins. 

The end product of auditors who pretend training not attained is quickie products and impaired thinking 

for a greater or smaller number of their clients. It is dishonest. They eventually, follow suit themselves in 

that dwindling spiral by eventually becoming thoroughly messed up and delusional cases themselves. 
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4- ASK ASSISTANCE FROM SOMEONE WHO TRULY KNOWS AND IS TRULY TRAINED (as 

opposed as from a Flim-Flam Artist): Too often auditors or C/Ses will accept the verbal and false 

incompetent advice by those who pose as Authorities. Someone accepting such advice is a fool, just like 

someone with alarming symptoms seeking advice on the Internet from non-doctors and self medicating 

instead of seeking the help of a true Physician. 

5- ENSURE THE PERSON DOING A MAJOR OT GRADE OR LEVEL IS PROPERLY SETUP PER 

EXISTING CHECKLISTS, C/S SERIES AND MATERIALS. Often violated for convenience or because 

the auditor or C/S could not face the task of writing a proper program, this is the reason for delusional 

people after the Upper Grades or their dramatizing Evil Intents and being plain “Crazy”. 

A- Successful completion of Solo NOTs is largely dependent upon being properly set-up for it (and 

therefore having reach the proper reality for it) 

B- The person auditing SOLO NOTs must audit regularly, (daily is preferable), must refer to the materials 

and have an open communication line with someone competent to supervise his case. 

C- The criteria to establish overall progress on the Level is not the number of month or years spent on the 

level, but the cumulative number of hours audited on it. An individual doing less than two hours a week 

will only audit 100 hours a year. In 5 years, he will have audited barely 500 hours. But, another one doing 

12 hours a week, will have audited 600 hours in the first year and will be therefore more advanced than 

the one who has been doing his 2 hours a week for 5 years. 

D- DOING ALL THE STEPS OF AUDITED NOTS CORRECTLY IS CRUCIAL TO THE 

ATTAINMENT OF THE FULL EP OF SOLO NOTS. Many of the steps of audited NOTs are not 

designed to be done Solo. It is a violation of both the Solo C/S Series and HCOB 11 September 1970 to 

audit Solo (or skip) the early step of the NOTs program. LRH himself calls such an action, one for the 

“dickey birds” 

Someone cannot honestly claim to have achieved or having made another achieve the full EP of Solo 

NOTs if some of the steps of audited NOTs have been either quickied or omitted without at the very least 

making an honest effort to ensure the person gets run on them. 

A few know-best individuals, whose common denominators are never having trained under anyone on 

NOTs routinely tell people that audited NOTs is “unnecessary” or that “from OT III onward, the entire 

Bridge is Solo” These false data explicitly conflict not only with LRH data above but with common sense 

as well. 

E- Once a person has done all the actions on Solo NOTS and feels done, a FULL Folder Error Summary 

must be done. It should have been done of previous available folders before someone starts or continues 
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Solo NOTs. The Solo Folders should be FESed. I know of no one, except for me who has even done that 

outside of the Church. 

F- Since SOLO NOTS is “SOLO NEW ERA DIANETICS FOR OTs”, it would seem obvious to 

someone trained as a Senior C/S that the SOLO NOTS completion, in additional to those specifically 

related to the Solo NOTs procedure or technology, should have those expected of a DIANETIC PC. The 

Health Form (renamed Original Assessment for NED) has many of questions the C/S should ask himself 

about the case before he proceeds further at this point. Attesting blindly someone who glibly asserts they 

are done, when they still have compulsions, fears, somatics, aberrations or some form of out-ethics is not 

merely foolish, it is suppressive. It not only falsely validate the individual, it will make him harder to 

handle for the auditor and the C/S that will try to do his next step. The person will be a bad example and 

damage the repute of the Freezone and the credibility of Scientology as a subject. By actual statistics, 

within 5 years at least 50% of those quickie products will abandon the belief that Scientology has any 

workability at all. A further 20% will engage in all forms of squirreling, still desperately trying to handle 

their ruins that the prior auditors and Case Supervisors found convenient to ignore. 

One could ask the question to the PR artists that promote that kind of product by fanatically validating 

those who produce them, what is their true intent. It cannot be to help individuals achieve personal 

freedom or enlightenment. It can only have to with immediate self-gratification, either based on financial 

gain or Power or worse the seeking of the same False High as the one achieved from Drugs or an 

adrenalin rush. 

G- There is a significant of technology that has been either partially developed or released concerning 

NOTs. NOTs, by its very nature allows a quasi-infinity of commands to address any condition or case 

aspect the person receiving may need to handle. Under the most competent of Case Supervisors Tailored 

questions were formulated to address any and all conditions. The two most common conditions found in 

people are PTSness (being the adverse effect of someone dramatizing Evil Purposes) or having Evil 

Purposes, and Negative or Succumb postulates on one or more dynamics. 

Additional steps exist to address any form of earlier practices, recurring case conditions and hidden 

standards. There are also catch all actions, somewhat like the prepared assessment rundown, identity and 

disability rundowns found on NED, but tailored to NOTs that can be added to ensure completed cases 

stand out like a shining jewel in all of its glory. 

TTHHEE  NNOOTTSS  SSTTAABBIILLIITTYY  RRUUNNDDOOWWNN    

 

H- Originally issued with a lone question and a single command procedure, the original NOTs PTS step 

issued in 1978 was a very rudimentary and simplistic approach to addressing NOTs at the case level. It 
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could miss on individuals who have a significant amount of charge or aberration connected with the 

subject. 

In 1991, the LRH compilation unit formulated a precise and thorough procedure for addressing PTSness 

at the NOTs case level. The procedure was based on LRH research, primary the one done during the 

Special Rundown in November 1975, where the theory and key concepts of the procedure are outlined. 

The lone question was complemented by a total of 83 questions in order to cover all facets of PTSness. 

My own research and search within the totality of LRH writings and conferences for every single 

characteristic, symptom and attributes connected with PTSness led me to expand the list of 83 question to 

a possible 169 questions, plus many additional questions for running out over 100 attitudes, emotions and 

symptoms typically associated with PTSness. While not all may be required for all cases, some may 

require them all. 

In 1991 to incite people to come to Flag for more auditing, the newly developed steps were broadly 

promoted as the STABILITY RUNDOWN (PTSness step as described above) and HELD DOWN SEVEN 

RUNDOWN (based on the Evil Purpose step below). The FIXATED PERSON RUNDOWN was added 

some time later. 

 

FFUULLLL  NNOOTTSS  FFIIXXAATTEEDD  PPEERRSSOONN  RRUUNNDDOOWWNN  

 

 Fixated attention on one or more individuals is a symptom frequently found in PTS individuals. 

A full and stable handling of the condition requires many more questions that the two or so questions 

already published on the subject. Over two dozen questions, each with its own subset of questions 

completes that Rundown. 

 

TTHHEE  HHEELLDD  DDOOWWNN  SSEEVVEENN  RRUUNNDDOOWWNN  

  

I- A Flag C/S coined the expression “Held down Seven Rundown”. When told to attest someone to the 

“New Rundown”, the examiner queried the C/S for a proper non-ambiguous name, Using the simple logic 

that a Rock Slam (Evil Purpose) is based on a fixated aberration and that a held down Seven is such a 

computation, the name Held Down Seven Rundown was born. The approach to handle Evil Purposes and 

Rock Slams as presented in the new 1991 is simply taken verbatim from a set of handwritten LRH L-10 

instructions written back in 1971. Since I have read and studied those handwritten instructions during my 

Class X course, I hope to put to rest those Nay Sayers who dramatize their own Held down Seven by 
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falsely claiming that NOTs was not designed by L. Ron Hubbard. In 1984 David Mayo in his Advanced 

Ability Center issues written in Santa Barbara wrote the procedure and commands of that step in full 

details. Since it has been proven that David Mayo had no access to the NOTs materials after he left the 

Church in 1981 and he took no NOTs materials with him, the only plausible conclusion is that in 1991 the 

Church while it broadly promoted that the “1991 NOTS COURSE PACKS” had removed the last 

remnants associated with David Mayo, actually plagiarized him. 

J- Once the person has gone through all steps above and the properly trained C/S and Snr C/S agree that 

there is no more to handle. The person is returned to SOLO, as entire areas of case may have now opened 

up that were simply not available or confront able. Either of two phenomena will occur: the person will 

find a significant amount of case and therefore will be returned on SOLO NOTs as before OR the person 

finds or nothing and still has the metered manifestation of the End Phenomenon. At this point, the person 

is sent to do the SOLO NOTS EP check. 

SSOOLLOO  NNOOTTSS  EEPP  CCHHEECCKK  

 

 K- The Solo NOTS EP check that I did on many hundreds of different people (including such celebrities 

as Karen Black, Amanda Ambrose, Mimi Rogers, Priscilla Presley. Bobby Lyons, Susana Gonzales,…) 

consisted of three steps and was very simple. The first two steps are done by the auditor in session in two 

separate sessions. The third step is done at the examiner. The first step consist of a set of questions to 

ensure the person is clean case wise and ethically. The second step is a unique form of rehab specific to 

that level. The entire action would rarely take more than 45 minutes. SIMPLICITY was the key word. But 

as with everything RTC touches, things become complicated. 

In the Church, the Solo NOTS EP check has grown to a monstrosity lasting several intensives. The 

original 12 or so questions of the first step have grown to nearly 100. 

A Freezone auditor who per his statement to me, did some of those aberrant “Solo NOTs EP Checks” in 

the early years of the 21st Century, spent several intensives on a single question. Each of the new 

questions has already been asked at nauseam on previous sec-checks and videoed. False reads were 

explored for hours until the auditor decided to accept what a good auditor should have seen as obvious 

within minutes. A Cheese Maker from a small Swiss town who could not speak a word of English and 

had never been to America except for SOLO NOTS at Flag was interrogated for nearly 10 hours about a 

“read” on having connections to the CIA before the question was finally dropped. Years later, when I ran 

out the session, it became evident; the person still did not even understand what the CIA was. yet the 

auditor who did such an atrocity is happily auditing away boasting having done a fantastic job on his Flag 

pcs and with the greatest of insouciance is reportedly auditing the same action on his current pcs without 

once considering he may have a need to face correction (or Ethics) 
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TTHHEE  SSHHEERRMMAANN  TTAANNKK  SSCCEENNAARRIIOO  FFUULLFFIILLLLMMEENNTT  SSYYNNDDRROOMMEE  

 The Scenario Fulfilment Syndrome refers to a scenario where people are indoctrinated so thoroughly to 

expect a hostile act from their enemies that they see it when it is not occurring. Such an event occurred in 

1988 aboard the USS Vincennes where the crew mistook an Iranian Airbus airplane on a routine flight for 

a jet fighter on an attack dive. It cost the lives of nearly 300 innocent civilians. 

In the Church people are indoctrinated to keep looking for the Sherman Tank: the Suppressive who solely 

derives pleasure from sabotaging “the most Ethical group in the Universe”. Therefore they will plough on 

and on until they find (or more correctly said: invent) an explanation to the “down statistics”, low income, 

or other organization ill. 

For each and every dirty needle caused through one of the numerous auditor code breaks that the new 

auditors in the Church are taught to commit, a fanatical and ruthless search is on looking for the HUGE 

HIDEN OVERTS committed by the person holding the cans. This is especially true at Flag where 

auditors are now being brainwashed into the belief that they are perfect simply because a failed auditor 

who never got products himself says that no auditor at Flag ever errs. (David Miscavige and his Golden 

Age of Tech) 

Obviously, those responsible for the application of the Tech at Flag do not believe that it works. How else 

can one explain why they expect tons of reads on sec checks that were already found clean by previous 

auditors that were deemed to be flub-less. They either do not believe Man is basically good, or they 

correctly view their brand of auditing as highly destructive because according to their actions, the more 

“Man” is audited the less trustworthy he becomes and the more he/she is prone to unethical behavior and 

contra-survival acts. This lead the casual observer convinced that the “technology” they are using is 

unworkable or false, just like a person using the same brand of detergent to wash things that left them 

dirty would very promptly switch brand, if he had any sense. 

TTHHEE  IINNFFAAMMOOUUSS  SSIIXX  MMOONNTTHH  CCHHEECCKK    

 

In 1984, shortly after Robin Scott reached fame (or infamy depending on the viewpoint) by impersonating 

a Sea Org Missionary and stolen a NOTs pack from Copenhagen Advanced organization, I was 

personally ordered by the Snr C/S FSO to do a very difficult sec-check. The woman whose identity I have 

chosen to keep private stood accused of having just robbed a SOLO NOTS course pack from the Solo 

NOTs that very day. Never in my career, have I seen someone holding the cans being so nervous and 

evasive. It is one of the very few times in nearly 40 years of counseling that I had to resort to METER 

INTERROGATION as described in the HCO Bulletin of the same name. The meter do the talking: “Did 

you take something from the course room?” LONG FALL. “Was it, somebody else belongings? (no read) 

A Book? (no read) A Solo NOTS course pack? LFBD… Complete certainly, control and excellent TRs 

are required for this procedure to be successful. The course pack was recovered that day from the 
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woman’s apartment. The Sea Org Executives at Flag were unwilling to wait for the session results and 

ordered someone to break into her apartment. The course pack was recovered and returned to the Class 

Room. 

This incident caused turmoil within the SOLO NOTS HGC and led the FSO Supervisors and Snr C/S Int 

Offices to completely revamp the Security standards used in Scientology. The standards used today on the 

Freewinds are largely based on that incident. 

As part of the Security improvements, the policies on OT Eligibility in the OEC volumes were scrutinized 

and a series of OT Eligibility sec-checks and “OT Eligibility Verification” were instituted. This included 

6-month check to be done on all those doing Solo NOTs twice a year. 

The order to start performing the 6 month check came in long before any 6 month check or Eligibility 

confessional were ever prepared by RTC or for them (They were seemingly too busy suppressing Mission 

Holders and running a Terror Campaign to intimidate anyone who did not sheepishly submit to them).The 

Snr C/S FSO ordered the Lead SOLO NOTS C/S to write it up. A 40 question sec-check was this born, 

with the usual expected questions; “Since you were last here, any out ethics? out-2D? connection with 

Squirrels? etc. 

I started doing those sec checks on SOLO NOTS pre-OTS as soon as the sec-check was unofficially 

issued. In the vast majority of cases, the sec check, including rudiments was done in less than an hour, 

especially for those that were doing well. Those who found it too difficult to come twice a year 

(Europeans and Australians for example) would normally petition successfully the SOLO NOTS Director 

of Processing for an extension or to only come once a year. Things were simple. Everyone was happy. 

Nobody complained. Another benefit of significance was to allow those returning for the 6 month check 

to refresh the materials for the benefit of their memory as people on Advanced Levels in the Church are 

strictly forbidden to have any handwritten notes. Nobody was charged an additional amount for the 

refresher in the Classroom or using Qual facilities 

I have always viewed the policy forbidding people on SOLO NOTs to have access to a course pack or 

even handwritten notes to be impractical and unrealistic. A thorough count of every technique available to 

the Solo NOTS auditor show there are at least 79 different techniques, many with multiple commands (as 

many as 12 steps for the more complex ones). Expecting someone who has only been exposed to those 

only for a few days in a classroom and never had the opportunity to apply ore than a handful in his 

apprenticeship sessions at Flag is nothing short of absurd. I am even convinced that people from the 

Freezone or Independent field that read about the existence of those 79 techniques will be surprised to 

hear there are so many and even get into a KNOW-BEST type of denial, especially if they are involved in 

quickie completions. Yet there are, and I am far from being the only one who came up with that count. It 

is even written in the SOLONOTS Hating pack that is now given to people who enrol on Solo NOTS at 

Flag. 
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As the years passed the 6 Month check evolved into a highly complex ritual. The average length of the 

check went from less than one hour and a single day to one intensive or more and a full week. It 

eventually grew to several intensives and multiple weeks and a complex off-line actions. Entire rundowns 

were introduced in the middle of the current program of Solo NOTs. To justify this obviously violation of 

the fundamentals of the C/S Series the Bulletin “The Non interference zone” also known as C/S series 73 

was revised in 1983, then in 1985 and finally in 1990. Each revision grossly contradicting the previous 

one and each one entirely attributed to LRH as its one and only source. Seemingly, it has yet again 

revised in the XXIst Century, I am told. Yet the Bulletins were each time signed “L. Ron Hubbard” 

without the signatory mentioning any assistants, helpers or compilers. Since both the style and the 

application greatly vary from one issue to another, the only logical conclusion is that each of those 

bulletins was written by different individuals. The Church insisting that the same writer authored is willy-

nilly insinuating that the purported writer suffered from Multiple Personality disorder. 

  SSUUMMMMAARRYY  

 

When I announced the first SOLO NOTs entirely made in the Independent field (from beginning to end), 

his success story was instantly denigrated and I was viciously attacked by the same” FREEZONE 

practitioners” who take umbrage to any insinuation they are not the best and the most perfect of all 

auditors, One of them keep repeating the same lie that he fabricated accusing me of having been trained 

exclusively in the Golden Age of tech and being a purveyor of false tech. My repeated replies that the 

Golden Age of tech was created in 1996,a full 4 years after I left the Church, were always answered by 

the same lie and slogan. He finally had to drop the earlier slogan he had created in order to protect his 

financial interests accusing me of being “solely RTC trained”. When I proved that the day RTC was 

incorporated in 1982, I was already far more trained and had done more internships than he had in present 

time, nearly three decades later, he simply went quiet. 

In a way, it saddens me to see that a group of Freezone practitioners routinely “attest” their public on Solo 

NOTS with less than 50 hours of Solo NOTs auditing, often when the entirety of the audited program has 

been omitted (such as people going directly on Solo NOTS auditing and never receiving, the entirety of 

the steps involving PTSness and Evil Purposes having been skipped/ Worse some of their completions 

have rampant out-ethics such as being a Dead Beat parent reneging on Child support, embezzling or 

stealing money from their partners, secretly cheating on the sexual partners, or having stolen funds from 

their previous auditor. What else can be expected from people who are too lazy to train and never did a 

NOTs course, and are adamant at never allowing someone more trained read their session reports? What 

else can be expected from people who make false claims about their training and routinely lie to their 

public by delivering processes and rundowns they created or know were created within the Freezone by 

the Freezone, yet look their pc straight in the eye tell him it is the “genuine LRH article”. 
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LRH kept saying that auditors and Organizations should be in the Leica or Rolls Royce Business. Yet 

those auditors are producing YUGOs (the worst car ever made) insisting they are as good as Rolls 

Royces. 

EEPPIILLOOGGUUEE  

 

It takes a lot of work to produce a shiny product such as an authentic Solo NOTs completion. It requires a 

lot of expertise and experience. Producing authentic full products, conflicts with ideas of Auditing in 

Mass-Production mode and auditing for maximum profit. 

Getting a Full Product on a complex rundown, like Solo NOTs is not a job for the lazy individual, the one 

who finds “no time to train”, nor for the one primarily interested in financial gain. 

It requires an extraordinary amount of care. So much that few people are willing to go through the effort, 

since there are no true financial rewards for it, only the knowledge that it was the right thing to do and the 

knowledge that the receiving individual has truly moved that much closer to authentic Spiritual Freedom 

and Enlightenment. 

 

EERRRRAANNDD  OOFF  MMEERRCCYY  

  
How the Church of Scientology abandons in the hour of need, to die alone and penniless, those who are 

the most vulnerable and desperate. 

 Call it for what it is: Complete callousness toward the dying and depraved Indifference toward those who 

have “outlived their usefulness”. 

Sometimes around the advent of its “Golden Age”, the Church of Scientology has implemented a policy 

of Denying Help and/or assistance to the dying. 

In the 1980s terminally ill parishioners who had paid vast fortunes into the Church Coffers were still 

being given counseling (auditing), though they were made to sign waivers and releases. This is how I 

came to audit the late Betty Filisky (Solo NOTs Completion #1) in 1987. At age 57, she was dying of 

Cancer. I am authorized to state at this point that she was entirely disaffected with the Senior 

Management of the Church after she had seen how they had behaved like bullies and thugs toward many 

good meaning people, including many personal friends of L. Ron Hubbard. 

The Snr C/S FSO, the late Richard Reiss, blamed her illness on her disaffection, though there are no LRH 

references explaining how disaffection can makes someone deadly ill. But that was the politically 

acceptable comment to make. 
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The truth is that Oppression (Suppression toward people who are denied the right to defend themselves or 

speak out against abuses) is one of the key things that makes people ill. There are dozens of LRH 

references pointing to that fact. Even common sense, when one describes the Oppression by its key 

attribute: Stress, agrees with this as well. 

Last year three times, I was asked to come to the bed 

of a dying person that I had last audited between 20 

and 30  years earlier, because the Church they still 

officially belonged to (The Church of Scientology) 

had callously denied them the right to receive their 

last rites for no better reason that they now viewed 

them as a potential liability and a burden. Simply 

stated, the Church of Scientology has the peculiar 

view, unique among any religious organization, I 

have ever heard of, that it primarily exists for its 

own benefit and to satisfy its private interests (and 

those of its leaders) well ahead of those of any of its faithfuls. In that respect, the Church of Scientology 

acts entirely and solely like a FOR PROFIT ORGANIZATION while using loopholes within the law to 

parade as a Church. The reasons for Scientology being a Church have nothing to do with its daily actions 

and entirely with financial and monetary gain. 

Listening to nothing but my Heart, I made arrangements to fly to Europe at my own expense, as all three 

of the dying resided there and were broke. At least, my actions allowed three good people to die with 

dignity and I was able to provide some comfort for their family and survivors. 

I had audited the first one of them for the last time 25 years earlier and because I had left the Church 

shortly after, we had never spoken since. That person had remained entirely faithful to the Church until 

the moment she had been ditched by the Church as a potential liability for having an inoperable tumor and 

“having outlived her usefulness”. 

Now on her death bed and unwilling to be abandoned to her fate by the Church of Scientology who 

viewed her as nothing more than a useless rotting piece of meat: a carcass to be, she asked for her 

relatives to find the person who had always been there for her when we both were at Flag and been vastly 

more successful than anyone else in helping her through auditing. That person was me. 

She was extremely glad to see me. Her first words were:”Pierre! you came! I am so glad! You have 

helped me so much…” I provided her with the help that she needed and her well deserved last rites. 

Within 48 hours she departed peacefully from her body after an agony that had lasted too long already. 

In another country I met an elderly individual who had once been a truly brilliant executive and many 

decades ago a close confidante of L. Ron Hubbard, someone whose name can be heard on many LRH 
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conferences from the 1950s. Sadly a degenerative disease had ravaged their life and body. I was able to 

provide effective counselling and assistance to that individual to the point that the care providers told me I 

had made a difference  for the better. 

The third one lived in a country where Scientology is unknown. 

That person was now deadly ill and no cure could be found. Years earlier, under David Miscavige 

guidance, teenage CMO Messengers had treated that person with wanton disrespect for his dignity as a 

Human being. That prompted the individual to leave. 

The Church of Scientology viewed that extremely able and ethical individual as “useless” and an 

ENEMY, merely for the fact that he had departed the Sea Org while still following all of their rules on 

leaving. I was invited to deliver an Assist as the family knew I did not apply KSW (Keep Scientology 

Working Policies)  destructively like the Church of Scientology now specializes itself in. His influential 

family and the Head of State of that country both arranged for the most competent doctor they could find 

to help that “Enemy of the Church”. It is little wonder after the leaders of that country had been appraised 

of the Violation of Human rights on their own citizens by the Church of Scientology, that all Scientology 

books have now been officially banned from both bookstores and Libraries in that country, because they 

are viewed as the product of “an Extremist Organization”. I was successful in helping that individual as 

well. 

I had very little sympathy when someone called me direct from the latest Freezone convention and 

boasted about awards and trophies they had just handed out to people who are top PR artists but horrible 

auditors when one is actually allowed to examine their session reports. Coincidentally one of the awards 

recipients had just abandoned a suicidal pc behind and left another go to a psychiatrist mid-intensive and 

put on anti-psychotics. Neither that auditor nor the Freezone Convention organizers felt the slightest guilt 

feeling. 

I told them that I was on an errand of Mercy at my own expense because it was the right to do: to help 

those who gave several decades of their lives to help others and LRH develop the technology so that we 

can all use it, nor merely financially benefit from it, as too many people both in the Church and the 

Independent field seem to do. The reason I went to help those people was largely because they were too 

broke to pay my expenses because nobody else in the Church or the Freezone/Independent Field was 

willing to do it. I had spent many hours cramped in Economy Airplane seats, slept on uncomfortable 

couches, ate processed food because it was the only thing available, while some of those “award winners” 

basked in luxurious accommodations and quietly swept their overt products under the carpet. 

That person I told this to, went on repeating what I had just said.  I was assigned subsequently lower 

conditions and told I was a “LIABILITY TO THE FREEZONE” by the self-appointed FREEZONE PR, 

when I declined to cover up for the auditor whose pcs became suicidal or defected to psychiatry mid 

intensive and for refusing to stay silent about another one who keeps being invited as guest of honor to 
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events, but is documented to be a child molester. The self-appointed Freezone PR has declared me FAIR 

GAME since and encouraged both his auditor and those who finance him and pay for his own auditing to 

do the same. 

Judging on the resulting natter, it seems that I missed a lot of withholds that day. 

This is why no matter how much natter, lies, rumors and sordid tales the tormented souls whose withholds 

were missed that night, or other nights, I stand tall whenever I look at my actual actions and motives. 

AAVVAAIILLAABBIILLIITTYY  AANNDD  IINNTTEEGGRRIITTYY  OOFF  TTEECCHHNNIICCAALL  MMAATTEERRIIAALLSS  AANNDD  SSEERRIIEESS    

 

TTEECCHHNNIICCAALL  VVOOLLUUMMEESS  1133  AANNDD1144  

  
A number years ago, an enterprising individual took it upon himself to compile the entirety of the Upper 

Level materials (mainly confidential ones) that were available to him. 

Those two volumes were prepared in PDF format and made to look just like the original Technical 

Volumes issued in 1976 

Immediately, the bulk of the Independent field took the compilation as complete, entirely authentic and 

accurate, three things it simply was not. It seems that acknowledging the fact that some materials were 

incomplete would have run afoul of a number or practitioners vested interests, especially financial ones. 

As a result, a number of auditors have been running boot-leg rundowns or rundowns that are attributed to 

LRH but are in fact the entire creation of Independent auditors of questionable competence. 

I have denounced the inaccuracies within those two volumes, to little avail in the past. 

Here is an exact summary based on facts by someone who has had access to the entirety of the materials 

covered in  those volumes: 

VVOOLLUUMMEE  1133  

 

Power 

Whereas all materials but one issue is complete and authentic, the materials are not complete. The way 

the materials are presented has led a number of auditors to assume very incorrectly that any Class IV, 

including those who have not even interned would be competent enough to audit those processes. This is 

definitely not the case. It requires the highest skill to run those processes competently. Particularly 

notable in their omission, are the materials that explain the actual auditing style and why running Power 

processing on Clears is destructive to their case and why it is suppressive to do so. 
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R6EW 

The checksheet is missing, but 80% of required materials are present, all of them bona fide. Missing are 5 

C/S only or confidential HCOBs that are crucial for proper guidance on the level. 

Clearing Course 

The entirety of the Clearing Course written materials is presented minus the checksheet. 

Missing are all of the Clearing Course Films.  Also three HCOBs that are only found on the SOLO C/S 

course (and the AO Review Auditor course) that deal with the state of Clear and are crucial in 

determining the mechanics of Clearing and on what type of auditing it is possible (or impossible) to 

achieve Clearing. Failure to apply those principles has led to numerous false attests to the state of Clear 

from pcs on lower levels in the In dependent field, where the Auditor-C/S was simply not qualified to 

make the adjudication.  The self-appointed Freezone PR has been fanatically active falsely validating 

those attestations, and chastised me for “speaking against Upstats” even after I showed him evidence that 

those “Upstats” were in fact very much Downstats and in lower conditions as far as the Tech is 

concerned. I hope that those who read my comment decide to enlist competent help before blindly 

attesting people to Clear with no independent test and without someone who is fully trained to validate 

Clear. A particular organization that specializes in false Clear attest at lower levels decided to direct 

people on OT II to run the Clearing Course Materials at the same time, “because the pc is very much 

interested in running those” If those who perpetuate that out-tech had only bothered to train properly they 

would have realized that the reason for such interest was that the fact that these individuals had never 

archived the state of Clear in the first place! 

Some ignorant individuals have renamed their own copies of the 1958 Clearing Congress Films held in 

Washington DC as “Clearing Course Films” 

For the record: there are 6 Clearing Course films (5 technical briefings, one demo session) 

The Bank and its pattern (1964) 

The Materials of the R6 Bank (1965) 

Composition of the Bank (1966) 

The Technical Materials (1966) 

General Information (1966) 

Auditing Demonstration  (1966) 
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VVOOLLUUMMEE1144  

 

OT I 

Complete and authentic materials of all past and present version of OT I 

OT II 

Complete and authentic materials. One page from the platens is omitted, most likely the result of an error. 

The text version of Volume 14 has the missing page. 

OT III 

Complete and authentic materials as far as the student OT III course pack goes. 

5 OT III C/S and Remedy/Review HCOBs are missing. These HCOBs are crucial for programming 

certain types of remedy. Only auditors who have audited OT III reviews at an AO or Flag or trained on 

the Solo C/S course are likely to have ever read those bulletins. 

ORIGINAL OT IV-VII 

Each of those levels is in some way altered from the version written by LRH. 

The original materials of these levels were entirely written in LRH hand. The materials presented in 

Volume 14 are typed materials. 

OT IV has some crucial Processes/Drills omitted from it. The C/S instruction on C/Sing the level are 

entirely missing. The first step of OT IV is an audited rundown audited by a Class VIII. Misguided 

Freezone C/Ses with the Quickie impulse are known to instruct people to do that step Solo, even though it 

is clearly a Review Action and has a secret purpose not revealed to the pc but known by the C/S. 

OT VII is entirely different than the version written by LRH. It turns out to be the “EDUCTIVISM” 

version. Eductivism was Jack Horner (pronounced squirrel by LRH and persecuted for it) own take and 

version of Scientology in the 1960s and 1970s. Jack Horner believed in the vital importance of running 

Creative Processing. LRH ordered Creative Processing abandoned during the 1950s, after observing that 

it tended to beef up the bank in a number of cases. 

Anyone reading that version of OT VII will instantly notice that it contains many Creative processing 

processes and therefore an immediate giveaway that it cannot be authentic. 

The true version of OT VII start with an assessment before any process is run. 
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And last but not least, the End Phenomenon of OT VII is not mentioned, making one wonders if all those 

who trumpet completing people on OT VII are truly giving their pcs what they had been promised ,if 

neither they nor the pc truly know the EP. 

New OT V: NOTS 

Mainly Complete. Authentic materials. A few of the NOTs series are missing. 

There are a total of 55 NOTs series Bulletins plus a number of additions and attachments. 

NOTE: NOTs 53 is missing. It was a useful bulletin called ERRORS ON NOTs, which gave useful and 

realistic examples on how NOTs cases could be debugged. Because it was written by David Mayo, in 

1982 all copies were ordered to be pulled out of packs and anywhere else and turned over to RTC. 

Everyone having access to that bulletin was sec-checked to ensure no copy had survived. 

NOTS 56 is a forgery. I am told that a “FREEZONE AUTHORITY” had certified it as authentic. 

All one has to do is use to google to discover it was a parody written by Keith Henson. 

New OT VI: SOLO NOTS 

No checksheet exist.  most of the Solo NOTS only materials are missing. For a full rundown on what the 

full Solo NOTs materials consist of, please read my essay on the Synopsis of Solo NOTs 

Original OT VIII 

The lone HCOB in that section is authentic. It is the only HCOB ever issued that has OT VIII in either the 

title or the distribution. 

Paradoxically that HCOB has never been part of OT VIII as delivered on the Freewinds or by the Church. 

New OT VIII 

 

This is one of the three versions of OT VIII released by the Church. It was released after the fiasco of the 

first version of OT VIII on the Maiden Voyage. Out of 300 people who did that version of OT VIII, more 

than 40 had dropped dead within 3 months. This was a tightly kept secret. Since i was working in the OT 

VIII Eligibility HGC at the time, I became privy to all sort of information on the matter. 

In late 1988, the following Tech terminals were secretly RPFed: 
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Ray Mithoff, actual author of the Freewinds OT VIII with some assistance from LRH handwritten notes. 

As is the case with all Scientology compilations since 1985, David Miscavige had absolute veto power 

over it and approved its release. 

The entire Freewind (FSSO) OT VIII delivery team except for one course Supervisor, the OT VIII review 

Auditor and the Tech page. It specifically included Margaret Supak (Senior C/S FSSO) and the 

lateLaura Wolfe (OT VIII C/S) 

At the FSO the following two C/Ses were RPFed for having an unusually high proportion of the dead 

among people they had C/sed: Ruthe Humprey and Dan McNicholl. 

A number of year ago, Ariane Jackson, a former friend and pc of mine became livid when she discovered 

how abused and ripped off her ex-husband had been by the Church and had literally died of a broken 

Heart with Scientology.  (His diary has been published on the Internet under the title: Diary of a Dying 

Scientologist).She decided to punish the Church by telling all  she knew about OT VIII on the Internet. 

I immediately emailed Ariane and we had a series of pleasant communications. The next day she wrote 

me, informing me that there were 8 lawyers representing the Church in her living room. Ariane was never 

heard of again. It requires no great ability to speculate what happened next: the two million dollars in 

loans arranged by the Church that her ex-husband had made to dead-beats, being reimbursed to her and 

their child, plus hush money and a gag order.. 

L10 

Grossly inaccurate and incomplete materials. 

It includes the Class X course checksheet. For some reason all of the auditors who claim to deliver L-10 

in the independent field make nothing of the fact that there are 24 theory bulletins on the Checksheet that 

are not available in any form nor even an abridged summary. Those bulletins explains the procedures, the 

auditing style and general prerequisites and core theory of the rundown. 

Most of the process sheets in that section are as Warren McShane had testified in court “unartful and 

severely incomplete reconstructions”. 

I have repeatedly stated that one of the missing bulletins states that you can seriously deteriorate a case or 

even kill him by misrunning L-10. This has been always glossed over by those who have a financial 

interest in delivering rundowns they are not qualified for, since most of these pseudo-auditors instantly 

wash their hands of any overt product they make, much like a cheap mechanic who refuse to honor any 

warranty on his repairs as long as the car has been driven out of his lot. 
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L11 

 

This pathetic reconstruction fails to explain the theory behind the rundown nor how it is achieved. Some 

of the steps are even given in the wrong sequence. 

 

L12 

Very poor reconstruction with none of the theory behind L12 explained in any way. Several of the 

techniques used on L-12 are only described in an LRH briefing. Neither the tape, nor a transcript, or even 

notes or summary of it are known to exist outside of the Church 

Anyone who delivers that rundown under those conditions is deeply out-ethics and can have only 

financial motives for delivering a rundown that can easily deteriorate a case (and in some celebrated cases 

in the Independent field) make them act like ranting lunatics. 

New Vitality Rundown 

Quickiest of the quickies is the only way to describe this laughable write-up by Russ Meadows who was 

declared Suppressive in 1976 under orders by LRH. The 1976 HCOB “Auditing reports, Falsifying of” 

summarize Russ’s career. His write up omits almost everything of importance, starting with the fact that 

the New Vitality Rundown is a Dianetics Rundown. This has led a Squirrel in the US Midwest to market 

that “LRH Rundown” while he delivers processes of his own manufacture instead. Having failed to 

produce the expected result of a Valence shift, the pseudo-auditor then runs NOTs commands and 

procedures on lower level pcs. When I privately chastised the auditor for both Fraud (selling an out-tech 

Rundown of his own manufacture while claiming it is LRH) and squirreling (auditing NOTs procedures 

on lower level cases), his reaction was extremely violent. He wrote a Suppressive Person Declare on me 

and distributed it to his “Friends”. He then added the heinous fabrication that I wished his wife dead. I did 

not even know he was married and to this day I do not even know the name of that woman nor anything 

about her. I never wish people dead. It is against my basic philosophy. I want criminals to stop being out-

ethics and I wish liars to stop lying because according to my fundamental belief, anyone can redeem 

himself. Only someone cruel wish to see people dead. 

Bright Think Rundown 

These bulletins are authentic. They were released in 1978 but soon after were withdrawn stating that their 

use was restricted to SuperPower only. 
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Superpower 

 

The version of SuperPower is a pure work of fantasy from the Freezone. 

The correct SuperPower Rundown as originally conceived by LRH consist of the following 12 steps: 

C/S 53 (as included in the Tech Volumes) 

Ethics repair list (the original list issued in 1978 is NOT the same as the one in Volume 14.The Ethics 

Repair List in Volume 14 was written by a person with a long history of out 2D and alcoholism) 

Personal revival rundown (not released /known in the Independent field) 

Consequences rundown  (not released/known in the Independent field) 

Bright think rundown (as described above) 

Study green form (in the New Tech Volumes) 

False data rundown parts I and II  (not released/known in the Independent field) 

Cause rundown  (not released nor known in the Independent field) 

Power of choice rundown  (not released nor known in the Independent field) 

 Perception rundown  (not released nor known in the Independent field) 

 Learning drills  (not released nor known in the Independent field) 

Physical universe drills  (not released nor known in the Independent field) 

The original purpose of SuperPower was to resolve all the ills that make staff members poor workers or 

ineffective. 

 

AANNAALLYYSSIISS  OOFF  TTHHEE  BBOOGGUUSS  SSUUPPEERRPPOOWWEERR  SSTTEEPPSS  

 

1- A ludicrous statement is made about there being a “condition of No Condition” Obviously the one who 

designed that step failed to word Clear the word Condition, which means state of being. One cannot avoid 

being in some form of state of being, even postulating oneself in the lowest possible levels of 

unconsciousness or non-existence causes someone to still be in some type of state of being or condition.  
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It is followed by the command to “Find a Viewpoint”. If the author of that process had understood the 

axioms well, he would have written “Assume a Viewpoint” instead. 

2- The next step directs the person to violate all known references on exterior and ending sessions, plus 

those on persistent F/N. It then introduces the false datum that one can audit over a big win and over a 

persistent F/N. The author appears to never have read the definition of a persistent F/N: it persists, 

therefore by definition you could no longer get reads without having killed it first, yet the authors 

insinuate that only a Floating TA cause an F/N to be truly persistent. 

3-This is followed by a Creative Processing Process. Owing to their having been abandoned by LRH long 

ago, it is proof by itself that the process cannot be genuine. 

4- A seriously altered version of the Ethics Repair list with a number of important questions omitted. 

5- The next step is another Creative Processing Action 

6- The last set of process shows its author confusion on flows, some of the commands have Flow one 

reversed with Flow 2 or have flow 3 omitted. 

The last Creative Processes in this rundown are a form of Validation Processing. Long experience with 

that kind of process has shown that they have built in instability within them and that the key-outs created 

by that type of process not only do not last long, but frequently result in an eventual very strong key-in 

days or months later. At least one case in the Independent field that had been doing well before the 

rundown was started committed suicide shortly after completing it. 

Therefore consider as out-ethics any auditor still running this rundown once they have been appraised of 

the data above. 

Obviously those whose overts are restimulated by my analysis above will probably attack me. 

It is my hope that others, which form the majority, will benefit greatly from my statements and be able to 

make better and effective progress toward improvement and a better state of well-being. 

KKEEEEPP  SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY  WWOORRKKIINNGG  ((KKSSWW))  

How to keep Scientology from working? 

AABBAANNDDOONN  AANNYY  PPAARRTT  OOFF  IITTSS  TTEECCHHNNOOLLOOGGYY  TTHHAATT  CCOONNFFLLIICCTTSS  WWIITTHH  PPRRIIVVAATTEE  IINNTTEERREESSTTSS  OOFF  IITTSS  

PPRRIINNCCIIPPAALLSS  
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People who have been running Scientology have not always had the most Ethical of Intentions. In fact, 

those running it for the last three decades have had intentions that have nothing to do with the 

improvement of people or their reaching true enlightenment. 

It is common place among the criminal to accuse others of what they are themselves doing and therefore 

hide (they think) their true misdeeds by labeling them as being the opposite of what they truly are. 

TTHHEE  HHIIDDDDEENN  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEESS  OOFF  GGOOLLDDEENN  AAGGEE  OOFF  TTEECCHH  

 

The Golden Age of Tech is yet another example. it should have been called the Age of Darkness. 

PPRRIIMMAARRYY  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  

 

The primary objective of the Golden Age of Tech is to “wipe clean the slate of auditors” by cancelling 

any certificate ever obtained (even under L. Ron Hubbard himself) and ordering them to lengthy retrains 

where auditors will be re-educated in the application of auditing. 

Compare it to the following definition: 

A systematic effort to eliminate an individual’s former loyalties and beliefs and to substitute them for a 

new ideology. It is best achieved by isolating and/or disconnecting from any anyone with divergent ideas, 

the insistence on exacting regimens that are not to be challenged or questioned, strong social pressures 

and rewards for cooperation; physical and psychological punishments for noncooperation, including 

social ostracism and criticism, deprivation of food, sleep, and social contacts, bondage, and torture; and 

constant reinforcement. 

The above is the DEFINITION OF BRAINWASHING! 

  SSEECCOONNDDAARRYY  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  

 

The secondary objective of the Golden Age of Tech is to implant the unimpeachable datum that RTC is 

infallible in technical matters and that any technical edict it issues should never be questioned, under 

penalty of excommunication and eternal damnation.  This will prove vital in getting all auditors under the 

control of the Church to blindly accept radical transformations in definitions and the technology without 

even needing to publish new bulletins, and accepting any verbal Tech issued by RTC as “undisputable 

truth”. 

Thus we have the definition of a Floating Needle being perverted and causing thousands of unnecessary 

overruns. 
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This we have the Fabulous Ls Rundowns have been completely transmogrified and now being run 

according to lower level styles and techniques instead of their own unique ones, and over 50% of 

recipients at Flag being greatly unhappy (or worse) with them. 

Thus we have the invention of the datum that people auditing on Solo NOTs must learn “How to Kill and 

F/N” and disavow their wins in order to benefit the Church through statistics and/or income. 

Thus we have people being audited for hours over ARCXs with the auditor purposefully ignoring them 

because of some arbitrary or false datum he has been indoctrinated in. 

TTEERRTTIIAARRYY  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  

 

The tertiary objective of the Golden Age of tech are 1- to remove any call to judgment or understanding 

by auditors and replace it with inflexible rules and robotic protocols. 

QQUUAATTEERRNNAARRYY  OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEE  

 

The quaternary objective is the adoption of the false datum that any auditor or Case Supervisor applying 

fanatically the Golden Age of tech procedures can not possibly err. The corollary of that false axiom is 

that any and all complaints or disagreements about the programming, auditing or C/Sing merely indicate 

undisclosed misdeeds by the complainant(s). 

Since the creation of the Golden Age of Tech, over half of the Solo NOTS completion have either openly 

defected or quietly departed from the Church. and nearly as many OT VIIIs. Church membership has 

dwindled by 60%. LRH repute has been torn to shred in the Media and on Internet and the Church under 

its current leadership has done nothing whatsoever to stop that trend, but only preoccupying itself at 

“defending David Miscavige” whenever he was justly attacked and criticized for his crimes. 

HHOOWW  RRTTCC  HHAASS  CCOORRRRUUPPTTEEDD  TTHHEE  TTEECCHH  AANNDD  BBEETTRRAAYYEEDD  SSCCIIEENNTTOOLLOOGGYY  

 

When the Golden Age of tech was announced in 1996, the “Discovery” by David Miscavige was that the 

“Blind had been leading the Blind”. Nothing was said about the inescapable facts that 

1- RTC by definition was the one leading on technical matters, and therefore being “The Blind” 

2- Being Blind in that context (having low perception) is entirely the product of hidden misdeeds and 

contra-survival acts. 
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3- Therefore, announcing that RTC was entirely responsible for the Technology being applied the way it 

was (wrongly), Scientology public were expected to continue to blindly trust the same group of thugs that 

David Miscavige was broadcasting as having betrayed its public. 

TTHHEE  1100  CCOOMMMMAANNDDMMEENNTTSS  AACCCCOORRDDIINNGG  TTOO  RRTTCC  

 

Since the Advent of RTC, in the 1980s, the Church of Scientology has completely failed in its mission of 

“Keep Scientology Working”. It has focused almost exclusively at controlling people, typically through 

Terror and the destruction of anyone who “had other Fish to fry” (an expression that has come to mean 

doing or thinking anything that is not written in the new Tables of the Law written by RTC.  The Laws 

being: 

1- Thou shalt not question nor doubt any rule or order issued by or on behalf or RTC, no matter how off-

policy or destructive it may seem to be. 

2- Thou shalt submit all of your dynamics under the control and orders of the Church and accept all 

directives to suppress one or more dynamics, including Divorce, Abortion or Disconnection without 

challenge or disobedience. 

3- Thou shalt lie and deceive even under oath, if it benefit the Church without feeling there is the slightest 

wrong in doing so. 

4- Thou shalt not save any money for yourself, your future or your children, but donate without 

examination everything you own to the Church. You will get into debt without any limitation as long as 

you keep being ordered to do so by a Church official. 

5- Thou shall disconnect as destructively as possible from anyone who disagrees with the Church, the 

way it is being run or who criticizes any of its principals. 

6- Thou shalt refuse to listen to any communication or examine any data that seek to prove or explain 

how you may have been lied to by the Church, declaring that anything unflattering about the Church or its 

principals is by definition entheta and a lie. 

7- Thou shalt accept any orders to apply Scientology, its Tech or its Admin differently than you have 

learned if RTC orders it as they know better than anyone else. 

8- Disavow or disconnect from your Father and Mother, sisters and brothers, spouse or children 

whenever  it is ordered to by an Ethics Officer. 

9- Never doubt anything you are told at any Church Briefing or official publication, nor  ever try to 

confirm their accuracy. Use the Internet solely for purposes immediately related to your job and refuse to 
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read anything about Scientology, the Church or any of its principals, as the Church of Scientology never 

lies to its members. 

10- Only follow goals of yours that are directly and explicitly approved by the Church. Change your 

goals, the instant you are told by an Ethics Officer or other authorized Church personnel that they are 

wrong. Disregard the Code of Honor. It is only written for PR purposes. 

  SSTTEEPP  00  OOFF  KKSSWW  

 

Over the course of years an additional step has surreptitiously been added  to the 10 points of KSW: 

Step 0 of KSW: Abandon the Technology, or least the bits that those in charge want discarded  to satisfy 

their political or financial interests. Hundreds of good Bulletins have been cancelled and never been 

replaced. Thousands of mental or spiritual breakthroughs been ignored or suppressed and parts of the 

technology developed by L. Ron Hubbard been kept indefinitely storage, in order to maximize financial 

gain by the Church of Scientology. 

The following links show by year an exhaustive and complete list of all Technical Issues published along 

with their current status (where they can be found, of if cancelled or suppressed). 

As a rule all issues written by someone else than LRH have been cancelled, even if doing so caused 

knowledge or vital advice to be lost. For example: Bulletins about Triple Rudiments have never been 

replaced and as a result, almost every auditor in the field have been mis-running Triple or Quad 

Rudiments using wrong or out-tech commands. 

Scores of detailed drills covering anything from Handling Audiences to auditing correctly every processes 

on the Grades or actual Case Remedies have been cancelled without ever being replaced. 

LLIIEESS  IINN  TTHHEE  PPRROOMMOOTTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  GGOOLLDDEENN  AAGGEE  OOFF  TTEECCHH  

 

Decades after the wholesale cancellation of hundreds of Drills, an Impostor, who is also a failed auditor 

and an acknowledged NO CASE GAIN and who shows NO CHANGE as a down stat administrator 

created something he calls the GOLDEN AGE OF TECH, largely plagiarizing earlier cancelled bulletins 

that were written by Class XIIs and other Highly trained individuals as ordered by L. Ron Hubbard. He 

falsely claimed authorship behind them, defaming earlier Class XIIs and Highly trained auditors who had 

complied with  LRH orders to create drills for every single occasion, lying in front of an audience of 

thousands claiming that LRH orders had never been complied with when they had. 
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Hundreds of bulletins gave vital technical advice and examples of application, but were cancelled without 

replacement nevertheless. This includes Bulletins on auditing  Autistic Children, The secret reason why 

OTs can cave in or act badly, dynamic assessments and many other subjects. 

It is immutable policy in the Church of Scientology, to cancel every single bulletin or materials written by 

a person who has just fallen out of favor or been branded suppressive, even if no replacement or 

substation is made. As a result there are gaping holes in the training auditors and errors and mistakes that 

would have been easily avoided have been committed in the name of “Keep Scientology Working” when 

the slogan KEEP SCIENTOLOGY WORKING was merely a hypocritical front for people who had no 

interest in the betterment of others so that they could order the demonizing and vilifying anyone who 

dared disagreeing or thinking an independent unsanctioned thought. 

SSTTAANNDDIINNGG  TTAALLLL  

 

Many people have voiced me their concerns that the good and valid parts of LRH legacy may get lost: 

The Church of Scientology perverts anything it currently touches in order to satisfy what has now become 

an insatiable lust for greed and power. 

Those who were earlier directly trained by Hubbard and his assistants to use in a benign manner the 

wealth of good contained within Hubbard’s writings have one by one started to die of old age themselves. 

A number of ignorant people of ill or questionable will, have 

managed to insinuate themselves at the top within the Church and its 

unauthorized off-shots. 

Thus we have a failed auditor who has never completed a single 

classed internship as the unimpeachable Fuhrer of anything technical 

and administrative within the Church of Scientology. 

Thus we have a number of people with false cert.(s) or never trained 

nor interned as the false experts of various  groups. 

This is why in recent years, I have spent significant resources of mine 

(both financial and otherwise) to privately meet numerous people 

who were personally trained by LRH at the highest levels and 

worked directly under him. Some of them were meant to take over 

one of his many hats, in order to ensure LRH legacy and research 

does not get lost. 

Whatever happens to Scientology, LRH legacy will not get lost in spite of the rampant attempts by 

squirrrels and crazy people to pervert it (all too often to satisfy their financial interests or desires to 
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secretly use people as guinea pigs to test their aberrant/psychotic ideas) or the Church continuous and 

covert deep infiltrations of any group that deal with “free Scientology”. The Church pernicious agenda is 

to create and fabricate enemy lines designed to degrade and ridicule those who make a public stand to 

preserve the tech and apply it correctly to help people. It uses numerous agents and stooges in the Free 

field who willy-nilly forward the Church agenda and enemy lines for their own private and financial gain. 

At the same time, the Church covertly supports those who have sold out and those who pervert LRH tech 

and legacy, while they actively claim to be doing the opposite. In this way the Church can make partially 

credible claims toward its shrinking flock, that the “Free Field” is insane, squirrel and that the Church 

remains the most viable and safe solution. 

This is why I make a strong stand against abuses of human rights in the name of Scientology and I 

continue to use the workable parts of technology in a way that it helps people achieve increased 

awareness and enlightenment. In that endeavor, I am supported by a private fellowship of highly trained 

people of goodwill who have pledged to make a positive change in life and livingness in this world. 
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DDIISSCCLLAAIIMMEERR  OOFF  RREESSPPOONNSSIIBBIILLIITTYY  AANNDD  LLIIAABBIILLIITTYY  

 

This work has been designed to provide general information about the personal spiritual opinions of the 

authors (s) [hereinafter "the authors(s)"] and does not represent or imply the representation of products 

and services as well as financial information. 

 The information presented here is not intended to be understood as binding offers or to provide advice or 

instructions on the use of the products and services. Therefore, no guarantee is made herein, especially no 

guarantee relating to merchantability, deliverability, fitness for certain purposes and other. 

 Any information contained or referenced in this work is suitable only as an introduction of the personal 

opinions of the featured authors. For specific advice, requests, instructions featured authors and other 

stakeholders have to be contacted directly. 

 We have made – and will continue to make – great efforts to provide accurate information. However, we 

make no warranty or representation, express or implied that the information contained or referenced 

herein is accurate or complete. In addition, the user of this work acknowledges that information may have 

been inserted incorrectly. Therefore the authors(s) shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever for direct, 

indirect, incidental, consequential or punitive damage, inadequate, useless or disadvantageous 

investments or expenditure or losing transactions resulting from the use of, access of or inability to use 

this information. Furthermore, the authors shall not be liable in any way for possible errors, omissions and 

representations in the contents hereof. 

 The entire content is a subject to copyright with all rights reserved. You may not reproduce (in whole or 

in part), transmit (by electronic means or otherwise), modify, link into or use for any public or 

commercial purpose the work without the prior written permission of the authors(s). 

The statements made on this work are informal and not binding on the authors(s) and associates.  

All information contained, written and/or supplied shall be deemed to be without prejudice   and is 

intended only for general information and educational use.  

    

 


